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MAY

13,

1914.
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LOCAL AFFAIRS.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS THIS WEEK.
A Holt—Bakery.
Ellsworth Greenhouse.
G A Parcher—Druggist.
For sale—8teamefe
—Vasts.
Stolen —Boat.

OF ELLSWORTH

Wanted—Men.

will pay you 2

per cent, on your
check balances of $500 or over,
crediting interest monthly..
average balance and let us show you what you are

an
an

losing.

In bankruptcy—Walter L Reynolds.
Notice— Hancock County Savings Bank.
Statements:
Granite State Fire Insurance Co.
Merrimack Mutual Fire Insurance Co.
Royal Exchange Assurance Co.
Niagara Fire Insurance Co.
Probate notice—Margaret Emma Hudson.
—Hadley P Burrill et als.
—Cornelius B Smith.
Admr notice—Est Mary H Roberts.
Admr notice—Est Helen R. F. Davis.
Caution notice—Elbridge O Somes.
H. A. Buck—Saxon automobiles.
Greenhouse.
Linnehan—Auto livery.
David Friend—Clothes cleaned.
John H Macomber
Republican candidate
for nomination for sheriff.
H C Austiu & Co—Undertaker and furniture.
—

|

Hours, 9 to 4; Sat., 9 to T.

St.,

83 Main

Portland, Mr!
Neal Institute.
SCHEDULE OF MAILS
AT ELLSWORTH

POSTOPPICB.

In effect Feb. 2% 1U14.

Interest on Deposits

j
|

is

with

!

a

MAIL CLOSES AT

importance to every person
checking account. This bank

Going West—10.30,
Ooing East— 6.46 a

such deposits,
pays
besides providing every convenience and
safeguard in accordance with modern
liberal

interest

Ask

bow

we can serve

you

an

For Week

IN

Corn, Meal, Cracked Corn, Feeds, Flour,

Ending

at

46

12

—

Midnight Tuesday,

38—
47—
48—

forenoon afternoon

in

86—
61—

cloudy

56—

rain, cloudy
rain
fair
fair
fair, cloudy

48—

45—
62

66—

64—
60—

—

40—

rain

.35
.83

cloudy

cloudy

purchased the
the Surry road.

Ros-

bunch of

week,

and

taran-

a

has him

now

on

safely preexhibition in his

a

hemlock lumber-

Hollis

in

township 2,
Penobscot county, next week. He expects
to take in a bark crew of forty men. The
lumber will be landed in the
Mr. Giles does not
or

Passadumkeag.

expect to break camp for

eleven months.

Dr. H. L.

Woodruff’s boat house at
foot of Green hake was

D.

his camp at the
burned Saturday
and two

afternoon

rowboats.

with

Fred Studer

launch

was

there

soldering, when
exploded, set-

Hoofing, Sheathing Paper,

|

wife.

lamp
ting fire to the buildi.ig.

COAL

|

Harold 8. Higgins, who has been
visiting her sister in Searsport, has returned home.

“Friends, and Friendship” will be the
subject of the sermon by Kev f. W. Tickle
next Sunday morning at the Unitarian

The many friends of Miss Marie Hurley
regret to know* of her critical illness of
tubercular meningitis.

church.

C

|

t
%

j

W. GRINDAL,

Water Street,

....

Ellsworth.

4

00-3

Telephone

j

-—.

4
♦

»,

J.

Mrs.

Olmsted, with little daughReading, Mass., is visiting her

Mrs. W. I.

ter, /of
mother, Mrs. AdAie Mason.
The Foresters will hold a dance, Wednesday evening. May 20. Higgins’ orchestra. Refreshments will be served.

Thirteen candidates for position as
mail-carriers in Ellsworth took the civil
service examination last Saturday.
J.T. Hyde, of Somerville, Mass.,
Goodwin/came last week to
attend the funeral of Capt. Goodwin.

Capt.

or

starved soil.

/

If you haven’t
any insurance on your buildings or if your policy is
to exPire. call and let me prove to you
^Jiat your property may be
fnnllt
ul|y protected in the largest companies and (it reasonable rates.

E. WHITING. Ellsworth. Me.

washers.

inal a,?4, tbf; k'nd that are offered as premiums In any newspaper, but the origheavy tinTlih
°l"iy really vacuum washer on the market, made of the Ibest
(or*)—00
1-5, while
‘ur- oriKinally sold for (3.50. Having a few on hand will sell them
they last. Call and see them, also try them.

Ellsworth, Maine

money to loan
Productive Real Estate;

^CJURRILL & SON,

.,!l.eJe.n c- Rhodes,

ZZ&XJSftXrSZ
HA'R GOODS

on

j-

Collateral and Commercial Paper.

16 State St., Ellsworth, Me

Linnehan’s Auto Livery
Water Street
Ma,ne

e“»worth'
oi all kinds.
("ladeIn Any Style to Suit.
TELEPHONE 117-2

The

mediately
discussion

some

bible class

after service.
will

b6

will
The

meet

im-

subject

for

Churchill’s

Winston

“The Inside of the Cup.”

Congressman John A. Peters is at home
Washington for a few days. Mrs.
Peters accompanied him as far ns Boston,
where she will remain

for

a

short

visit,

returning home for the summer early next
week.
Mrs. A. K. Cushman and Mrs. It.
E. Mason have joined Mrs. Peters in Boston for a short visit.
Contractor

Austin

M.

Foster,

of

Ells-

cottage at
Marlboro for Grace G. Baxter, of Boston,
i'ho main house is 31x34 feet, with ell
15x40, with large pergola and piazza. The
cottage will cost in the vicinity of £7,000,
and will be a decided addition to Marlworth, is building

boro’s

h

handsome

rapidly-growing cottage colony.

pleased to

cess

is

a

in

ns

50c to You.
If

brought

or

sent

to

our

this

store

will accept it for that amount as part payment on a $1 bottle
of KKXALL SARSAPARILLA TOXIC
BRACK UP! If you are lacking in ambition, get tired too easily, “wind” not as
gooo as it ought to be, you need a tonic—
a
system builder, something to restore
ambition, strength and “wind”.

RKXALL SARSAPARILLA TOXIC
will do this
We

or we

will refund your money
overcome the things

guarantee it to

that have drained
put your blood in

pairing the
the healthy

your vitality, to help

shape,

waste and

in

and aid

in

bringing

re-

back

functions of every organ.

WORN-OUT WORKERS
and

vigoi
need Sarsaparilla Tonic four times a day
It enriches the blood. It arouses appetite,
assists digestion, strengthens the bowels
who want

helps

a

renew-al of

remove

health

noxious substances fronc

the system. It is for building up brokenIt tones up, refreshes and
down systems.
invigorates the entire system. Long experience has convinced us of its genuim
value. This is why we recommend it bc
confidently to you. If it does not do al
we say, your money will be uncomplainingly refunded. A bottle containing 12
adult doses costs fl.OO. By parcel post 10<
at The Rexall Store.
extra. Sold

^nly

E. Q. Moore,
| Corner Opp.

P. O.

Ellsworth, Me

X

it will be to your advantage to

on

checking

accounts in

accordance with stated
♦
first of the

the

our

Our

♦

2
X

safe deposit vault is the safest to keep your valuables in.
our big steel vault are proof against both fire

£
>

and

theft.

Y

Q

The cost is but normal.

Q
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“If the young man ever expects to succeed in busihe must he economical. No matter how small

►

♦

$
$

ness

| the sum the hoy or young man is receiving,
! always save a portion of his income.”

\
»
►

he should

X

Hancock

County Savings Bank,

Established 1873.

Ellsworth,

ais

hear of

literary lines.

sophomore

her continued
Miss

at Kadcliffe

peared

♦

Me.

$
•

County Attorney Graham ap-

for the State.

to the
of

him

were

acdlfrom the firemen. The bearers were
Capt. John Q. Adams, D. L. Fields, A. W.
Curtis and J. P. Eldridge. Interment was
at Woodbine cemetery.

George Schoppe, of Steuben, was arraigned in the municipal court last Friday,
complaint of Game Warden Fred A.
Patten, of Sullivan, charged with violation
of the gam9 laws on three separate warrants. One charge was for destroying a
muskrat in close time, another for not
visiting his traps within twenty-four
having
hours, and another for not

wife visited Mrs.
East Surry Sunday.
Austin O. Conary and wife visited his
and wife, at
parents, Nathan Conary

Guptill

Orland

continued for sentence.

and

father at

Sunday.

Robert Carlisle and wife attended the
birthday party of her father, H. W. Cunningham, at Bluebill, last week.

I
COMING

EVENTS.

ELLSWORTH.

hall—Dance.

j Dyed.

grange hall—Dance and

Saturday evening, May 16, at

Thursday evening, May 19,

Society
Bayside

at

supper.

_

Wednesday evening, May 20,
vestry—Supper; 25 cents.

MOUTH OF THK KIVRK.

at

Uni-

tarian

Ludolf Murch has returned to his home

Boston,

in

spending

after

three weeks

with his sister, Mrs. Delia Whitmore.
Mrs. Clara A. York is visiting her
daughter, Mrs. Sophia Dodge, in Trenton.
Mrs. Dodge has recently returned from
Bangor, where she has been employed
since last fall.

Wednesday evening, May 20—Foresters7
dance.

Wednesday

and

Thursday, May

26

and

27—Annual convention of Hancock county
W. C. T. U. at Southwest Harbor.

Tuesday, June 2,10.30, at Hancock hall—
Progressive county convention.

?'Sheriiscments

——PARCHERS——i
Nyal Rubber

The

Goods Line

We take considerable

splendid
reason
ever

pride in offering you this
goods because we have every
it to be far superior to anything
The Nyal Rubber
your reach.

line of rubber

to

believe
within

placed

Goods

the

are

finest that money and brains could

produce.
Each article is backed by the absolute guarantee

or money

refunded

In marketing this line, we are not running a race with anybody
to see how cheaply rubber goods can be sold, because you and I both
The line
know that cheap rubber goods make a lot of trouble.
which we offer is manufactured up to highest standard of quality
and not down to a

price.
YOU GET IT AT

ARCHER5
PIF
IT IS GOOD

the moq,t comfortable and healthful place
he has visited in Florida, with such side
attractions as good fishing, plenty of
oysters, and oranges galore. He expects

Army. The
floral offerings were beautiful, including
pieces from the Grand Army post and relief corps, Lygonia lodge, F. and A. M.,

V. R.

Guptill’s

secretary, Mrs. Nettie Fullerton. The
society also took up the preliminary arrangements for the annual fair. A picnic
supper was served and a social hour en-

thinks it

comrades of the Grand

yoke

Lester Carter visited his aunt, Mrs. Gibat North Orland Sunday.

following were elected: President, Mrs.
Annie Grant; vice-president, Mrs. T. S.
Ross; treasurer, Mrs. Fanny Hopkins;

Lamoine, after spending the winter, as
usual, in Florida. He reports a good time.
He stopped this winter at Amelia, seven

of Capt. Samuel A. Goodwin
Friday forenoon at hip home on
Bridge hill, Rev. R. B. Mathews officiating.
There was a large attendance of friends

a

oxen.

bons,

county jail for ten days in default
The other two cases against

The ladies’ aid society of the Methodist
church held its annual election of officers
at the parsonage Tuesday afternoon. The

at

held

Sufficient evidence

payment.

Bloomfield T. Smith was in Ellsworth
Saturday on the way to his summer home

The funeral

of

offense, and Judge Hall imposed the
minimum sentence on the charge of killing a muskrat- flO tine, £3 for the one rat
killed, and costs. Schoppe was committed

suc-

to return there for another winter.

Robert T. Carlisle has purchased

Df the

their appearance.

and

WEST ELLSWORTH.

name.

to all three

taken out to determine the seriousness

was

Halman, who
college, recent-

Fernandina,

his

respondent pleaded guilty

.‘barges.

pgpers.

miles south of

with

marked

traps

pupils for the purpose for which it is
designated by the governor and council’’.
Exercises appropriate to the day will
probably be held in all city and rural
schools, and teachers and pupils will do
work upon the school premises to improve

and

us

7

interest

The little steel boxes in

The governor has named Friday, May 15,
Arbor day. So far as the schools are

was

depositor with

a

We deal in investment bonds of established value.

concerned, it “cannot be recognized'as a
school holiday unless observed by teachers

we

not

Savings Department we pay interest from
month, such deposits being exempt from taxation.
In

and

month

are

terms.

w’as

Boston

§

►

awarded the first prize in her class
She is also contribfor book criticism.
uting occasional articles or verse to the

This Ad is Worth

i

account.

Ellsworth friends of Miss Doris Halman,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. I. L. Halman,
are

100,000

Total Resources, 1,600,000

►

from

ly

Gilbert isnnents

and

'“Proved,

a

Henry Michealis, of Weehawken,
J., and Master Arthur Tower have

INSURANCE

THOMPSON.

at home

yHfrs.

M. A. CLARK, Ellsworth, Me.

vacuum

was

followed.

the roots

FIRE

Smith

few days last week while his vessel, the
Lejok, was discharging in New York.
Blanquefort coraraandery, K. T., worked
the orders of red cross and temple on two
candidates Monday evening. A banquet

The fascination of the stories in the seed catalogues is equal to that of the
beat novels. \’*>ur pleasure begins with selecting your favorites and continues in
watching them respond to your care. But if you expect to succeed you
muSt exercise
intelligence in planning your garden and in caring for it
sfterwmds.
DON’T plan to put shade-loving pansies where they get only unbroken
suns hi** ; nor
heat-loving heliotrope in a shady corner.
DON’T try to grow cucumbers in a dark, cold location; nor lettuce in

DON’T plant seeds in soil improperly prepared ajid let them dry up before/
are able to feed them.
*
Wlure the growing season is short, it is often the part of wisdom to fchy
idlings oil started, and so gain from six to eight weeks iu the life o^/your
garden and get that much ahead of the earlv frosts.
/
Now, at the ELLSWORTH GREENHOUSE M. A. Clark is growing the
hnest quality of
garden plants, to serve the people who want a Gftw plants of
*fveral kinds, and realize that they will get greater and quicker/returns for
ibeir investment
by buying strong, stocky, vigorous plants, thrown with
Plenty of light, and room to develop to their very best condition, than by
buying weeds and planting them under less favorable circumstances.
If you want to
try them we w ill send you a list of our vegetables and
dowering plants with prices. Telephone 43.

Charles L.

doing

used in the work

the

Mrs.

sister of Mrs.

Planning The Garden

at the time

novel:

J

We pay

f
j»

$

This is not the first, taran-

visit Ellsworth, but the first for

I

by the Barrel,
Grass Seed.

I*

Company

$ 100,000

If you
an

open

bananas at his store

Lime, Hair, Cement,

Groceries,

°“

Morang discovered

W.

a

store window.

ten

chapter, O. E. 8., will hold its
regular meeting next Friday evening.

Harry

l

fa

M. Gallert, Sec'y.

ELLSWORTH

Capital,
Surplus,

l

!

ingoperationonthe Buffalo,

Patterson, of Amherst, is
visiting her sister, Mrs. Forrest O. Silsby.

•r

Harvey

tula to

OF

^

A

nation for governor.

Irene

Mrs.

taken.

well

were

Among those in attendance at the
State convention of the Knights of Columbus in Ellsworth yesterday was Hon.
l*eter Charles Keegan, of Van Buren, one
of the democratic candidates for the nomi-

tula in

Henry H. Higgins, Treas.

Union Trnst

Fhe

Howard B. Moor has
on

large attendance at the presoriginal sketch “At fehe Big
Game”, under the auspices of the Dirigo
club, at Hancock hall last Wednesday

John A. Peters, Pres.

A

was a

J. T. Giles will begin

Lin wood H. Cushman has returned
visit in Massachusetts.

Murch farm

Mrs. M. E. Tbibodaux and little daughter Corinne left Monday for Charlestown,
Mass., for a visit with her husband, who
is chief quartermaster on the U. S. S.
North Carolina.

several years.

fair
fair

J

a

Salisbury

Capt. John O. Kief and wife arrived
home last week from Lawrence, Mass.,
where they have spent the winter. Capt.
Kief has sold out bis restaurant business
there.

served in alcohol and

well

from

home at
^

Frank W. Brackett, of Brookline, Mass.,
has been spending a few days with G. F.
Newman and wife, leaving yesterday for
a short visit in Gardiner before
returning
home.
*

last

fair
fair

clear

to her

Joy, of St. Louis, Mo., is visiting his parents, Capt. Henry J. Joy and

Kerosene Oil

_Wm.

j

has returned

Cove.

evening. The parts
ball followed.

ELLSWORTH.

i
i

hard

Mrs. Nancy Emery, who has spent the
greater part of the winter in Ellsworth
with her daughter, Mrs. Charles H. Leland,

There

[From

W E S E L L

dry,

♦©♦0*QV0*O4O#O*O#O*O*C#O*C*O*O»O»O^O*i>*O^G*C ♦04D*0»0#

entation of the

May Vi, 111 14.
observations
taken at the power
station of the Bar Harbor A Union River
Power Co., in Ellsworth.
Precipitation is
given in inches for the twenty-four hours
ending at midnight; snowfall is. of course,
reduced to water.1
Weather
Precipitatiou
conditions
Temperature

i

Mrs.

a

5.00, 9 pm.
3.45 p m.

a m;
ra;

WEATHER

4am

I

POSTOPPICB

hour before mail closes.

Wed
Thurs
Fri
Sat
Sun
Mon
Tues

,,

m.

Registered mail should be at postoffice half

on

banking.
by mail to YOUR best advantage.
11s

baseball game between Ellsworth
Sullivan high school teams was postponed on account of rain from Saturday of
laBt week to next Saturday.
The

A progressive caucus is called for next
Tuesday evening, May 19, at Hancock hall,
to choose thirteen delegates and thirteen
alternates to the progressive county convention to be held in Ellsworth June 2.

MAILS RECEIVED.

From West—7.13 am; 4.14 pm.
From East—11.06, am; 5 35,10.52 p

factor of

a

ibbnfgtmme.

and

The Burrill National Bank

Unsurpassed service and monthly interest should be
inducement. Write us to-day. State some amount as

arrived at the Tower homestead for the
summer.

]

|

Quality Store”

“The
*

.......

Something New; Direct from China
GRASS RUGS
ALL SIZES.

SEE OUR WINDOW

DISPLAY.

Vacuum Cleaner to let; $1.50 per day.

on

Harry C. Austin & Co.,
Undertaking

and Furniture.

Ellsworth, Maine

8

--—_____
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May 17, 1914.
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If you have the sliphtrwt doubt
that I-ydia E. 1‘jnkliam's Ves-ftaWe Compound win brlp you. write
to Lydia E-I’inkham Medicine Co.

I

»as*

ecu rage

read and answered by a woman,
and held in strict confidence.

a

ess

beast.

AbM
*to*

a*

of

and take

of (Me belated
-gmrtlea flower*".

stiaaa

and tow
ona

iii read it

;&*•*

*sra
os

arastker,

ibe

ray of

olmsnfi tfjr ^ranerrs.

expressed it poetry,
ri»*oD
to ber-jaat a

astbeaum

wiii appear id a
I’.ispte of wtoat they will be laser. This
«
“Add" and the
apply to -Leyail.

it der-xwd u» the Onrge. f»fa* jirmae** of Hmc*c«<r cr.--.aty.
The erases is opes i* sJi gra&ger* for the
disex. **.lb tr! top-ici of genera, ;at*rest- a ad
tor reports of f raxg* ssee-V. eg*. Make .etter*
*3,<J coBe:**.
.i cot®«a* as-***
be sigwed. bsi aaexe* win *«w h* p-riated eiAB ccrzcej>t by percas** oa of sse writer.
xa®B.aC*;.-o bs will be tab^eeb to sppro-r*s at
the *C:b>r. bat a©-®* wiJ be rejected wnaoait
Ts£*

Sorai

to-ecea

a too

are

pbocio;

for the

aeasoa.

Z25:gut t*e iatgreeted in a
deacnpt843*j een: »e iai personal letter, of
Ike •“♦sSrage parade iS Boatoo May 2. to
i copy ttoe follow tag
I

i&omgbt

too

Coc*d

-■taterday »e went :s tots aod waftbed
the suffrage parade- It was s good parade
and rather imprerntT*. There « a« a section
of women lawyers. of doctor*, same*, writer*,
platers,
wemeu,

Then

a

:

etc-

_

Tbe program Mir 2 eoo**.ft*d of the foi*
lowing. Reading, Ai« Leach, Inrua Cl*meat. Cldoea Clement sad acsie Blodgett:
master.
conaodratr.1.
The
following
question* were discussed; “Resolved. That
•averting

acres#**

the cost

of

Jitioc,’7

••Resolved, To*: ;n w»na;og saccess on
t firm, method counts more tnsn capital,
and gumption is wona more than inherisod

tance-"’
KAitLAVILLE.

Ml.

Maria rilie grange met
arday evening.
who s good attendance.
Uoca

May &,

a

ftag,”

sport

Os* this quotation:
“So caaae -a won bat a: the first *u mocked:
So door stand* wide nut at the first «u
lacked.”

was

had

ary program

daring

was

recess,

and the liter-

weii rendered.

Oae apMar;* r Hi*

rente Cj tnat memplication paper was filed. The
will piay an Important part In the
grange circle will noid a sale and sapper
sufferings of the lost between death
Al: the rcffrmgima wore yellow aod carried
All the
Wednesday evening. May 13.
and reBorrectioa—the thought of what yellow banner* and flowers, and many syoc- grangers are requested to bring food.
wore
might hare been—but now It la too patb.xer*
yellows
flower*, while
anti*'* oa the street wore red roses. Kim
late. Already there is a foretaste of
ftCHOODIC, 4£fe. ?TI>TO HARBOR.
rode alone in the parade, and
Margaret
Fo,«y
the cnijoen'-hahle Sre of Gehenna,
Thursday evening tne fourth degree was
her an tom obi ie nor e the placard.
where their worm dleth not and the
conferred upon one candidate, alter which
“Tke rat stand# for chivairy;
fire Is cot quenched I Mark lx. 43. 441
The
itght refreshments were served.
H
want;stioe."
Part of the false teaching of our day
I did act mean to write such a lengthy ac- grange will serve a bun sapper Friday
fire and that
Is that there 1* no fie
count waeo I started. W* watched ta* who.*
evening, at 6 o’clock, and have a candy
those who die In their sins can be
parade, it took over two boar* to pan*. I and apron sale.
saved after death, but out lyjrd brings co a id not get the husband
away txii it was m*
MASIA?A«CA, 477, SOUTH BLUEHIUL.
before us a great gulf fixed between over.
6, two candidates were instructed
May
the saved and the tost, with the impos1 expect to be forgiven for iaamtof tbx*
sibility of passing from one t io to ic the cola ms—I mean forgiven by tae in tne third and fourth degrees. A special
tbe other
E.#ewbere He taught that writer-and whatever the teaua^enL* of ses*ion « as appointed for May 7, for the
Pomona meeting. Tae weather he mg fine,
those who die In their sins cannot the toiccfca, they will
enjoy the good the neignnoriag
granges were wrll repreIn
come where He is (John vtil. 21.24.
de*cr»pc ton, I im sore.
sented
In the evening toe drama, “The
what may perhaps fie the ■. dest book
Miller 9 La.ighter,” was presented to a
crowded ho;***:, with specialties between
In tbe Bible we read. "Be.;: use there is
iMnr Aunt Madge:
wrath, beware lest He tike thee away
This ,eit*r deal* with coy firm night • lodg- acts.__
with His stroke; then a great ransom ing ia what i* Etc * the
BATSIDK 476, ELLA W ORTH.
city of Facadena.
cannot deliver thee" (Job xxxvi Ifi.
I took my gras* usxxt and my traveling
«*i« the first and second degrees were
aad
went to the little two-room boast
conferred upon one candidate.
Next
Having found .jut the awful reality •bawl,
of being lost, be becomes desirous that noy friend*, the toys, or rather their motaer. Wednesday ref re* a men is wiii he served
after wonting the third and fourth dehad
I
bad
the
to
and
pu*
it,
#u
opto
key
bis brethren still on earth may be
r>.*ter Cousins' side of the contest
gree*.
in it that night a.vat.
saved a like fate and begs that one /edge
furnished the program of readings, recita»oca Bowling I
had
never beard before, j ls
»torie«
and singing, earning 150
non*,
may be sent to them from the dead
Coyote* were out from the arroyo woods ia points.
lest they also come Into the place of
or
*o
it
seemed hi me. I slept
large number*,
He U secured that If they lut e, and aithougs It *m
torment
M800MC, 43/. rRASKlAX.
July, 1 actually
will not believe Moses and tue proph- suffered from cold. Night# acre, even in
May 7 twenty-six members and two
et* they will not believe though otic summer, are j»ua*»j coo,, and are enjoyable visitors were
After the routine
present.
shoold go to them from the dead Here with sufficient bedding.
work, a recess was tailed and a social half
The
test
morning I was astir very early
we see tbe cause of bis being In the
hour was enjoyed.
When the grange was
and all sounds of coyotes had ceased.
I had
place of torment There was not nec- heard of a
again called to order, the lecturer prep ace ab>ol three-*, aarters of a
essarily any sin Id his being rich or In mi** off. on the east bank of the
sented a program as follows: Hinging, C.
Arroyo Boco.
bla having line clothes and good food, woere I cou.d
get board and lodging, and L. Clark; reading, secretary; remarks by
but it Is evident that he had no use for taither I went. And
>t this place I found a worthy master concerning the poultry,
the word of God or for its warnings or home for a week or two, until I found quar- potato and
canning clubs.
ter* nearer my work.
entreaties.
I |had a.ready started
muouu RBsoLcrzoxa.
heats.
Our lesson ought to be a very solemn ia to build me a house.
IFArreaa, It has pleased oar Heavenly
word to all desplsers of His word In
Father to remove from our midst oar beioved
our day. hot who will lay It to heart?
As a last thought lor this week I
brother, G. B. Bcammou- therefore be it
place
Beeoieed, That la nis death we have lost a
Even some who are Bible students and another poem sent by Aunt Emma, bea willing worker,
sound
on
are
many points call this a cause it will apply to every day as it trae and faithful member.
to advance the
and one who was ever
parable, though It is not so called-In comes, reminding oa ol that sentence hater eats of oar order. ready
tbe teat and endeavor to give It some which has almost become an axiom: “We
U**ol*t4, That we extend to the bereaved
other meaning. 'To me It is a simple live one day at a time.”
family oar heartfelt sympathy is this great
and. In tbe case of tbe onheliever. an
lose, sad csmmeod them in their sorrow to
TO-OAT.
awful statement of facts—our Lord
This little strip of light
the One “who doe to ail things well”.
Twist night and night
Beeotmed. That oar charter be drsped in
drawing aside the veil for os and
us
Let
mourning for thirty days; that s copy of these
keep bright
showing ns tbe unseen. There came s
be spread upon oar records; one
resolutions
To-day:
time when another 1-aaaru* came hack
be sent to the bereaved family sad one to Tux
from tbe dead, but It did no good to
And let so fumes of yesterday,
Ellsworth Americas sod one to the Bangor
Xor shadows of to-morrow,
tbe unbelievers wbo were desptsers.
Commercial lot pabiicationBedim with sorrow
for they wanted to kill film over again
Ethel V. Clare,
To-day I
because by reason of Dim many of tbe
Enfru Bltlkr.
C la cob L- Clark.
1 take thia gift of heaven
Jews went away and believed on Jesua
As aimpiv aa tie given;
Committee.
(John all. 10. 111.
And if to-morrow shall be sad
In this life Is tbe time to believe and
BABVEHT HOME, 403, WIGHT ELIAWOBTB.
Or never comes at all, I’ve had
be saved, and tbe word of God ought
At least
May 0 some business came before the
to suffice
Those wbo believe not the
To-day!
meeting, and by-laws were made in regard
record made God a liar (1 John v, 101.
-8fkd4d.
to letting the potato-plan ter to members.
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say that the iocreasinz care with fire o«
the part of the railroad# sad the pabbc
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are

to

often struck.

mo#:

be of

ofteo-e*: struck

simply because they are to liotneron* and.
extending upward, they shorten the distance oetween the ground and the clouds:
farther, their

branch**

root# well

the earth

into

the

m

.nvite

air

and

electrical

d^cnarge*.
are

sa.d to invite

ightning and others to he immune from
stroke, it seems to be a fact that any kind
of tree will be struck, and the Dost numerous tree specie# in any locality it the
one moat likely to * offerOther things being equal, lightning
the tallest tree,

an mot itad tree, or
A deep-rooted tree
conductor
is
than a shallowrooted one, and a tree foil of sap or wet
with ra»n is of course a better conductor
than * dry one.
L i-tuning set* fire# by igniting the tree
itself, particularly when it is dead or
partly decayed and ponky, or bv igniting
the dry bacons or doff a: its base. The
forest soil, when dried out, ignite* readiiy,
because it is made of partly-decayed twigs
and leave*, and it can hold a smouldering
fire for a considerable period. It is probable that moat of the lightning-set fire*
start m the doff.
seeks

one on
a

high ground.

better
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Beaaeme'-'s 111 Luck.
Sir Henry Bessemer was one of those
Inventors that ill lack pursued and
from w hose clutches be finally escaped
by indornliable perseverance. In 1S33
the British government was losing
STaXj/Mi a year by the fraudulent misBesseuse of embossed deed stampsmer rendered this impossible by the
use of perforated.dies which dated the
stamps. He presented the invention to
the government, which forgot its prom
ise of a permanent appointment, but
Ills great invention in
thanked him.
the manufacture of steel so impressed
the imnmaker* that they paid him
$ 135.000 for licenses and "wanted their
He had forgotten the
money back."
proportion of fools to wise men. It
took him two years to render the process
••foolproof." »\.d he pressed his
point borne by the setting up of bis
factory in Sheffield.
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illustrated and
printed by s good local firm.
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Washington,
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at
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gestion or dyspepsia r*- -artending
-‘.zest.
burn, dizziness, after du : :
%Tcose books should be mailed to owners headache, biliousness, pi.
t:ie
of automobiles; flQO would fay postage on
««!:.
bowels, or sour and gassy
■

-f ai
reffectire »nd lastn
once.
Buy from U. A. Pa: -r toa
Tabday a fifty-cent box of M;
lets.
y e»
They quickly and
stomach misery—are plea-itake
and perfectly harmless.
(
.-penoMi-o-na is one of the m
mAohs
able remedies for disordered
It heals the sore and Inilatned membranes and is not only a digestive ttd
antacid giving prompt and e -ctire
p acd
relief, f at is a tonic that
•-I*’
strengthens the entire di:
,v ditem
then the food is pr
:
enjoy
gested arid assimilated
robust health.
M -ni
I)o not delay—get a box
at once.
If you are not rim
fled with results money rein:
•__

10.0*30

coo**, a no your local postmaster in
the village needs the
In Washmoney.
ington the names and addresses of owners
of automobiles
and

i presume

are

it

Get

frequently published,
is

the

same

in

other

cities.

far away to the people who
place they bring cars
from Atlanta, tie.,
and Chattanooga,
Tenn., and have motored to Brookiin from
Boston, New York, Baltimore, Washington and Ohio. The automobile people will
Maine

have

is

not

At my

a car.

—

not enthuse

over a three-line advertisement, but they don't mind running a car
X30 miles to take a look at a town that is
well advertised.

■

But tbere*i* something else that must be
in the booklet besides good roads,
bcao&ol scenery, etc. Moat of tbe*e
people fas y golf, or want to learn to play
golf, and 1*- any town to make any large
success they must have
golf. Tne publicspirited peoole t* the town must be willing to rent them hand to lay out a course.
Some of tbe people in Brookiin last
year
realized for the firsftima that the summer
people were a real benefit to the place, and
rented iand for a golf course. The via it on

$4,8W‘

raised

for

town

to

They

will

a

club-house and

asking

without

course

a

FRECKLES
Now is the Time to Get Ki<l
There’s

The automobile
is

golf

in

a

She—I’m afraid you couldn't support
In the style to which I’ve been accustomed. He—Weli. styles are always
changing, aren't they!— Exchange.
me

GOTT’S ISLAND.
T. Hodgkins is with her
daughter, Mrs. Frank A. Babbidge.
Mrs. Cora Harding recently visited her
suiter. Mrs. Dudley Mayo, of Southwest
Harbor, who has been Ui, and found her
Mrs.

much

May

Clara

improved.
9.
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completely
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skin

an

beautiful clear complexion.
Be sure to ask for the double strcngt

gain
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o

othine, as this is sold under guarantee
money back if it fails to remove freckles*

hair Falling?

!

It now I You
do It with Ayer's Hair l <?°rDoes not color the hair.
Q A ymt C®Ask Your Doctor.

•

Prospect,

James Hendrick

Thentfoptt! Stop

can

Mrs. E. A. Dorr arrived bom
Guild,
N. H., Saturday, and has opened her
house here for the summer.

It pays to ask your grocer for

The George
leased to

He Uvea long that uvea well, and
time misspent is not Uved, but lost—
Thomas Fuller.

Marks

here she will work for
this summer.
w

see

>
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soon

needed to

few years.

Mrs.

ut>e

aPP^

freckles have begun to disappear,
*rely*
lighter oues have vanished ef.#.
ia
It is seldom that more than an uuct

very

lira. Tracy Eldrtdge, who has been aerioosly ill, u somewhat improved.
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ug to come
them in the right way. A thousand dollars spent now, the right time, wluie the
iron is hot, would mean many thousand
whole

* *,ow?

ashamed of

should

cotoe if there
for and you ask

as a

?

Simply get an ounce of otbi
strength—from any druggist, ai■
a little of It night and morning

person in tbe
to the stock.

people will

so met hi

do

*

l*iy Spots.
longer toe aligbte-i

your frvih
prescription otbine—double strvr i.-tb-t*
*P° f*
guaranteed to remove these h*>

feeling

a dollar
furnish the money hut they cannot furnish the ground if it & not for sale
or for lease.

subscribe

Egotism.
"Pa, what's an egotist!”

Dodging the Issue.

indi-

I‘o not continue to auffe:

least, *nd

tbe town advertised.

in

dollars to tbe town

"A man who makes a crooked mark
when be signs his name and thinks
everybody will know what It means."
—Chicago Record-Herald.
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Brank.ise wa* repraaex-ted by a moa.3t*d
aatta.toB of women as wel. a* by a large S*ocy
©< pedestrians and **-. *ra. as tomobi lea.
The fkals were ratner simple. On* represented Masaacc a tests pleading at the bar
before a b*itad ;amice. Another, a vcrms>
“The Captive." wailed is toy predjudiee, injustice. canon, etc. The banners that the
.« of thee
-'Oar eoaatry
fewest .aad of liberty
Another: “It take* a woman to make
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ttrse mortal
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todies a* I *Q of toy owe promt ei
*
i teo* that roistesre in tt
body
orrectk-s. and cot death wia ta tta
reward for tta nrhtfvrss
Gita of f-.
and fall torment f-r tta east. tea totn
*
ta more peain ttar this es
Ing cr*.
us laty- tar.*
err ng the
scg
or untapt'.ness of If. *e wtass we call
dead. Not* sao in her rV Sell, that
■one who tad bees flaia for tta word
of God and toe testimony which they
held are to'd to rest and watt sntii
ttair fesiow set-rant* shocSd ta tiled
Wtar osr Lord toed He* diwrlpse* tf
tta tody ‘Lr.le
to fear them whii-tj ki
ill 4- Be e
y did lot consider
the death of lie tody a gr*at calamity
In our lesson tta costrss* tat wee a
these two Eta®, torn in this hfe and in
tt-e life beyond, is most marked and
Wtat could ta a greater constriking
trast than that of a man trim* la tta
luxury of tta* rk Pi man. with a.', that
ttoaey cocld ot-taia lb tta way of food
Bad raiment and a mansion to corresprvnd. end tie poor, sobering, homeless beggar desiring tta era mbs which
fell from tta r/n mans tarn*. a com
penioo of tta dor*'; tvt.it mct’.rudes
would gladly share tta rich cab's portion. fact where roo d or.e ta found
to take tta tarn -’* puce; Bow often
tta angcdly prosper ir. tta world and
increase m riches, fact it t» a so true
that often ttay are brought into desoiatioo as la a moment and utterly con
semed w th terror* <Pm. !ki.... 12. YjBoth Eteri died, and now we see tta
We may easily
realities of eternity.
Imagine tta pomp. of the fenera: of the
rich man. though our Lord makes no
reference to U tayoed saying that ta
was facried.
He does not say that tta
teggar had erec a Buna:-. fanl searing
tta todies He doe* show os tta men
who had departed from ttam. Angels
carry tee. beggar to a place of happiness. fact tta n.-a man Ends himself in
the torments of tta lost In Lades crying out for a drop of water. It is ao
awful scer.e. a fearful change from tta
comfort of wealth on earth to tta suffering* of the kwt. Who wocid not ta
glad of tta beggar s portion now. fact
who woc.d not escape. if ta coaid. tta
doom of tta other;
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THE OUST OF HAIXE.
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Mooney house has been
Harvey Saunders, who, with his

family, will

occupy it.
Mrs. Fred L. Dorr arrived
Friday after
spending the winter in Hudson
V
H
She was accompanied by her little
granddaughter, Hilda Young.

May

soon

9.
______

Stickney & Poor’s Mustard

j

1

D

Eager Young Man (who has called on
the phone his adored one)—I can’t wait
any longer, dear, I really bad to ’phone.
Will you marry me? Gentle Voice
(in reply)—Why, yes, of course, I will. But
haven’t you got the wrong number?

hat's the way to get the best.

I.

I

*"*'

Pauper Notice.

theOKI’«*®J'ho

ITT* VINO contracted with
J 1 worth to support and cere
tnay need assistance during

for th»»

rth.
years and are legal residents of Ells*w.
forbid all persons trusting them on *
of
room
count, as there is plenty
i?»rifl
modations to care for them at the
M. J. D»oM
house.

enormous
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Booth.I
[By »»»• Sydney
have become very intermitS.

notes

The,e

instead of the regular weekly budget
wbst

U

conspiring

tc

But

they should
Tntended
11
hen everyone is

be.
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An
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almost
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been

trying

been

have

or

,,ter

the
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mast
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And

contess,

daddy

his
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It
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week, and when

a

out for
hiac in bloom

one

one

knows that

the

sees

is

summer

air is fragrant with the
not far away. The
imell of blossom, and the bees are busy.
I received a letter from your editor yesterand he tells me
day, written on April 18,
before. What a
he *a» sleighing the day

contrast to the weather we were enjoying
at the same time!
At the beginning of last week I attended
Dawlish “market”. Only sheep and cattle
stock for the butcbora.
were sold-fat
Bull was not so much interested in the

four-footed creatures as in the bipede
present. There were farmers from everywhere. lireat, big, jovial fellows most ol
them, typical Englishmen, with a keen
and shape of a sheep 01
eye to the weight
User.

One old gentleman turned out in a tal
century ago
but most ol
them there wore the garb of the countryman-riding breeches and
leggins, ol
course, white collars and black ties and
loose-tilting tweed jackets. In the case ol

hat and black stock of half a
obviously his everyday garb,

the

jacket is close!yfull-skirted, looking very

men

younger

vaisled and

big

bis

editor will make liberal

the

more

gan—Mark.
Capt. Sam Lord
Lord,

adjourned

all

to

a

was

in the schooner

scissors and

so cause me

use

to waste

out dentention
In schooners James Tilden and Capt. John,
worthy of mention.
Frank Grant, he sailed the Partland Packet.
Don’t forget the Abigail Haynes—to steer her,
take off your jacket.
Franconia, Holt, and Alley, Frank Maria;
Forest City, Davis, and Loduskia, Means—
Nehemiah.
Elizabeth, March, and Caspar in the RattanMany were the times they weathered old Cape
Ann.
Capt. George Lord in the Mary Augusta did

Correspondence.
Words That Mean Something.
March 9,1914.
Washington, D.
To the Editor of The American:
The Union station in Washington, one
of the finest and largest railroad stations
in the world, has, cot in the marble under

sail,
And Capt. John A., he had the Eugene Hale.
Charles Smith was in the Maid of the Mist,
And you remember the Luella? She always

the roof

over each entrance, one or two
sentences, each letter being a foot long so
that they who run may read. I will
quote only four of them, as there are quite

had a twist.
The Bonnie Ives was blown to sea—don’t remember the date—
She was homeward bound from Boston loaded
with freight.
They often did, when bound home, load floor
and corn.
Now comes the Joshua Grindle; she went
around the horn.
Many staunch and able schooners were built
in that day;
It was launch them, load them, from the cove
AH away
And get to sea, so as to make “a slant”.
There was Bonsey, Leonora, and Jordan,
Nellie Grant;
Storm Petrel, Davis, Westerloo, Whittaker—
Mort.
One trip in the Westerloo from Ellsworth to
New York,
We made a good run that I will relate—
In sixty-seven hours we towed through “the

number of entrances to tbe station:

a

PRESIDENT’S ENTRANCE.
ends thou almst at be

OVER THE

Let all tbe

Country,
Thy (iod and Truth.

Be

nobleness
That Her. in other

sleeping but

men,

Thy

noble, and the
never

dead,
Will rise in

majesty to meet thine

own.

The Farm, best home of the family,
Main source of national wealth.
Foundation of civilized society,
The national providence.

The

Miss Beatrice Pierce is home from Bangor, where she has been employed.
Charles H. Clement and wife, who have
spent the winter in California, are home.
Ernefet Martin and wife are home from
New York, where they have spent the
winter.
Lester Crane and wife have returned
from Birch Harbor, where they have spent
two months.
Marshal

celebrated

her

fifth

birthday Friday, by entertaining seventeen
of her

little friends.

hood hall

Tuesday evening.
Work is progressing on the new house of
Bert Goodwin on Main street, and the
house of W. A. Towne on the steamboat
wharf.
May

4.

p.

BASS HARBOR.
Mrs. Anna McDonald is quite ill of grip.
Her sister, Mrs. Josephine Perry, of Bar
Harbor, is with her.
The

three-masted

which

schooner Calabria,
here full of water two

was towed in
weeks ago, has been sold, with her
cargo
of laths, to O. E. Bicknell & Son, of Rock-

land.

Alvah

Farnsworth,

his twin

Hall,

killed

horse-roller

a

Thursday

on

when

which he

was

riding broke, throwing him in front of the
roller, which passed over him.
A leak in a gas-pipe in the home of Albert Stewart, in Lewiston, caused the death
Saturday night, by asphyxiation, of his
wife.

Mr. Stewart and his

son

were

un-

when found by neighbors.

conscious

The Senate has disposed of the postoffice
situation at Skowhegan by confirming
Clarence Mantor.
The republicans at
who

inquired

about

the

re-

moval of Postmaster Durrell did not press
the case. Other Maine postmasters con-

firmed last week were David M. Michaud,
East Millinocket, and Frank A. Gillett,
Mechanic Falls.
Suffering from mental strain, Horace
of Waterville, known throughout
Maine as a breeder and trainer of fast
borses, left his home Saturday night and

Nelson,

although
he

was

search

a

was

not found uutil

instituted at once,
morning. He had

wandered about all night, barefooted
only partly clothed, and was nearly

and
ex-

hausted when found.

G, A. Parcher.druggist, Ellsworth. Me
NORTHEAST HARBOR.

Stanley

Clarence

family

and

Boston for the

have

HEAD STUFFED UP?

re-

summer.

Hyomei Gives
If

his

for the first time

saw

and

Ronald,

months old.

Danforth J.

expected

Manchester and

from St.

wife

Petersburg, Fla.,

are

this

week.

Guy Parker is obliged to retire from
business for a time on account of ill
health, and has rented his flsh stand to
Mr.

instantly

of

Gloucester, Mass., who will
for John Pugh Gordon’s firm.

buy flsh
May 11.

X. Y. Z.

Elmer

Smallidge,

who have

wife

and

son

Lindsay,

spent the winter in Florida,

are

home.

WEST EDEN.
W. Haynes, who has spent ihe winter

in

Florida,

is home.

from

who

recently

returned

Boston, is working in the Mt. Desert

;

Mrs. Susie Smith, who recently visited
sister, Mrs. D^vid Branscomb, has returned to Steuben.
her

Mrs.

Merritt T. Ober has returned from
she visited her

Charles Phippen and wife, of Carmel,
spent a week recently with friends and
relatives here.

Pretty Marsh, where
brother, W. H. Freeman.

The high school will present the play,
“The Wild Man of Borneo,” Friday eve-

parish

The secret orders
house and

have

forsaken

the

occupying the new
lodge room in the Masonic building.
ning, May 15,
Parker W. Fennelly has returned from
Benjamin Carter, wife and two little
daughters, of Tremont, spent the week- the Leland Powers school, Boston, where
he has been

Mrs. W. W. Lunt.

end with

Instant Relief

suffering

from a cold or catarrh
causing dull headaches or an itching
and burning sensation in the nostrils,
It gives quick,
surely try Hyomei.
effective
and permanent relief or
It
refunded
G.
A. Parcher.
money
by
goes right to the spot—you feel better
in five minutes.
Mo roundabout method of stomach
dosing with Hyomei
you breath it.
This health-giving medication goes dito
the
inflamed
membrane, all
rectly
irritation and congestion is quickly
relieved, the delicate tissues healed
and vitalized.
Hyomei should be in every household.
Druggists everywhere sell it.
Ask for the complete outfit—$1.00 size.
—

Shirley Reynolds,
nurseries.

R.

Simple Tonic)

a

How many women do you
know
Who are perfectly well, strong and
healthy as a woman should be? They
may not be sick enough to lie in bed
—but they are run-down, thin, nervous, tired and devitalized.
Women are so active
nowaday*,
and so much Is expected of them,
that they constantly overdo and suffer from headache, backache, nervousness and kindred ills.
Such women need Vinol, our delicious cod liver and Iron tonic without oil which will create an appetite,
tone up the digestive organs, make
pure blood and create strength.
Mrs. Walter Price, Biloxi,
Miss.,
says: "I was in a run-down condition
for months, I had taken several medicines but they seemed to do me no
good. Finally Vinol was recommended, and from the first bottle I began!
to Improve until I am strong and well
as ever."
Try a bottle of Vinol with the understanding that your money will be
returned If It does not help you.
P. S.—For pimples and blotches trj|
We guarantee It
our Saxo Salve.

Cherryfleld, spent
Mrs. Martha Kimball and Miss Hannah
daughter, Mrs- Kimball have returned from Boston.

of

grandsons, Roger

now seven

Find Health in

William Gifford, of Clinton, aged fifty
years, was
the pole of

turned from

the week-end with
Clifton M. Rich, and

RUN-DOWN WOMEN

John King, his wife and ten-year-old
son lost their lives by suffocation when lire
damaged their home in Bath Sunday.

Skowhegan,

The Seal Harbor dramatic company will
present “In Plum Valley” at Neighbor-

Mary

Capt, Alley, he sailed the schooner Grace.
Many trips Capt. Frank Bellatty made with-

Alfred Hicks has been appointed postAuburn.

Freeman Grindal has moved his family
Jordan pond for the summer.

Althea

jattoerttarouiua.

CARIBOU.

master at

Hanna servants have arrived.
family is expected early in June.

Also

of

KII1KRY TO

SEAL HARBOR.

Anna

Capt. 8olomon Jordan, he sailed the Bangor;
Most always to New York he was bound for.
The Rodondo and her crew, we know not
their fate.
We remember the Conovia, also Capt. Tate,
The Arboreer and Commodore, always sailed
by a Clark.
Now comes the big Castilian, with Capt. Mor-

time.
But I long for the smell of [the pine
woods and the sight of the
people who
seem as mine own.

this

we

a

were new.

OVER MAIN ENTRANCE.

sale

the

called

when they were trying cases. And there was the
Telegraph, carrying bark
Quite right, tool
by the cord.
Warren
Patten; how well we remember
My thoughts run on, hut I have made Capt.
his face;
Ibis too long, and I fear if I wrote any

“aporty”.
After

was

8. Murcb, Woodward, the A. K.
Woodward, too,
Both Capt. Woodwards had them when they

the gown

I

Otronto—Capt. Hammond her

clipper.
The

very

come before the aab
II the oak leaves
We can expect to have a dash,
out its leaves first, and
lor the oak put
has fallen. All the trees are in the

the

And the schooner Lavolta—she

one does not smile at
it,
however much one, from a distance of
3,000 miles, would think it somewhat unnecessary. It represents the dignity of
office to which a man has been elected
by
the sovereign will of the
people. I remember it is but a few months ago that
the municipal judges of Boston
adopted

ory!:

was

skipper,

mediaeval, but

to hsve conspired to falsify
yntore seems
from memthe ancient couplet (I quote

rosce

There

the

pomp of Bilk knee breeches and stackings, buckled shoes, frogged velvet coat,
fine lawn rufT and three-cornered hat.
It was all very interesting and

could

rain
and the
loll glory of delicate green
,out in full bloom.

crew.

NEWS.

The

to

so.

wouderous are the changes! We think
again and again
Of some of the schooners and their crews that
sailed from Ellsworth Maine
Those wete good old times; always something
to do;
How well we remember each vessel and her

the

summer

COUNTY

Past.

How

and chain of
in wig and

and I hope it
^tber «c are enjoying,
for the remainder ol
w,li continue so
the farmers wish they
„[my visit, though
are so dry.
have a shower, things

no

that is

especially
Mayor” in his scarlet cloak
office, with the town clerk,
gown, at his side, and his
mace-bearer marching before him in all

Worship,

all backward in acceding.
told yoo that the weather
Mv last letters
since X wrote
had'b en pr(.tty poor, but
"
had a single drop of rain.
BiVe not
been almost cloudless and
The days have
not at

not to say hot.

staple

formed procession and marched to
the
pariah church for special services. They
made a brave
showing,
“His

whole

a

still

are

military, the mayor and council, the
Boy Scouts, and the St George’s society,

visitor!
lot ol

numerous

.elf pleasant to
demands
call My son

silk-throwing

industries.
Last Sunday was St.
George’s day, and
the town of Taunton was
en fete.
The

my typeto make

hours at

spending

and

Glimpses of the

IThe writer of the following modestly disclaims any ambitions as a poet, but th“ lines,
thought they may limp and not always
rhyme, will be appreciated especially by
sea-faring men of Ellsworth and vicinity.]
In memory of the past, some forty years ago*Frieuds and shipmates' are gone, certainly

it
here,
away; but gloves, shirts,

faded

collars,

My day!
one a good time?
to give
lull during the last twc
been very
be*n
cyclin* ,nd
I* 1 h*ve n0t
k»
1
here, there and everywhere,

IL
°

shopping,

district and a stranger, ignorant of the character of the
town,
would wonder how .11
the shops manage
to do business. The
answer is the same aa
in the case of the inns.
A large woollen
trade used to be done
but
has

a

Ayer’s

j

are

student of the

Pectoral

Away back in 1841. Old enough to remember those days? Still used for
coughs and colds. Sold for 70 years.

past year.

*

Ask Your Doctor.

LS.fHfc:

I

Rt. Rev. Robert Codman, Episcopal i
Special services were held at the chapel
across and much ale was drunk.
This inn
last Sunday evening by the pastor, Rev. E.
bishop of Maine, preached at St. Mary’sis deserving of a word. It w'as very old,
Auger. Mr. Auger has taken a special in- by-the-Sea Sunday night, and administred
OVER ANOTHER MAIN ENTRANCE.
Make sure of getting the best Musand much of the original furniture was
terest in this part of the parish this win- the writes of confirmation.
of
and
carrier
tard, Spices and Flavoring
light
Kill in it. Ancient settles flanked the fireElectricity,
power, deter. The Sunday school is well attended,
A large and well pleased audience witExtracts by saying
and there is a large class of boys who are nesses the first installment of the photo
place (in which the fire was burning vourer of time and space, bearer of human
over land and sea, greatest servant of
to your grocer
gate”.
much interested.
though the day was very hot—* kettle speech
“The Perils of Pauline,” in the
play,
man-itaelf uukuown.
Often you would hear how such a one would
wmnered on it; but not for tea; some pre5.
M.
Pastime Saturday evening.
The second
May
OVER THE TAXI-CAB ENTRANCE.
sail.
fer to have hot water in something stronginstallment will
be
exhibited Friday
WEST TREMONT.
He that would bring back the wealth of the And now I think of one that from Ellsworth
er, with a dash of lemon and a lump of
evening of next week.
didn’t hail.
Indies must carry the wealth of the Indies
Mrs. M. Cram will return to her home
wgar; therefore the kettle.) Old brass
B. No 1.
May 5.
with him. So it is in traveling. A man must J. K. Lawrence was her name, Capt. E. H. in Portland
candlesticks and snuffers stood on the
Thursday.
Torrey—
carry knowledge with him if he would bring
There is a flouringing forest school in
TUE AMERICAN'S advertisers are
Mrs. Wilder B. Robbins, who has been
manilepiecc and sideboard, with browued home knowledge.
She was a good sailer and was built in Surry.
the Philippines, and twenty-eight men letting down the price-bars into the field
indchipped china. Everything was spotCapt. Higgins, in the Myronus, she was a visiting at Ellsworth and McKinley, is
The last quotation would seem, at first
were graduated with the class of 1913.
of barqains
brig—
home.
lessly clean, and one could see to shave in
glance, contradictory and untrue, but It was not many years ago she had a change
the old brass bed- warmer.
Mrs. Charles P. Lunt spent two days at
there never was a truer sentence written.
in rig
iijrrttermcntg.

neighboring

inn where checks

were

paid

“Stickney & Poor’s”

«

The rooms are not more than seven or
eight feet high, and the passage winds in
udout with steps at odd intervals. It
*18 easier
to build the bouse on the
pound and have steps than to put all the
looms on an even foundation.
I returned from Taunton, Somersetshire,

fwterday, from a preaching visit to the
little (and old chapel there. The
chapol
fates back to 1?30, and everything in it
Np»t, reading desk, pews, gallery and
l«o magnificent
pillars—are solid black
The effect is magnificent. The town
ofTaunton is rich in history, though it

Take

the young

who starts
and vicious

—

appears to have suffered much from the
Iwy of mobs and political factions, for
toy few of the old historical sites are left
Handing. Only a small part of the anciH»t castle is left.
This castle was built
>f Biois,
of

by a bishop—Henry
Bishop
Winchester, brother to
fang Stephen—about 1138, and for Centura* it was an
Episcopal palace, the scene
"many feasts and much merry-making,
tod also the
court of

justice for the surrounding country-side.
But the
history of Taunton as a town
*£08 with the stirring times of the Civil
when Colonal Blake took the town
« the
parliament (Roundheads).
He
fwards defended it
gallantly against
Boyalists during a long and hard

^

uutii they were
finally relieved by
Fairfax. This caused Taunton to be

^ed upon with
grave suspicion by the
“HI house after the

restoration,

and

it

•Hharles II who caused the
larger part
ecastle to be torn down,
hen the Duke of
Monmouth raised his
Ward iu Taunton, and the sons of the
owersof Blake, a
peasant horde, 111Jpped to meet trained
troops, flocked
and him and
fought a pitched battle
la»t the
royal troops just outside the
Mnd were
badly defeated. Then, to
acting shame of the times, the InJeffreys held what will al-

tJU!>

uj

lcnown

in

’"^en
he«*SPeasailts.

ttr'■

history

as

“bloody

the

k® was sent down to try
The trials were a farce,
Peasants were browbeaten, tor-

6

a°d
\

condemned

to

a

shameful death.

tbe

llS^harter
iaVe tiad

^Uion

late

town
as

notiliag

only

se-

to do with the

Pieaaantor thoughts, Taunton

i-

Plac« of Borne 21,000
Ut|Ie
allD08t in the center

people,

of the
fruitful counties
week the
every
°Ple flock into the town ,or the
is 8aid that on these
terws
days
doubles it»elf. I can quite
-t
or*never have seen so many
ia8;n
bef°re* They exiat *0r
^^arlcet
e'
it must be rememmost
,°neo*tbe
i*wice

En and
^ntrv
1

Ce !1011
^WQ,
that

“*H^n,ltRrfUnd““
done
9 18

>r®

"“ern fr
»y anij

m

Ven‘ent

,°m

sreater part °‘
the inns, tor they

meeting-places
different districts to sell

experiences
'‘iyuitou'3 excllsnS6
Rlas8 ol *le—which is

for
and

over

lery sen.

fCt„

ale

the
in

Uheworld-

*n °f

its sixe, Taunton has

comes

back

three-masted schooner, and she

a

We

are

I’ll

now

foreground

two fishermen clad

locality

staying

at

side.
of 80

York

has

Mrs. Clara M. Clapp has returned trom
visit in Roxbory, Mass.
Albert F. Billings is at homo from
in Mattapan, Mass.

a

a

Miss Lilia E. McIntyre spent Saturday
and Sunday with friends here.
Mrs. Fred J. Sargent and daughter
Abbie were in Rockland last week.
Miss Estelle Carter, of West Sedgwick, is
working for Mrs. Fred J. Sargent.
Miss Rose Henderson has returned from
Bluehill.
a visit to her parents at South
W. Chatto, who is attending
home

over

school in Bluehill,
Sunday.
Mrs. Sarah E. Billings has returned
she
home from Brockton, Mass., where
spent the winter.
H. W. Wesson and wife, of Boston, are
Miss
at their cottage for the summer.
is employed by
Lucy Astbury, of Bluehill,
Wesson.

May U.

TOWERS.

8lMl

Hodgkius

is

was

at

at

twelve

houses

windows,

three

will be six

roof-plate, with

a

feet
roof

on

a

high
pitch

visiting in
May 11.

a tire may be determined and
located from any station. The

will be of a circular nature resting
running on a track. The location of the fires will be determined from a
fixed point north. For instance, one tow-

visiting

friends

may discover that a fire is in progress
degrees west of north, getting this first
by locating the blaze by means of the ali-

dade aud

then taking the number of de-

By purifying
sleep, quieter

nerves, and bestow the charm of sparkling eyes, a spotless rosy
Thousands upon thousands of
complexion and vivacious spirits.
women have learned, happily, that Beecham’s Pills are reliable and

The Unfailing Home Remedy
boxes,
everywhere.
every

10c., 25c.

In

Sold

The directions with

box

are

very

valuable—especially to women.

R. H.
_

Aubrey Alley,
Sunday.

POINT.

of Seal

Harbor,

was

in

town

Mrs.Busan Colson has gone to Tremont
the summer.

for

George Alley and wife arrived Saturday
City for the summer.
M.
May 11.

When You Want

a

Thing Done

Rights Do it Yourself

from Kansas

trucks

37

(The Largest Sale of Any Medicine in the World)

learn what a difference they will make.
the system they insure better digestion, sounder

Birch Harbor.

OAK

tables
ou

|

and

Bangor and Stillwater.

in

er

returned to her

at

definitely

!

Brooksville.

was

John Hodgkins, of Bar Harbor,
home for the week-end.

degrees.

rection of

|

Arthur H. Sargent and wife spent last
week in Portland.
Leila

The

tSgechamX

LAMOINE.

Frank Seavey and George Colson, of
Each house will be provided with a sliding table running diagonally across the Tremont, were in town Sunday.
house. The tables will be provided with
Sam Gray, who has been confined to the
an alidade and protractor by which the dihouse several months, is out again.

a day and enjoyed every minute
vacation. The other girl, at the
same place under precisely the same conditions, found everything just horrid, and
derived no benefit whatever from her trip
to the seashore.
Whether in this life one has more sunshine than shadows can be told in one

SARGENTVILLE.

WATCH

from floor to

knowing that you can obtain one tried and proved remedy
thoroughly well adapted to your needs. Every woman
who is troubled with headache, backache, languor,
extreme nervousness and depression of spirits ought to try

work.

“luff”, “come to,” and close.

may

side, having

her

Herman

There is Comfort in

Louis King has gone to Bucksport to

one

height of the towers will range from
twelve to sixty feet, according to the location. A house will be constructed on top
of the tower, eight feet square on the out-

a summer re-

N. V. Tibbetts.

every

The

pound

Mrs.

for the

About twenty rock maple trees have
Design Adopted by Forest Com- ! been set out around the lower part of Formissloiter Viles.
est Hill cemetery, Mr. Kittredge doing
For the protection from tire of the great the woik.
timber lands of northern Maine, Forest
Rev. E. S. Drew, of Winter Harbor,
Commissioner Viles has designed a fire
preached at the church Sunday in extower by means of which a tire in any
change with Rev. W. H. Rice, who is
be located
once.

sort, both sent there by their parents to
gain health and strength. One, bubbling
with good nature, happiness and fun, found
everything just perfectly charming, gained

borne in

in order

New

weather.

word—disposition.

knows.
let her

bound, that

Miss Hazel

—

were

homeward

FIRE

oilskins in a dory bawling lobster traps,
but after looking at the picture a minute,
an old schooner under full sail was seen in
the distance, then au island covered with
pointed fir trees loomed up out of the fog.
Tbe young man who left the city to
paint that picture along our coast must
have carried w ith him a determination to
succeed, and therefore did succeed under
a week of
the most trying conditions

of

uncle, Byron Carter,

shipmates wherever

Surry. Me., 1914.

in

girls

our

Varde.v Lord.

At first glance the
“Fog”.
logue
picture showed only a misty, open sea,

a

her

summer.

we roam,

was

Two

Southwest Harbor putting the house of

hailed;

delphia where 1 noticed a crowd before
After waiting a few minutes,
one picture.
I got a chance to view the picture from
the right distance. The name in the cata-

foggy

quite

You know M. D. Chatto? He was her skipper.
There were many others that from .Ellsworth

We will remember

and in the

was

clipper.

a

old rubbish of mind that he took away.
I once visited au art gallery in Phila-

Mrs.
an

To

The ladies’ aid society met with Mrs.
Sylvia Reed last week, and the improveHome were square-riggers and to foreign ment
society with Mrs. Irving Torrey.
ports sailed.
Six of the ladies from the aid society and
Now on thi3 subject I have made long tack;
four from the improvement society met
out in life with intemperate
I'm sure that those times can never come
habits is about sure, if ho ever
Friday and cleaned the Methodist church.
back.
Thelma.
May 11.
home, to bring back tbe same Old friends that are left and retired at home,

1877, though visit

tv..

*n'

who leaves the

man

country for the city. If he ever expects,
some day, to bring home wealth or knowledge, be must carry with him education,
right principles, love and respect for his
parents, honesty and fair dealings with
men.
On the other hand, the young man

*

NORTH HANCOCK.

Mrs. Tracy and James Walker were reguests of friends here.
Mrs. Mary West, of Egypt, is visiting
her daughter, Mrs. Carl Stratton.
cent

The man who wants his tobacco cut up for him
months before he smokes it, just to cave r. minute's time,
cannot blame the manufacturer because the tobacco gets
dried up, bums fast in his pipe and scorches his tongue.
way to get fresh tobacco—cut it up yourfrom the Sickle plug. Then you get all the
original flavor and moisture that have been pressed into the plug
and kept there by the natural leaf wrapper—and you are rewarded
by a cool, sweet, satisfying smoke.

There’s only

one

George Googins is in Bangor, where he
was recently operated on for cataracts.
Mrs. C. E. Googins visited her son Merle,
grees west of north. Wherever the lines a student at Higgins classical institute,
running out from each of the towers in- Charleston, a few days last week.

self

will determine the exact location of the fire. Each of the stations will
bd provided w’ith a telephone, and as soon
as a fire is discovered a call is sent to the
main station and a squad of men at once
sent to the scene.
The material for the towers will be of
medium (). H. steel. The houses will be

Every day more smokers are coming back to the good old
Sickle plug and satisfaction. Buy a plug of Sickle at your dealer's
—and note how much more tobacco you get, when there’s no
package to pay for.

grees any direction from north from the
Another station may locate
protractor.
the same fire in the same manner as 27 de-

May 11.

tersect

slate gray, and each provided with
The watchman
and flag.
a flag staff
climbs the tower by a steel ladder-entering the house by means of a trap-door in
the floor. The keeper or watchman for
each tower w ill live in a camp close by.
Twenty of the towers are about completed. Borne of them have already been
shipped. Commissioner Viles states that
he has over 300 applications for jobs as
watchmen.
One of the first towers to be shipped will
be located onSchoodic mountain, in township 9, Hancock county. Fred 8. Bunker,
of Franklin, is the chief warden in charge
here. The department is also considering
the erection of a tower at plantation 33.

painted

*

Anon.

PENOBSCOT.
A. E. Varuum has returned from
to

Togus.

Dr. M. A. Ward well
automobile.

has

a

trip

purchased

as

you use

it,

a

new

G. Varnum is employed at the garage
of Ralph Wardwell in Castine.
Moving pictures are the attraction at
town hall every Monday evening.
Woodlocke.
May 4.
S.

BLUEH1LL FALLS.

George Bickford is at work for the Davidsons, who are expected this week.
Austin Cbatto has arrived home from
Se wick ley. Pa., where he has been for the
past six months.
B. A. Gray has commenced the season’s
work af Parker Point. Albert Norwood
and Cecil Gray are working for him.j
Ceumbs.
May 4.

3 Ounces

10c

Slice if
you

as

use

Ip

'aourruBcmrmB.

$TI}c <£ll0U)ortl)

you do have a hand in
the naming of candidates. The politicians will all be on hand, and voting.
If you, Mr. Common People, do not
use the power thus placed in your
hands, we might better go back to the

American

4 LOCAL AND POLITICAL JOURNAL
PUBLISHED

EVERY WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON
AT

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.

convention system and save all this
fuss and furore.

BT THE

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING GO

Inscription Price—$2.00 & year; 91.00 for six
months; 50 cents for three months; If raid
Strictly In advance, $1 50, 75 and 38 cents
respectively. Single copies 5 cents. All arrearages

are

reckoned

at

the

rate

of E2 pei

Advertising Rates—Are reasonable and will be
made known on application.

for the excellent showing made by Gov. Haines’ adminisMaine’s bonded debt, actration.
cording to this bulletin, is 81,255,000,
but the bulletin does not state that

Business communications should be addressed
to, and all checks and money orders made pay
»ole Id The Hancock County Publishing
Co.. Ellsworth, Maine.

edition

This week’s

American is 2.550

of

WEDNESDAY,

The

81,254,000 of this is in trust funds, deposited with the State for a special

copies.

Average per week for 1913,

MAY 13, 1914.

The Boston Herald, commenting
Maine’s excellent showing, sayB:

very outset in its dealings with the
Mexican situation, as well as in the
canal
tolls
matter, has cost this
country a prestige which it will require
years to recover. The object of ridicule by foreign nations, played with
by Huerta, the nation suffers the
further humiliation of having its own

citizens,

returned
from
refugees
Mexico, salute with cheers the British
flag and greet with groans the name
of our secretary of state.
These refugees, barely escaped with
their lives, knowing at first hand the
in

to

a

foreign flag, and

that in the very shadow of the
tol at Washington.

*

capi-

a

real bonded indebtedness of Maine at
present less than 81,000.

“Land ol The Pilgrims’ Pride.”
The puerile foreign policy of this
administration, as evidenced from the

they do honor

debt in the
This leaves the

purpose, and is not
meaning of the term.

a,677

attrocities committed upon Americans
Mexico, safe at last under the
American flag, might naturally be
expected to greet the stars and stripes
with cheers and tears, but instead

limelight

the

I

on

situation, openly

criticise

the ad-

ministration.

Here are some of

life prisoner for murder was operated upon, and a bone that was pressing upon his brain was removed.
During the four years he has been in

dustry,

fare and advance the interests of the
United States on land and on the sea.
—The Protectionist.

Penobscot

requested the
O’Connell, of

county,

because

of

the

he will not resign, in which case, it is
reported, Governor Haines will call a
special session of the legislature and
ask for his removal.
The

Congregationalists

Brewer

In Philadel-

phia over 100,006 republicans registered, while the progressive registration was 14,000.
In a recent vote for United States
Senator in Maryland, the republican
candidate received 73,000 votes to

7,033 for the progressive candidate
Roosevelt carried Maryland in 1912.
In California 70,000 republicans have
enrolled to 45,000 progressives. California, Governor Johnson's state, was
one
of the strongest progressive

FOR REPRESENTATIVE TO CONGRESS.

last

of

at

week,

A

Haut Will

the town of Isle

au

whom the voters of that

as

regards

island

legislature.
legislature passed

Timothy F Callahan.Lewiston
FOR STATE SENATOR.

Melvin D Chatto.Brooksville
Sherman 8 Scammoa.Franklin
FOR COUNTY ATTORNEY.

Percy L Aiken.Sorrento
Fred L Mason. Ellsworth
FOR CLERK OF COCrVs.
Timothy F Mahoney.Ellsworth
FOR JUDGE OF PROBATE

All of

great decrease.”

which leads

Peters can

win;

to remark:
Thompson can’t.
us

Vote at the Primaries.
It is hoped that “the people” will
awaken to the importance of voting
at the primaries.
Get away from
this prejudice against declaring yourself for this

that party. You must
have some political preference; enroll
yourself under some flag and take a
hand in affairs. This is your opporor

tunity

to say who shall represent you
when you line up against the enemy
in September.
We are

talking especially to “the
people”, you who are primarily
responsible for the primary law.
are

the men who revolted

You
against the

convention system controlled by politicians, and now, very largely, are
those who refuse to accept the oppor-

this been

...Eden
Fuller.Southwest Harbor

E Clark.

Bertrand

George R

Wiley C

has been

Conary.B“c^?P°rt

to

inches

an

act

Knox.

was

Class T.

Morrison.Eden
Class 2.

Ricker.Castine
Class 3.

Milton Beckwith.Ellsworth
Roy C Haines.

taking

Paul W

gists.

Family Pills for constipation.

feet four

political 3nnouncrmcnts.

Scott.Isle
Class

A

;;

Vacuum

Class 6.

Wescott.Bluehill

Class 7.
Merritt T Ober.. .Mt Desert
Loren W Rumill.Tremont

Pattangall. Waterville
FOB GOVERNOR.

Oakley C Curtis.Portland
Peter Charles Keegan.Van Buren
Bertrand

Waterford

Mclntire.

G

FOR AUDITOR.

John E Bunker.Eden
J Edward Sullivan.Bangor
FOB SENATOR.

Joseph C Harmon.Stonington
William H Sherman.Eden
FOR COUNTY ATTORNEY.

William B Blaisdell.Sullivan
Ellsworth
Daniel E Hurley.
FOR CLERK OF COURTS.

John
John

A
A

Cunningham.Ellsworth
Stuart.Ellsworth
FOR JUDGE OF PROBATE.

Knowles.Mt. Desert

Jerome H

FOR REGISTER OF DEEDS.

Charles H Leland.Ellsworth
Howard W’ Young.Hancock
FOR SHERIFF.

Frank

Joseph

Bradbury.Franklin

Snow.Stonington

T

Alive to Customers’
Reliable, Always Up-to-date, Always
Always
i„.
“
•*
terests. Always Guarantee Satisfaction.
NONE
BETTER
GOODS ALWAYS HIGH GRADE.

::

Roland A Flye.Brooklin
H Fremont Maddocks.Ellsworth

JOHN
of

FOB TREASURER.

Frank L Heath.Ellsworth

H.

MACOMBER,
f'llsworth.

Republican Candidate for Nomination
Sheriff in Primaries June 15.

FOR REPRESENTATIVES.

for

Class 1.
Alvarado McFarland.Eden
John H Stalford.
Eben K Whittaker.
Class 2.
Stephen D Bridges.Verona
Class 3.
Franks Lord.Ellsworth
Class 4,
Cedi E lVasgatt.Deer Isle
Class 9.
Joseph M Gerriah.Winter" Harbor
Roberts.
J
Joseph
Class 6.
Otis Littlefield.Bluehill
H
McIntyre..
Harvey
Class 7.
Joseph W 8mall.Mount Desert

Zo 3Lct.
over Moore’s drug store, vacated
by Dr. Gibbs. Hot water heat and toilet.
Apply to K. ii. Moore. Ellsworth.

OFFICES

Host.

NotTS^issuetT'by
Savings Hank.

Savings-bank

book
the
Hancock County
Finder
please return to
Charles C. Bcrrill.

its

treasurer,

ft.

12

notify

Me.

at

long, painted
Shsdy Nook.
Ellsworth,

Jordan,

William E Plummer.Monroe

34 rip t£lanU6.

FOR GOVERNOR.

Percey F.Morse.Portland

make

to

about hotel;
BOY,
Hancock

FOB AUDITOR.

Apply

Hans J P Enemark.Portland

ai

MEN

at once

for bark

crew; 10 to II
next week. Ad-

Giles,

FOR SHERIFF.

James H Savage.Ellsworth

jlor Unit
8urry
worth poatoflice.
FARM
Ellsworth.

Murray Higgins.Eden

road,

on

FOR TREASURER.

CONSTRUCTION

representative classes in Hanby number, are as follows:

down.

good

many

are

foolish, they’ll

wait

a

cent.

a

job

is 10

The first year’a drop won’t be

likely quarter.
Waiting for 5 per cent, more likely 2%.
The average job (with Devoe) is |50; 5
per cent. $2.50? Put it off for |2.50? Guess
more

than half

that,

more

a

not.

You think of that job
with

as

flOO. So

it

is,

inferior paint.

Paint Devoe; do it now, if your property
needs it.

DEVOE
Morrison-Joy Co. sell it.

MADE. I

Desired

T S’ r T-« v-. -ew

|

I

ITI

{ ,

EcjJdl iiOtlCCM.

ftcetfal

To ,11 per,on, m«ere,tr<| fn either el ,1.
in# *•taten hereinafter named:
At a probate'-mirt held at F.llsworth
lor the count! O' H.neock, on
lb,
° «.o
8tlk
tiny ol M,y, d IIH.

>

rpHE following ruutter, h,»in
1 Muted lor the notion thereupon h.,?*'
• tier Indicted. It I, b.

shall pay no bills of her contacting arer inta
F.cokub Chick.
dale.
Great Pond. Maine, May 4.

notice thereof

he

given

tI"'
pe.tons'is?"

tehy ordered

to

a'l

» “FT Of t&l,
order to ^
,,*'ennbro
three week, Bnccc
published C,*U,|D*

HANCOCK COUNTY SAVINGS BANK,
and corporator*
f 1ST OP OFFICERS
Ij elected at annual meeting of Hancock
Maine, May
Ellsworth,
Bank.
County Savings
11. 1914.

ve

0'ohil.ki

Ellsworth Atnericn, s newspaper
Ellsworth, fu said
appear at a probate court to be he't) J l-*7
worth in aaid connty, on the second
June. ». d. 1914. ,t ten .1 Ihe clock
forenoon. and be heaid thereon if the-i!
7

Wkm.ty.tKt th«S*

•I

lot?

OFFICER*:

Charles C. Burrlll, Treasurer.
Charles R Burrlll. Arsistant Treasurer.
Augustus E. Moore. President.

cause.

Hadley P. Burritl. late of Dedham, in
county, deceased. A certain innrument 2.
porting to be Ibe let will »„,| te,Um,J,"o
said deceased, together with petition
loro.?
bate thereof, preaented by Ella L. Hurrlll
executrix therein

corporators:

Chas C. Burrlll, Chas. R Burrlll. F. Carroll
Burrlll. Albert F. Burnham, Augustus K.
Moote. Harvard C. Jordan, A. W. Curtis, H.
P. Carter. P. H Shea. J. M. Whitmore, W. b.
Chute. W. A. Alexander, Jeremiah T. Giles.
John H. Brimmer. Chas I. Staples, Forrest O.
Silshy. Lewis Hodgkins, Wm. O. Emery. M.
K. Haslam, P. E. Kearns. Chas. H. Preble,
John D. Reroicb. O. W. Foss, George A; Par
cher, Avander H. Sawyer, Harry K. Voae.
( has. J. Treworgj, Edw. F. .Small, Frank J
Dunleavy, L. F. Giles.
Attest:
Charles C. Bcrrill, Clerk.

named.
William B. Austin, late of Lamoine. in ,«u
AcerUin I ns ru merit
county, deceaaed.
porting to be the laat will and
said deceased, together with petition for om.
bate thereof, presented by Isabel Mcu*
Austin, the executrix therein nsmed
Annie L. swaxey, .ate of Hucksport. in .iw
A certain instrumeet
county, deceased.
oar'*
porting to be the last will and testaments
said deceased. together with petition for oro.
bate thereof, presented by Eliza I\ Hwuti
one of the execotora therein nsmed.
otter*.
William A. Havey. late of Franklin, hi
county, deceased.
A certain inst rumen: poT.
porting to be the last will and tesumentof
STATE OF MAINE.
suid
deceased,
with peti-ion for pro.
together
Hancock as.—At a probate court held ai
bate thereof, presented by Oliver Calvta
Ellsworth, in ao<l for said county of Hancock,
Havey. the executor therein named.
of Mav. in the year of
on
the fifth day
David Brown, late of Dedham, in said
ouf Lord one thousand nine hundred amf"*
county, deceased. A certaiu instrument parfourteen.
to be the last will and testament
porting
to
be
of
CERTAIN instrument purporting
»aid deceased, together with petition for proa
copy of the laat will and testameut of bate thereof,
preaented by William J. Brown
CORNELIUS B. SMITH, late of the city. and Ellen E. Brown, the executors
therein
named.
county and state of NEW YORK,
Edwin If. Honker, late of Tremont, innid
deceased, and of the prohate thereof in said
deceased. A certaiu instrument par*
county of New York, duly authenticated, county, to be the laat will and
porting
tesumentof
having been presrnted to the judge of probate said
deceased, together with petition for profor our said county of Hancock for the pur
bate thereof, presented by Maty A. Bunker,
pose of being allowed, filed and recorded in
the executrix therein maned.
the probate court of our said county of HanWilliam E. Phillips, late of Hurry, innid
cock.
A certain instrument
purOrdered, That notice thereof be given to county, deceased.
all persons interested therein, by publishing porting to be tbe last will and tegument of
with petition for prosaid
deceaaed.
together
a
copy of this order three weeks succesbate
thereof,
presented by Heroic* Condon
sively in the Ellsworth American, s new spa
the executrix therein named.
per printed at Ellsworth, in said county ; Phillips, F. Hit vena, late of
Fdgsr
Hluehill, in «»id
of Hancock, prior to the second day of June,
a.
d.
1914. that they may appear at a county, deceased. A certain in-trument purto be the last will and testameniof
porting
be
held
at
then
to
Ellsworth,
court,
probate
In and for said county of Hancock, at ten said deceased, together with petition for proo’clock in the forenoon, and f-how cause, if bate thereof, presented by Ruby F. Bteveni.
the executrix therein named.
any thev have, against the same.
Mary A. Aiken, late of Hucksport, in said
JEROME H. KNOWLES. Judge of Probate
First and final account of
couuty, deceased.
A true copy of the original order.
Alice
if. .Scott, administratrix, filed for setAttest:—T. F. Mabonky, Register.
tlement.
Alfred L. Fernald. late of Franklin, in said
STATE OF MAINE.
county, deceased. First and final account of
Hancock as.—At a probate court held at
H. Leroy Fernald, administrator, filed for set•
and
for said county of Hancock, Dement.
Ellsworth, in
on the fifth day of May, iu the \ear of o* r
Fred B. Googins, late of Bucksport, in said
Lord one thousand nine hundred and fourFirst and last account of
county, deceased.
teen.
Burke Leach, administrator, filed for settleCERTAIN instrument purporting to be
ment
a copy of the laat will and testament of
El wood E. Grindle, late of Stonington. in
MARQARET EMMA HUDSON, late of
said county, deceased. First account of Kama
P. Grindle, adminiatratrix, filed for settleQUINCY,

mi
te»truam<nY£

[

f

ment.

in the county of Norfolk, and commonwealth
of Massachusetts, deceased, and of the probate thereof in said county of Norfork, duly
authenticated, having been presented to the
judge of probate for our said county of Hancock for the purpose of being allowed, filed
and recoided in the probate court of our said
county of Hancock.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to
all persons interested therein, by publishing
a copy of this order three weeks successively
in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper
printed at Ellsworth, in said county of Hancock,
prior to the aecoud day of June,
a. d. 1914. that they mav appear at a probate
court then to be held at Ellsworth, in and for
said county of Hancock, at ten o’clock in the
forenoon, and show cause, it any they hgve,
against the same.
JEROME H. KNOWLES, Judge of Probate.
A trne copy of the original order.
Attest:—T. F. Mabonky. Register.

Cynthia E. Crosby, late of Orland. in said
county, deceased. First and final account of
Benjamin R Stubbs, executor, filed for settlement.
.Sarah J. Cotton, late of Bucksport. in said
First account of William
county, deceaaed.
A. Atwood, administrator,
filed for settle-

CHALLENGE

PROM

PARCHER

—

Offers to Refund Money If Dr. Howard’s Remedy Will Not Cure Any
or

Dys-

pepsia.
O. A. Parcber is seeking the worst case
of dyspepsia or constipation in Ellsworth
or vicinity^to
test Dr. Howard's new
remedy for the care of those diseases.
So confident is he that this remarkable
medicine w’iU effect a lasting cure in a
short time, that he offers to refund the
money should it not be successful.
In order to secure the quickest possible
introduction, Mr. Parcber will sell a regu-

and

frame

1

1

t

lar

...

half

whole

4

and two-seated
caT
to Gkorob A. Pabchkr,

KXPRES8~WAGON
Apply

riage.
Ellsworth.

MOTOR-BOAT QUICK
9-horse
STEP,
Knox engine, V> feet, all that goes with it as
required by law. Also my place at Eggemoggin; two bouses; good well; large lot of
land; near boat landing. Also one Evinrude!
motor to put on any rowboat; used but three
weeks; as good as new. Will sell very low for
cash. Boat can be seen at George Black’s,
Kggemoggin. James H. Haynes, 55 Grove
St., Bangor, Me.

WOODBINE CEMETERY NOTICE.
those wishing their lots at Woodbine
Cemetery cared for by the association
please notify Geo. A. Parchek or L. P. Giles.
Per order of the association.

ALL

intestinal tract, give you an appefood taste good and digest well

make

and increase
will

FOR SALE.

I

tite,

take

whether

vigor.
the place

I live

Joy

,,

Wm. O.

CAUTION.
whom it may concern: I, Elbridge C.
Somes, of Tremont, Maine, hereby notify
all persons not to trust my wife. Mabel Somes,
on and after this date, aa I shall
pay no bills
contracted by ber as I make ample provision
for her support and maintenance myself.
Elbkidge C. Somes.
May 11,1914.

TO

CARD OF THANKS.
"\1TE desire to extend to our many friends
our sincere thanks for and grateful ap▼V
preciation of the kindness and sympathy
shown by them in so many ways during our
recent bereavement, and especially to the
members o! Lvgonia lodge and Wm. H. H.
Rice post for their kindly assistance.
Mrs. Samcel A. Goodwin.
Miss Ruth Goodwin.
Sidney A. Goodwin.
Royal J. Goodwin.
Ellsworth, May 11, 1914.

!

and

happiness
of that “don’t care

die”

or

in«J««

feeling.

EMERY

,

t,#jj

TITLES
E_L8 WORTH,

MAINE

Searches made and abstracts
and copies .furnished on
short
notice, and at REASONABLE PRJCES.

MORRISON, JOY & CO. BLOCK,
STREET.
P. 0.

Ml. m

teachers
Eastern Educational
Bureau,
Suite 410, Eastern Trust Bld’g,
Bangor.

Civil
Land

Regl»t«_

subscriber hereby gives notice
he has been duly appointed aunn
trator of the estate of
MARY H. ROBERTS, late of PENOBdCOl.
_

the county of Hancock, deceased.
given bonds as the law directs. All Pe.r*
ji
oi
having demands against the estatesanie
deceased are desired to preseni the
are
thereto
settlement, and all indebted
quested to make payment immediately.
EkBD L. ROBES*
South Penobscot, May 12,1914.
in

T eachers wanted for
spring vacancies.
Write for particulars.

IRA B.

J

THE

OFFICE:

STATE

Margaret M. Barbour, late of Kllaworth in
Said county, deceaaed.
Petition filed by Leslie W. Jordan, administrator, for liceme to
sell certain real estate of said deceased, a*
described in said petition.
Charles W. Hunker, late of Go ildsboro,In
said county, deceased.
Petition filed by William K. Hammond, administrator, for license
to sell certain real estatw of said deceased, as
described in aaid petition.
Isephine Grace, late of Eden, in said counPetition filed by Zena Grace
ty, deceased.
one of ih« executrice- <>f ’.be laat
Gnptill,
will aud testament of said deceased, that the
amount of inheritance tax on tbe estate of
said deceased be determined by the judge of
probate.
Charles Nelson Leach, late of Penobscot,in
said county, deceased.
Petition filed by
Everett E Leach, executor of tbe laat will
that to*
and testament of aaid decease
amount of inheritance tax on the estate of
said deceaaed be determined by tbe judge of
probate.
Gideon L. Joy, late of Hancock, in said
H.
county, deceased. Petition filed by Alice
Scott, of Ellsworth, in said county, praying
titioner
that the appointment of said
named as trustee in the last will And testament and codicil of aaid decease.. may b*
confirmed by said court.
in
Emily E. Atherton. Ute of Mt Lesert,
said county, deceased.
Petitlou filed by Geo.
R. Fuller, of Southwest Harbor, in >Aid county, praying that the appointment of said petitioner named as trustee in the last will ana
testament of aaid deceased, may be confirmee
by said court.
Robert B. Gray, late of Penobscot, in *ia
Petition that \ niton t.
county, deceased.
4P*
Gray or some other suitable person oftie •am
of the estate
administrator
pointed
aeo+ated. preaented by Vinton C. Giay. heirat law of aaid deceased.
Richard C. Abbott, late of Sedgwick, in •*»«
A certain instrument purcounty, deceased.
oi
porting to be the last will and testament
said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof, presented by Emma S. Hooper,
the executrix therein named.
Abram Perkins, of
Penobscot, in 441
county. First aud final account of David
Perkins, guardian, filed for settlement.
in
Joseph S. Emerson, late of Penobscot,
said county, deceaaed.
First and final
count of Forrest B. Snow, administrator, a***1
for settlement.
in
Clarence S. Snowman, late of Blue hill,
said county, deceased. First and final
ui
ccunt of Sadie L. .Snowman, executrix,
for settlement.
a-..i
Samuel S. Rich, 1st* of Bucksport.
county, deceased. A certain instrument p
porting to be the last will and testa®**
of said deceased, together with petition*
«
probate thereof, presented by Helen r.
the executrix therein named.
:j
in
Heleu R F. Davis, of Ellsworth,
county. Account of Embert (\ Osgood.
miListrator t»f the estate of Irving
p
deceased guardian ol t .e said Helen k.
Davis filed for settlement.
in
Helen P. Coiby. a minor, of BucRsP1’f*•..
said County. First account of NjauS to* -•
guardian, filed lor settlement.
JEROME H. KNOWLES, Judge of said coo«A true copy of the original order.
Attest:—T. F. Mahons!,
,,

—

Ellsworth, R.

IIAUAN, Jr.
Engineer,
Surveyor.

_

^

subacriber hereby gives notice
he has been duly appointed adrn
trator of the estate of
Tfl
HELEN R. F. DAVI9, late of BLLSWOBl®*
in the county of Hancock, deceasedgiven bonds as the law directs. AU v^
sons
having demands against
t0
tate
of
said deceased are desirea
the same for settlement, ana
to make v
ebted thereto are

THE

Sresent
meat

requested

ia.rn.di.Ul,.

^

0,OOOD.

Ellsworth, May 9, 1914.

—

<■***%
*
Advertising is like learning
CdrnspsndiKt Solicitid.
strike out and you
P. 0. Box 7. gave confidence,
surely win.

ELLSWORTH FALLS, ME.

j

ment.

1

T.l.pho.., IlS-J.

while.

The whole rise in the cost of

Ells-

Special ^otircs.

property needs it.
wait for the price to go

when your

if

CLEMENTV«S^e j

S. J.

flfty-cent package of this medicine at
price, 25 cents.
This remedy of Dr. Howard's will cure
in
motor
boat
first-class
sick headache, dizzy feelings,
open
constipaorder; Knox engire 1
BOAT—Small
horsepower.
tion, dyspepsia and all forms of malaria
Inquire of C. C. Burrill, Ellsworth.
aud liver trouble.
TANLEY STEAMER 10 B. P. four paa
|t does not simply give
For particulars address C. relief for a time; it makes
senger car.
permanent and
C. Thurlow, Box 14. Stoningion, Me.
complete cures.
Four large second-hand, iron
~XTASES
It will regulate the bowels, tone up the
\ cemetery vases. Apply to M. M. Davis,

PAINT-WISE

so

mile from

work of a
windmill, about 26 ft-high, will he sold
cheap. Inquire of G. A. Parchbr, Ellsworth.

Class 1—Eden.

But

one

Jfot Salt.
Eden

THE REPRESENTATIVE CLASSES.

Paint-foolish to

Sale.

or

Apply toCAPT. N. H.

Means,

FOR REPRRSBNTATIVB.

paint

terms

■I 1 I 1 ■i-l-l I I I 1 1 1 I I I I I 1 I I I I I ’H-T-H*

Case of Constipation

himself generally useful
one familiar with horses.
House, Ellsworth.

months’ work; going in
FORTY
Ellsworth.
dress J. T.

FOR SENATOR.

Charles H 8tover.Eden

is to

cnt

BttiKttKMflU*;

BOAT—Double-ender.
green, taken from shore
Finder
Harry J.

SOCIALIST.

The seven
cock county,

ii

Stolen.

FOR REPRESENTATIVE TO CONGRESS.

Class 1.
Frank J Nash.

pavm

gASY

A

FOR COUNTY COMMISSIONER.

Sidney E Doyle....*•••.Sullivan

*•

|

A

DEMOCRATIC.
FOR REPRESENTATIVE TO CONGRESS.

William R

I

Clesners, Post Cards of local views.

legal 3c

o.

Holt.Gouldsboro

B

per
How'» This?
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for
any case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by
Hall's Catarrh Cure.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned, have known F. J.
Cheney for the last 15 years, and believe him
perfectly honorable in all business transactions and financially able to carry out any
obligations made by him.
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE.
Toledo, O.
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting directly upon the blood and mucous surfaces of the system- Testimonials sent free.
Price 75 cents per bottle. Sold by all Drug-

three

reaches the Rockefeller estate.

As the

democratic votes were thrown.
Under the decision of Hon. Harold H.
Murchie, of Augusta, assistant attorneygeneral, the voters of Isle au Haut will
vote for the candidate for the legislature
from the same class district as before the
island was taken away from the county of
Hancock, and will so continue to vote until a new apportionment is made.
In
other words, tbe inhabitants of Isle au
Haut will vote for a resident of Hancock
county for representative to the legislature, and for residents of Knox county for
State senators and county officers.

and

Class 4.

made in

Take Hall’s

diameter

depth, deepened in the center.
It will be set on granite pedestals which
were shipped some time ago.
It is said to
be the largest fountain bowl in the world.
When set, the top of the bow l will be about
eleven feet from the ground.
A statue and
other adornment will be added when it

FOR REPRESENTATIVES.

✓

in

inches in

will cast

away Isle au Haut from the county of
Hancock aDd annexing it to the county of

I

1914._

Allen.Mt. Desert

their ballotB for
The last

it

FOR COUNTY TREASURER.

Frank E Fernald.Ellsworth
in

hen

last

Blaisdell.Franklin

Willis A

w

week, is now completed and boxed
ready for shipment to Tarrytown, N. Y.
The bowl is about twenty-three feet eight

Melville L

Elmer J

winter since

a

possible.

1888

Everythin* i» Hit Music lint from a Grand Plain ts ,
Oldest and Bist
Motocycles, Bicycles, Hewing
«beet Manic and Music Books,
Machines, Victor and Edison lalkinir Machines, Typewriters,

Mrs. Small

The fountain bowl ordered by John I>.
Rockefeller at the John L. Goss quarry at
Stonington, as described in The American

FOR COUNTY COMMISSIONER.

A

and

Emery.Sullivan

Clark.U,V8u"?
Moor.®Ll8W?tth

Boyd

possible before,

does not recall

FOR REGISTER OF DEEDS.

legislative apportionment
Class 2—Bucksport, Orland, Castine, Ded1911, the question arose as to ham and Verona.
what legislative class district Isle au Haut
Class 3—Ellsworth, Trenton, Aurora. Amwas a part.
In the election of 1912, Joseph herst, Otis. Mariaville, Waltham and Plantastates in 1912.
tions 8, 10,21, 28, 33.
In a special election in the second C. Harmon, of Stonington, was the demoClass
Deer kale, Sedgwick.
cratic candidate for the legislature from Isle au 4—Stonington.
Haut, Eagle island, Hog island, Butter
Congressional district of Iowa, the that class
and w as elected, but ^island. Bear island. Pumpkin island and Long
district,
Island plantation.
republican candidate had 10,608 votes there is no
authority w hich places Isle au
to 3,718 for the progressive.
Class 5— Oouldsboro, Sullivan. Franklin.
Roose- Haut in a class district in Knox
county.
Hancock, Winter Harbor. Sorrento, Eastvelt had 13,602 votes in this district to
According to the last census. Isle au brook and Townships 7 and 9.
Haut had a population of 160. In the Htate
8,303 for Taft.
Class 6— Bluehill. Surry, Brooklin, Penob“Throughout the country,” says the election two years ago eight republican scot and Brooksville.
Desert, Tremont, Southwest
Sun, “it is the same story. The re- votes and twenty-seven democratic votes Class 7—Mount
Harbor, Swan’s Island, Cranberry Isles, Lawere cast, while in the last presidential
publicans have made great gains, the election
moine, Mt. Desert Rock and Marshall island.
three republicans and twenty
show a

progressives

the cold winter just past,
Speaking
Mrs. A. T. Small, The American’s Sunset
correspondent, recalls the winter of 1848-9,
when, in February, 1849, with her father,
the late Nathaniel Robbins, she walked
on the ice from Isle au Haut to Stonington
and back the next day.
The “oldest inhabitants” told her father at that time
that never within their recollection had
of

FOR 8TATB AUDITOR.

Vote in Old Class

Haut

a short distance away.
Pet that
fellow would vote for resubmission!

FOR COUNTY COMMISSIONER.

for Representative.
unique situation is found to exist

ESTABLISHED

oil in

the

William T Haines.Waterville

J
au

he left

M-H-*-****^

Eastern Maiiw.

in

FOR GOVERNOR.

UNIQUE SITUATION.
Isle

taste,

as

H'd-H-l-l-f

il"l-t-i,T‘'l I I I 'l l I 1 1

i; Old Reliable MUSIC STORE!

week, evidently

last

the road

A_Peters..Ellsworth

a

enactment of laws to encourage into promote the general wel-

night

one

didn’t like the

Ward W

the

from 60 to 80 per cent.

permint,

The relation of surgery to criminology received a practical demonstration in New Jersey recently, where

Governor Haines has
resignation of Sheriff

in

Monday, June 15.

John

thief who took a dozen bottles of
from a South Surry store
ihistake for checkerberry or
pep-

The

•l-l 1 I

machine oil

FOB SHERIFF.

Maine,
unanimously
progressive adopted resolutions expressing cordial
vote fell from 145,410 for Roosevelt in
approval of Governor Haines for en1912 to 41,132 for governor this year,
forcement of the prohibitory law.
while the republican vote rose from
88,835 for Taft in 1912 to 140,298 for
Madame Lillian Nordica, brilliant
the republican candidate for governor
star of grand opera and distinguished
this year.
daughter of Maine, died Sunday at
In Pennsylvania the recent
progres- Batavia, Java.
sive registration shows a falling off of
the facts presented:
In New Jersey,

nomination for State and county office,
whose names will appear on the official
ballots for the primary elections to be held

Charles R
John H Macomber.Ellsworth
Howard B
Wilev O Newman. Franklin
Forrest O Silsby..Ellsworth

enforcement of the prohibitory
law. Sheriff O’Connell intimates that

creasing rapidly.

republican,

list of

complete

There Is a provision of law that allows the
State government to obtain $300,000 as a temporary loan any year when it is needed, and
generally in the past it has been necessary to
obtain at least part of this sum. On so businesslike a basis, however, have thing been
under the administration of Governor Haines,
that not a cent was borrowed as a temporary
loan in 1913, nor will there be occasion to borrow a cent this year.
On the contrary, there
has been constantly on hand for months past
$500,000 in cash in the treasury to meet the
bills as they came in. For the first time the
State has established the custom of discounting every bill, as a business man of goo«tresources would do. This means a large saving
in all the State departments and at all the
State institutions. This record is one of the
assets of the Haines administration as the
governor goes before the people for a second
term.

non

The Way the Wind Blows.
The New York Sun, independent,
from a careful canvass of the country,
comes to the conclusion
that the
strength of the republican party is in-

a

democratic and Socialist candidates for

William O

When, three weeks ago, the President, after months of futile watchful
waiting, was forced to action in spite prison it has been necessary to keep
of himself, loyal Americans of all a close
guard upon him to prevent
parties rallied to his support. But, attacks on other prisoners and keepon the very threshold of accomplishers.
Now he exhibits a kindly disment, he turned back, agreeing with j position, aud is constantly helping his
unbecoming eagerness to a mediation fellow prisoners and keepers. He
plan from which the most sanguine remembers nothing of his crime. An
expect nothing, and again we relapse investigation is being made with the
to the watchful waiting policy. Wait- view of
recommending his pardon.
ing for what? Someone else to settle
our difficulties with Huerta.
There can be no revival of business,
It is pitiable! It would be laugh- no return of prosperity, until a saner
able, if the matter were not too serious spirit prevails among our people and
our politicians.
The country is stagfor laughter. If it were purely a matgering along a hard road, trying its
ter of politics, it would be a matter of best to bear the burden of
blunder,
rejoicing for republicans, for it is be- but the turn in the road will be
reached
and
the
burden
will
be
belief
lightthat after so deplorable a
yond
That turn will be a reversal of
demonstration of inefficiency, the ened.
present national policies, the repeal
voters of this country will return a of destructive
legislation and the redemocratic administration.
The most partisan of the democratic
papers have been hard put to it to
offer arguments in defence of the administration, while some have given
it up entirely, and if not studiously
evading discussion of the Mexican

Below is

REPUBLICAN.

A recent bulletin of the government
ol
the subject
census bureau on
State debts has brought Maine into

vear.

Voted For In June.

on

Maine’s Finances.

Here’s another weather diary entry for
you. H. J. Archer, of Great Pond, put up
eighty cakes of good, black ice, twelve
inches thick, the last week in April, 1914.

Will' be

List of Those Who

Complete

GOSSIP.

COUNTY

PRIMARY CAXOIDATKS.

tunity given

to

\

|

j

AND LAWS.

COURTS

justice emery

bx-chief
E'

OBITUABY.

lec-

TUBES AT YALE.
DO NOT KILL 8TAT-

■CLARES COURTS

!'effect

unconstitutional

to

ou

statutes

as

He said in

securing Justice.

(o

i*eThe

principal argument urged against
the Judges misuse it
fh a power is that
tRey think unwise.
,„d block legislation
has practically no loundaTfle argument
the thousands of
tionin (act. Among

unconstitutional,
be found eo decided
hardly » doron $»n
thought the statute inbeeause the Judges
the courts
expedient. On the contrary,
have disclaimed any
from the beginning
in
strong and explicit
aocb power
statute

a

bolding

caws

language.”

cited
many
judicial
The lecturer
to that effect. Among them was
opinions
of
Minnesota
court
that of the supreme
to declare
declaring it was “not at liberty
because it is
statute unconstitutional
or oppresthought by them to be ubjust
some natural, social or
sive or to violate
of the citizen, unless it
political rights
that such injustice is procan be shown
hibited or such rights protected by the
a

Also that of the Maine
to decourt that “it is for the legislature
termine when laws are nepedsiry or expedient for the welfare of'the people, and,
or
however inconvenienced, restricted

constitution.”

injured some of the individuals may
be given effect
be, such general laws are to
unless there can be pointed out some pro-

even

vision in the constitution which prohibits them.” “Further,” he continued,
“it is a settled canon of interpretation
that the constitutional prohibition must

justify holding
constitutional.
be clear to

A review of all the

statute

a

would

cases

un-

snow

that the courts do not obstruct the current
f progress as claimed by their critic*, but
only keep its from overflowing its bank*
to the destruction of the revered rights oi
the people.
“Nevertheless, despite the lessons of history. it is still urged by the impatient that
this judicial check should be removed, anc!
that the legislature itself, as the elect ol
the people, may and should be trusted tc
heed constitutional requirements and restrictions. Legislative decisions on constitutional provisions do not indicate the
soundness of the proposition
It is com-

knowledge

mon

that

legislative majorities

often override law and fact for partisan oi
personal advantage.” In support of this
statement the lecturer cited

notably

stances,

after

that in his

in-

numerous
own

Htate

week’s

a

Mr.

MlJ 9 1
“What
How Can It Be Secured?" in
i. Justice and
former Chiel Justice L.
8torra courae,
considered
Em,.ry, of Maine, yesterday
to rethe power ol the Judiciary
(tourier Journal,
(New H»ven
sixth »nd last lecture

In the

fnrtber

WILLIAM B. MITCHELL.

WiUUm B. Mitchell, one of Ellsworth’s
oldest *44. most highly esteemed
citizens,
died Monday at his home on
High street,

THEY THINK

BBCAUSB
.n-ES JUST
THEM INEXPEDIENT.

ol

ELLSWORTH

illness.

Mitchell, nearing eighty-four

years

of age, was one of Ellsworth’s
youngest
old men—young in
spirit and physically.
A man of
unusually fine
in his

physique

youth, he retailed much of it to the end,
his erect figure and firm
step giving the lie
to his years.
While his death is regretted
his
by
many fi*ends, they cannot but feel
it fitting that such a man should be
spared
the growing feebleness of old
age.
Socially inclined, Mr. Mitchell was a
familiar figure at masonic
affairs, where
he joined in the dance with a zest that
was contagious.
Less than two weeks before his death, he danced at one of these
sociables.
A week before his death he
worked on his farm on the Lamoine road,
burning brush. The exertion, with the
wetting of his feet which he failed to
mention when he returned
in

ofc^old,

the

next

growing
be

an

attack of

day,

home,

resulted

indigestion followed

and after

a

few

days of

without suffering,
away so quietly that the
his going could scarcely be

weakness but

dropped

moment of
noted.

of

sixty-two years.
children—Mrs. Charles E. Whitmore,
Mrs. Austin H. Joy, Mrs. George W. HigHe

over

leaves also

of the

by

electorate

the matter.

as

Buch

a

a

majority

of such

choose to vote

procedure

upon
would des-

troy all constitutional guarantees of the
personal liberty and other rights, no matter what safeguards might be put about
it. Constitutions, to be of any value as
bulwarks of personal rights, should not be
changeable with the popular sentiment of
the day. They should contain only the
results of

long and deep reflection and experience.”
In conclusion, the lecturer restated his
theories as follows: “(1) After all, human
justice consists in securing to each individual as much liberty of action in the
exercise of his physical and mental
powers
»nd as much
liberty to enjoy the fruits of
action

such

liberty

is

as

for other

consistent with

individuals,

and

like

He leaves nine grandchildren and one
great-grandson.
Mr. Mitchell was one of the oldest members of Lygonia lodge, F. and A. M., and a
member of the Eastern Htar. In his daily
life be lived closely to the teachings of
the order of

which he was so devoted a
member, audio bis death the city loses
a good citizen.
The funeral was held at the home on
High street this afternoon at 2 o’clock,
Kev. R. B. Mathews officiating. There
was a large attendance
of friends and
Masons.
MRS. LUCJLLA.

A.

with

happiness

and

and of

efficiency

of the

individual

all; and (3) by a judiciary independent and strong, with the
power and
the duty to defend those
rights when assailed by selfish or
impatient and changeable majorities.

A

Beddlngton
serious blow

Mtry for

this

Dam Goes Out.
to the

season on

lumbering inNarraguagus

the

William E. Cross, of Mariaville, was here
Thursday afternoon of last week, going to
Bangor on the night train and returning

Friday.
Charles M. Smith and wife went to
Amherst Monday, called there by the
serious illness of Mrs. Smith’s father,
Archie Johnson.
E. Foster, Leo B. Betts, C. M. Smith
Freeman Jordan spent Saturday and
Sunday at Mr. Foster’s camp at Beech Hill
lake, securing one good salmon.
A.

and

Mrs. Harry Leach and Mrs. Alvin Saunders, sisters of Mrs. Frank E. Cottle, visit-

his

aunt, |Mrs. Samuel Stanley, of

Farmington,

H., were here Sunday,
Salisbury and wife. They

N.

guests of H. M.
are visiting relatives in Otis and Maria-

family

home,

and

and

in

declining

her

her,

with

To them twelve children

living

were

born,

of

Linwood H.,
Ralph T., Albert N. and Walter H. Cushman, and Mrs. Andrew M. Moor, all of
Ellsworth, and Mrs. Robert W. Pierce, of
Dorchester, Mass. One brother also sursix

are

vives her—Aldis N.

Day,

—

of

Allston,

Mass.

the home of
Monday afternoon, the officiating clergyman being Rev. T. S. Ross, of
•the Methodist
church, of which Mrs.
Cushman bad been a loyal member for
The

funeral

was

held at

Mrs. Moor

thirty years. Rev. R. B. Mathews, of
Congregational church, assisted. The
four sons acted as bearers.
Those present from out of town were
Mrs. Robert W. Pierce and son William,
of Dorchester; Mrs. A. C. Lyon, of Orono;
Mrs. David N. Sleeper, of Bar Harbor, and
Mrs. William Graffam, of Brewer.
over

the

a

few

her

days

brother,

Seneca

play, “Aunt Jerusha’s Quilting
Party,” will be presented in the vestry
Wednesday evening, May 27, under the
auspices of the ladies’ sewing society. The
annual

plant sale will be held in the afterCooked food and candy will also

noon.

be sold.

buildings of Charles Giles, with contents, were burned Friday evening of last
week. Mr. Giles has been in the
hospital
in Bangor since last
March, during which
The

buildings

have been

unoccupied.

The buildings were well afire when discovered, and being located out of reach of
city water, nothing could be done to save
them. The fire is thought to have been of
iucendiary origin. Loss, about |700.
James

inn,

Farmer,

owner

of Green

Lake

from Boston several days
ago making preparation for the opening of
the hotel about the middle of next month.
was

During

here

the

heavy

wind and rain of several

weeks ago, the second
inn was torn from

story piazza at the
the

building

and

carried

nearly to the pine grove back of
the building, a distance of ten rods. Mr.
Farmer has engaged Leon H. Brown
and H. M. Salisbury to replace it before
the opening of the hotel.
PATCHWORK QUILT.

A quilt presented by the ladies of the
Ellsworth Falls society to Mrs. O. J. Guptill, the pastor’s wife, was accompanied by
the following verses by Mrs. Geraldine
Moore:
We had such a lovely plan,
You may guess it if you can,
We shall keep it very sly.
Do you ask the reason why?
studied up this little scheme
It is not very small or mean,
Bui we hope you will not mind
When this little scheme you iind.
We want you to understand
That yery few in all the land,
Have friends more staunch and true,
And we prize your friendship, too.
Your highest wish we have not met
Ilf many ways we have been set,
But with charity thou wilt «
Cover (all) with this patchwork quilt.
For in this

KNIGHTS OK COLUMBUS.

pretty quilt you’ll find
story written, line by line,
And in the blending colors see
An emblem of a life to be.
A

Held Annual Convention lu Ellsworth Yesterday.
The annual convention of the State
council, Knights of Columbus, was held
with Philip H. Sheridan council, of Ellsworth, yesterday. Every council in the
State was represented by delegates, and
there was a full attendance of the State
officers.
State Council

Among

mom?

present

were

.rasi

mate

Deputy John F. Crowley, now master of
the fourth degree for Maine and New
Hampshire, and Past State Deputies Richard J. McGarrigle, of Calais, and Edward
P. Dunn, of Augusta.
State

Frederick

Deputy

E.

Doyle,

of

Millinocket, presided at the convention.

~

HORN.
BLAISDELL—At Franklin, April 27, to Mr
and Mrs Truman L Blaisdell, a son.
HIGGINS—At Lamoine, May 6, to Mr and
Mrs Harry Higgins, a son.
THOMS—At Stonington, April 18, to Mr and
Mrs Oliver Thoms, a daughter. [Gertrude

Marion.]

VARNUM-At West Brooksville,
and Mrs Hugh Varnum, a son.

May 5, to Mr

DIED.

To-day, the darkness

between;
To-morrow, more of light is seen;
And as each piece is made to tit,
You have a very handsome quilt.
cotnes

80 may each life beyond compare,
Grow each day in beauty rare.
And each bright color we may bring
An offering to our Lord and King.

Infant daughter of Sfr and Mrs William
Cole, aged 5 months.
CONDON
At West Surry, May 9, Alfred
Condon, formerly of Dedham, aged 77 years.
CUSHMAN—At Ellsworth, May 9, Lucilla A,
widow of James T Cushman, aged 75 years,
1 month, 1 day.
FIRTH—At Brooklin, May 6, Albert Firth,
aged 1 year. 10 mpnths, 2 days.
HARRIMAN—At Lynn, Mass, April 29, Elmer
Harriman. of Bucksport, aged 32 years.
HASKELL—At Surry. May 13, George O Haskell, aged 88 years, 10 months, 3 days.
HOWARD—At Cape Rosier, May 5, Mrs Margaret Benson, widow of Isaac Howard, aged
89 years, 10 months, 13 days.
At Bucksport,
M’A LISTER
May A, Guy
Westley McAlister, aged 7A years, 10 months,
28 days.
MITCHELL-At Ellsworth, May 11, William
B Mitchell, aged 83 years, 10 months, 22
—

days.

RAND—At Winter Harbor, May 3, Capt
Albert Rand, aged 92 years.
At Vinalhaven, May 5, Mrs
SNOWMAN
Clara E Snowman, of Buckgport, aged 55
*
years, A months, 12 days.
—

NORTH

ELLSWORTH.

Bangor.

.

Take

Hood's Sarsaparilla, the
Reliable Spring Tonic.

oar

w.n
miles

burst dam

dam at
carried it

uPou

below,

Dublois,

and
out, toWith the only bridge across the
and
tbe
small
saw-mill
known
an
\?r?'
mUI*
sufficient warning was
had
^ef![y®e*d
tbe opening of sluiceways in the
dam.
Th. n IS."*™* tbem from damage,
ft por>TeuC!!I1f?ton dam was owned by G.
Co. A. L. Stewart ft Sons
and
& Wyman have a few
loffa Of fjd.
he,r
but
sufficient for
a short
abort season’s work. only

A? nVll80n

S?1?11**

Keep the Balance Up.
bee° truth,ully *aid that any dis-

..

*

tarb ance of tbe

balance of health cause#
rouble. Nobody can be too careful
to
tbi“ balance
up. When people begin
to
appetite °r to get tired easily, the
1Iuprudence
brings on sickness, weakne„
Tbe ®y*tem needs a tonic,
and 8bould not be denied it; and the
best
°* wblcb we have
any knowledge
to Ho
8
8ar*aparilla' What 11118 medicine
8e,5

even

|tep

le»i»»08e

crave°udebility’
»**
J?C

ha«d
in
Kives
that it

^

healthy people healthy,
kee°^ keepin*
Up tPe
ba,a“<5e of health,
if!!!* 8axne
diatinction
preventive
i!
Its
even

William H.

den,

Donovan, of Lewiston;
F.

Lawrence

Colgan,

of

war-

Augusta;

early
e*^i°78
f** tbe wisdom of tbe old saying that
UUme8ave-nine.
Take Hood’s for
aDDett strength, and
**

a

Cl**,e.

nae

aaHt.v

■

endurance.—Advt,

has

wife pleasantly enForresOloore
tertained a party of friends Saturday evening. Delicious refreshments were served.
and

T. Powers, of Lew'advocate,
iston; State chaplain, Monsignore M. C. (
McDonough, of Lewiston; first alternate to ;
Miss Ruth Maddoeks came home from
national convention, Johu F. Crowley, of |
1
for a short visit.
Bangor; second alternate, R. J. McGarrigle, Bar Harbor last week,
Her little niece, Adelle Moore, came with
of Calais.
It was voted to hold the next annual her.
convention at Lewiston the second TuesMr. Worden, agricultural demonstrator,
trank

State

day

of

May,

1916.

headquarters are at Ellsworth, was
town Thursday giving a demonstration
pruning and grafting, in the orchard of

whose

delegates and State in
guests of the Ellsworth I of
council at a banquet at the Hancock H. F. Maddocks. Mr. ..Worden was lothe Hancock cated for a time in the Hood River Valley,
Host Gould, of
house.
house, served one of bis famous banquets, Ore., studying fruit-growing methods
which sent the visitors away singing the there, and will care for an acre of trees in
Mr. Maddocks’ orchard, for a stated time,
praises of Ellsworth.
D. E. Hurley, of Ellsworth, presided as according to Hood River Valley method.
This should prove of great interest to
toast-master. Among the speakers were
everyone.
several of the retiring and newly-elected
State officers. Rev. Patrick F. Flanagan, of
Physician—Does he take the cod liver
Ellsworth, and Hon. Peter Charles Keegan,
as I
Mamma—Like a man.
l^ast

officers

evening
were

the

the

of Van Buren.

as a

tjlUs|

week.

The procession of low prices is moving
right along, headed by advertisersing
THE AMERICAN.

oil,
prescribed?
Every time he takes it 1 put a penny in his
little bank, and when he has a hundred
pennies— Physician—Ah! when he has a
hundred pennies.
Mamma—Then I will
buy him another bottle of oil!

The Object of this
Advertisement
to inform every reader of Tiie American, who has need of any kind of insurance that all our policies combine broad protection and prompt settle
a

■

ments w’ith the lowest

possible rates.

C.

&

W.

MASON,

1_.

F.

MAINE

ELLSW ORTH,

Old

owners

will be protected from fire

with E. J.

WALSH, ELLSWORTH.
SATIN PUMPS and
COLONIALS

Sarsaparilla today from any drug
store and starting at once on the
road to health and strength.
When your blood is impure and
impoverished it lacks vitality, your
digestion is poor, and all the functions of your body are impaired.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla is the greatest known blood tonic. It will build
you up quicker than any other medicine. It gives strength to do and
It is the old
power to endure.
standard tried and true all-the-yearround blood purifier and enricher,
tonic and appetizer. Nothing else
acts like it, for nothing else has the

ingredients. "*Be
Hood’s, get it today,
and begin taking it at once.

formula
sure to ask for
same

•760

Wager

Sent to your home for your examination, and
if not satisfactory in quality and fit, we will
refund your money. We have these in the ten
following colors: BLACK, WHIT!-:, BLUE.
I A VENDER,
CANARY,
FINK,
RED,
NILK GREEN, SILVER GRAY and GOLD
Turned soles, cuban heels, rose center pomVery catchy. Widths from A to D,
pom.
sizes, 1 to 8. In ordering be particular to give
correct size and width. Price *3 sent via prepaid parcel post. Also $2.50 and $2 grades in
BLACK,\VHIT*0, BLU*. and PINK. Orders
shipped day received.
BAY STATE BOOT AND SLIPPER CO.,
1
11 Barker Street, Lynn, Mass.

I

Your Last Dollar
on

or

The Excellence
x

Most

Koyal Exchange Assurance,

of
People

31,1913.

Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and bank,
Agents’ balances.
Interest and rents,

are

$2,331,236 25

Suggests

80
22

35

You’ll Make

a

a

AND I.F.CTURF-S

Good Pie,

Mistake

$2,689,120 62
surplus,
M. E. HOLMES, Agent.
ELLSWORTH, MAINE.

Granite State Fire Insurance Co.

Gross assets,

45.000
10,100
943,010
77,164
105,569
12,381

00
00
00
52
58
58

$1,198,825

68

Admitted assets,
$1,198,825 68
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1913.
Net unpaid losses,
$ 48,944 77
Unearned piemiums,
594,020 23
All other liabilities,
18,471 71
Cash capital,
200,000 QO
397,388 97
Surplus over all liabilities,
Total liabilities and surplus,
M. E. HOLMES,

$1,198,825
Agent.

68

Do yours do you
Have them cleaned and

HONEST WORK; HONEST PRICES

Twenty Years’ Experience.

Electrician and Contractor

Personal attention to all details.
Telephone
or mail orders promptly attended to.

Electric Supplies and Fixtures.
Ellsworth.
Estey Building,

EDWARD F. BRADY,

Telephone 87-11.

Grant St., Ellsworth, Me.
Telephone 6—5.

WANTED—LADIES
Makf

Switches From Your

THE—

Harriet N. Milliken,

Insurance Co.
1913.

$120,727 00

Collateral loans,
Stock# aud bonds,
Cash in office and bank,

$307,056

CLARION.

175 Tremont Street,
Boston, Mass.
Hoorn 57.

4,000 00
140,630 06
17 020 18
21,757 34
2,921 94

Whether it’s

Admitted assets,
$301,455 47
LIABILITIES DEC. 31,1918.
Net unpaid losses.
$ 5,200 00
Unearned prt miarns,
198.839 19
All other liabilities,
6.715 66
92,200 62
Surplus over all liabilities,

$301,455 47

U

rir^

BOSTON

^Mission merchant
have

1

J. P.

Mortgage loans,
Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and bank,
Agents’balances,

Interest and rents,
Gross assets,
Deduct items not admitted,

$

$7,068.136

Admitted assets,
$6,916,921 81
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1913.
Net unpaid losses,
$ 256,871 54
Unearned premiums,
3,096,428 44
All other liabilities,
60,710 00
Cash capital,
1,000,000 00
Surplus over all liabilities,
2,503.411 83
Total liabilities and surplus,
$6,916,921
M. E. HOLMES, Agent.
ELLSWORTH. MAINE.

81

The only place to get bargains is at the
store that advertises for your trade.

Ellsworth

ferent

styles \ny

All
sizes
and
widths

and all

Farm Products.

|

woman can earn

this beautiful pair of
$4 shoes during a lit.
tie of her spare time
For particulars address
BAY STATE
HOSIERY CO., Inc.,
Lynn, Mass.

ELLSWORTH

J9iofca(5ionai ®ar6«.

80

141,218 99

fur-

oa/88 A PAIR of SHOES
EASILY EARNED

greatly improved facilities
for handling.

MEATS, EGGS,

563.000 00
5.477,195 3:)
405,2u4 96
580,906 96
31,828 49

or a

ELI)RIDGE,

Main Street.

SHIP THESE ALSO:
Niagara Fire Ins. Co. ,
26 Liberty Street, N. Y.
AS8ET8 DEC. 31, 1913.

range

“Clarion”, it is
sure to meet every requirement.
Made by the Wood Bishop Co.
Bangor. Sold by

APPLES
we

a

nace—if it is a

&cmmfc3!3n TUcrcijantB.

82

5,60135

Total liabilities and surplus,
M. E. HOLMES. Agent.
ELLSWORTH, MAINE.

Hot Water Heating, Furnace
Work and Jobbing.

Lowest prices.

Albert IN'. Cushman

To know I

men.

PLUMBING,

pressed by

DAVID FRIEND
Prompt work.

Dodge,

TROY, MAINE
Eastern Maine Representative for the
EASTERN
LYCEUM BUREAU, of
Boston. The main bureau managed by
Maine

the Man
CLOTHES Reflect credit?

Combings, $1.50.

ANDOVER, MASS.

31,

1

!

A8SETS DEC. 31, 1913.
$

Arnold W.

Cor. Main and Franklin Sta., Ellsworth

PORTSMOUTH, N. H.

Heal estate,
Mortgage loans,
Stocks and bonds.
Cash in office and bank,
Agents’ balances,
Interest and rents,

Write to

A. IIOLZ,
’Phone 61-2

lor «» Occasions

High-Grade Lyceum Courses a specialty

\

Total liabilities and

Fire

ENTERTAINMENTS

Us.

H You Pass Us By.

Admitted assets,
$2,689,120 6!>
LIABILITIES DEC. 31,1913.
Net unpaid losses,'
$ 168,896 01
Unearned premiums,
1,614,838 97
All other liabilities,
57,743 84
Cash capital,
400,000 uo
447.641 80
Surplus over all liabilities,

ASSETS DEC.

Try

Whenever Your Appetite

Gross assets.
Deduct items uot admitted,

Merrimack Mutal

our Pies
Pious, We

Invite You to

OF LONDON.

ASSETS DEC.

by placing their

Insurance

Fire

Don’t let the idea that you may
feel better in a day or two prevent
you from getting a bottle of Hood’s

was caused
by the bursting of the At the business meeting, officers were
Agents’balances,
Luther Nason and Webster Bigelow, of Interest and
#
rents,
ddington dam, sixteen miles above
as follows: State deputy, John J.
Bangor, wer#iu town Sunday.
terry field, Saturday, hanging up practi- elected
Gross assets,
Thomas
State
of
secretary,
Bath;
Miss Nellie Maddocks and Mrs. Lizzie Deduct items not admitted,
c*lly the entire season's cut of logs which Keegan,
B. Donnolly, of Waterville; State treasurer,
Nason visited relatives at Ellsworth last
le*1

lake.
Twn°i °*Beddington
from the
~?ad water the

Bucksport

b.

o.

H. A. BUCK, B'Skarrt'

%Sale

Property

HAVE GOOD HEALTH

Mortgage loans,

Frank Moore sold ope of his matched
pair of horses recently.

$420 f.

/

the Market

on

atrt)cru»anntt&

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.

Miss Cora Richardson is at home from

Best Little Runabout

Sedgwick, May 6, Mrs Mary A
Bridges, aged 38 years, A months, 22 days.
BRIDGES-At Verona. May A, Clyde Bridges,
aged 10 years, 5 months.
CLAY—At Bucksport, May A, Livia P Clay,
aged A5 years.
COLE—At Bucksport, May 5, Avis Josephine,
BRIDGES-At

Insurance Statemrns.
A

I

THE SAXON =

—

will go to

The

since been her home.
whom

and within

Marlboro to visit
Remick, who is ill.

time the

CUSHMAN.

Lucilla A., widow of James T. Cushman,
died Friday night at the home of her
daughter, Mrs. Andrew M. Moor, after a
few days’ illness following a shock.
Her death removes one long loved and
admired for her Hue qualities as wife
mother, neighbor and loyal friend. She’
was devoted throughout her life to her

such

restrictions only as are necessary for
the welfare of
society as a whole without discrimination for or
against any
individual. (2) Justice Is more firmly
secured by a government with a division
of powers, a written constitution excluding from government interference such
personal rights as reason and experience
have shown to be
necessary both for the

Mrs. John A. Scott and Miss Mary Ellen
Scott are borne from Bangor, where they
have spent several weeks with relatives.

gins, Arthur B. and Edgar A. Mitchell, all
of Ellsworth, and William C., of Canada.

divided her time.
Mrs. Cushman was born in Winthrop,
Me., April 7, 1830, the daughter of Henry
and Hester Cobb Day. She was married to
Mr. Cushman at Lew iston jn 1859, and came
to Ellsworth in 1662, and this city had ever

to reversal

R. H. Young, of Hancock, was the guest
of Oscar Staples from Thursday until Saturday at his camp at Green Lake.

Mrs. Asa C. Flood has returned from a
visit of several weeks in Bangor.
Her
mother, Mrs. Mary D. Jordan, returned

public peace or safety” imperatively required that a statute making Lincoln’s
birthday a legal holiday should take effect
at once instead of at the end of ninety

subject

Richard A. Smith is home frbm Moosehead Lake, where be has been for several
weeks helping wire a boat.

and

Hancock County Port*.
West
May 12, schs Harriet 0
Whitehead, Charlie and Willie.
Southwest Harbor—Sid May 10, schs Alaska.
Lillian. James L Maloy and Laura Cobb, all
bound east
In port at Corea—May 8, sch Margaret loading cargo wrecked sch Oriole
In port May 5, sch T W
Bass Harbor
Cooper bound east
Sid May 7, sch Ida B Oibson for Bangor

Sullivan—Ar*

Charles Currier, of Brewer, was here
over Sunday, the guest of Asa C. Flood.
Mra. Sadie Holland, of Bangor, spent
Sunday here, the guest oC Malcolm W.
Tucker and wife.

ville this week.

years this devotion was returned in many
fold by her children, with whom, since the
death of her husband in 1903, 6he had

“But it is further urged that eveo if the
judicial clieck be retained. It should be

fine

six

Maine, where the legislature by a yea and
nay vote, “two-tbirds of all the member*
elected to each house,” declared that “the

davs.

Frazier landed three
salmon at Green Lake last week.

Mr. Mitchell was born at Dedham June
ed her a part of last week, returning to
19, 1830, and came to Ellsworth as a young their
home in Bluehill Saturday.
man to work in the mills.
He was an
Ellsworth Falla’lucky fishermen
Among
expert tiler, and followed this trade until
this week were C. J. Treworgy, Owen H.
very recent years, during the later years
and W. M. Davis, who on a trip
dividing his time between the mills and Treworgy
to Phillips lake yesterday, caught four
his farm. After the burning of his home
fine togue.
on the farm a few years ago he moved to
Clifford Salisbury and wife, of Brewer,
the home on High street.

He married in Ellsworth on October 11,
1861, Miss Harriet Elizabeth Crosby, who
survives him, after a life journey together

XfcbtrMienunte.

MARINE LIST.

FALLS.

Edwin J.

ALICE

II.

SCOTT

SPECIALTY MADE OF

TYPEWRITING, ACCOUNTING AND

GENERAL CLERICAL WORK.
Agent Union Safe Deposit A Trust Co., of Portand, for furnishing Probate and Surety Bonds
Agent OllTer Typewriter; typewriter supplies
Uor. Main and Water Sts. (over Moore's Drug
Store). Ellsworth. Me.

Sixteen ounces of performance fo every
pound of promise in the advertisements
of THE AMERICAN.

Steam

Laundry

and Baih Rooms.

•NO PAY, NO WASH KB.'
All kinds of laundry work done at short notice.
Goods called lor and delivered.

H. B. ESTEY & CO.
Estey Building, State St..
Ellsworth. Me

No. Carolina Farms.

If you want a grain, grass and 8tock farm;
tobacco (arm or a combination farm write me
your wants.
Splendid land at reasonable

prices.

Poultry farming pays here.

Edw. M. Linville,

Kernersville, N. C.

COUNTY NEWS.

week.

Lin wood Martin, fcwho recently
went t® Belfast hospital for an operation,

FRANKLIN.

will

Pettee’s

cake.

who has been with

home

was

Saturday evening f7.25 was realized.
Mrs. Emily
Martin was presented with
t he centerpiece and Hugh Pettee won the

Dunham,
daughter at Alexander several weeks,

expected

operation

At the ice-cream social held at

& Wyman’s mill machinery was
shipped by train to Cherryfield last week.

is

An

store

Ward

her

return home.

found unnecessary.

Miss Mildred Wooster will return Irom
Van Buren this week.

Mrs. W. H.

soon

May

_Ph<ebe.

11.

soon.

Mrs. Flossie Kendall, ol Bangor, and
Mrs. Simon Bunker, ol Tunk Pond, were
in town last week to attend the funeral ol

The May ball

was

successful socially and

financially.
The Golden Rule society met with Mrs.
Holt May 6.

Mrs. Hanscom.

Louise

and

young
Mrs.
Raymond Dwelley
William Richardson and family have
daughter, who have spent the winter here, moved to Hail
Quarry.
i
Mr.
week.
this
will return to Islesford
Floyd Ober and wife have gone to StonDwelley follows later.
ington, where he has employment.
The funeral of Mrs. Percy Hanscom
for
Robert Able left Monday night
Tuesday afternoon at the Baptist church
Rev. G. Mayo offic- Lyster, Can., where be has employment.
was largely attended.
Kennard Haskell has returned from GarOne musical selection, ‘‘Face to
iated.
Face,” at the close of service was tenderly diner, where he has been visiting his uncle,
rendered by Mrs. Percy Homer. The floral H. D. Gordon.
tributes, mutely testifying regard for the
deceased, were from friends, orders of
which she was a member, and from traveling

They

men.

were numerous

Richard Moyle and wife

Rev.

th®

at

are

Mr. Moyle preached bis first
parsonage.
here Sunday evening, to a large

sermon

and beauti-

audience.

Lincoln, little brother of Mrs. Hani The paving cutters are still out of emomitted from
was inadvertently
ployment, as their new bill, which took
last
mentioned
names of surviving family
effect May 1, has not been signed by the
of
out
town
attending
from
week. Relatives
companies. Many are leaving town.
the sad service were Mrs. Flora Hooper and
M.
May 6.
of
Bosdaughter, Mrs. Mildred Holmes,
Mrs.
MAKJLBUKU.
ton; Mrs. Sadie Small, of Milbridge;
Sinclair, Fred Hanscom and wife and Mr.
Maynard Ford, who has had employBurnell, of Glen, N. H.
ment m Massachusetts the past two years,
B.
May 11.
ful.

scom,

is home.

F. T. Hodgkins, who was kicked
horse three weeks ago, is still in a

WEST GOULDSBORO.
J. Bunker visited friends in Mil-

Foster

of the men who have been emSullivan making paving blocks
at home, owing to the continuance of

Some

in

ployed
are

Wood, who has spent

B.

her

months with

at the “The

Allen,
bor, is home.

j
!
1

untimely

death at her home

bereaved

is

Sympathy

last week.

in

came
:

Miss Ham's

May

L.

11.

Miss Dunbar has opened her home (or
the

season.

Mrs. T. T.

Brewer,

Workman and

Robert, of

son

Mrs. Ada Bartlett, of Cherryfield,
keeping bouse for Mrs. Cummings.
Principal E. L. Linscott is at Mrs. C.

Miss Mae Patten recently spent a week
with her sister, Mrs. E. W. Johnson, in
Sullivan Centre.
Mrs. A. S.

Cummings,
half

a

at

spent

who has

the

home

of

a

her

nephew, W. O. Emery, returned to her
home Friday. Friends are glad to hear

improved

so

much in health.

Much credit is due the ladies

There

Noyes’
dancing,

G. Foss and wife, of Melrose,
recent guests of relatives in

town.

James

C. Worthen, of Melrose,
visiting her parents, O. W. Foss

and wife.

Harvey Colby,
are

son, of Bangor
guests of Mrs. Colby’s parents, Edwin
wife and

and wife.

Mrs. W. E. Gerber and Miss Gerber,
who have been guests of Winfield Stratton
and wife, left Monday for their home in

Sacramento,
May 4.

was

orchestra
which

large

a

attendance.

furnished

was

for

music

enjoyed

until

a

late

hour.

high school gave a recital Friday
evening at K. of P. hall. West Sullivan,
under the direction of Miss Hutton, superThe

visor of music.

The school

oy Miss Sylvia
Miss Leland is

Leland,

of

was

assisted

Bar

Harbor.

ployed
May

at Brownville

who has

Junction,

been

is home.

A. B.

Foss, of Hancock,

is

working

for

S. J. Johnson.
I. L.

Spratt

is

working

for

Mrs.

Wardwell.

Mrs. Vincent Carter was called to Bar
last week by the illness of her

Harbor

mother.

Miss Elizabeth Jeliison, who is teach

'ateomismenw,

asAluminum
COOKING UTENSILS

GUARANTEED 15 YEARS

Send 15c for Sample
Pan.
H. W. Sargent, Ellsworth. Box 196

Plain, Mass.

A committee

to arrange for
May 11.

an

was

entertainment

appointed
soon.

Mrs.

Stanley

J. W.

was

Seth R. Scammons is
severe

attack of

suffering from

a

lumbago.

Frank Workman and wife have moved
Bangor for the summer.

to

Harold Workman and wife, of Boston,
visiting Mr. Workman’s old home and
friends here.

are

Mrs. Olive Rutter, who has spent the
in South
Goulds boro,
visited
friends here Saturday and Sunday. Ail

winter

pleased
May 11.

were

to note her

improved

health.

B.

The ice left the ponds April 28 this year j
later than last year.

■—three weeks

Charles J. Smith, of Egypt, was
end guest of Charles E. Butler.

a

week-

The black granite men of Boston have
arrived with tools, and are prospecting
There is no doubt that this offers the best
chance in the State to get black granite,
and prospect for future business is bright,
Ch’e’eb.
May 11.

Miss

i

Ruth

Stanley and Mrs. Addie
employed at Isles ford.
Fred A. Birlem has gone a trip to the
Cape Shore with Capt. George Haraor,
Duran

are

I

employed painting
May 4.

and

boat9

Several

summer season.

convalescing.

Turner, of Swan’s Island, is visiting her daughter, Miss Mariam Turner,
who is a teacher in the high school.
Mrs

Robert Cod man

Rev.

Kt.

confirmed

a

thirty-nine

men, women and
children at St. Saviour’s church last Sunof

entire building was packed to
interested listeners to the
able and instructive sermon of the bishop.
the doors with

delivered an interhigh school assembly
esting
hall Thursday. He said. “The industry,
capability and intelligence of the New'
England people are the product of the
New England home, and not of the little

Payson

Hon.

Smith

lecture at the

Our schools have

red Sthoolhouse.
been

good

they
growing better.”
so

May

as

never

now, and they

are

are

patient

a

Babb

is in

are

is

guest of Ransom

a

the

Bar

Harbor

hospital recovering
operation.
Fred C. Jellison, Leon Lewis and W. E.
Sherman spent tl^e week-end at Molasses
pond.
An interesting exhibition by the gymnastic classes

was

given at the Y. W. C. A.

made

the road.

on

Mr. Standing, of Bangor, is boarding
for the summer with Lloyd Bracy.
little daughter, Annie Cora, came to
the home of T. H. Mclninch Tuesday
A

morning.
Albert Haynes, Mrs. Haynes
Alberta spent
friends here.

ter

the

and

daugh-

week-end

with

Madam Colson is failing fast. Her son,
C. M. Archer, came Thursday to spend a

days

few

with her.

The engagement of Granville Archer, of
Wesley, and Miss Hazel Avery, of this
is announced.

Mr. Archer has

pur-

place.
E.

7.
_

school

May

rooms.

11._M.
SOUTH HANCOCK.
somew

hat improved from

H. Bunker and wife, of Bangor, were
guests at Miss O. E. W ooster’s Friday and

Saturday.
Scotia arrived Sunday evening with 10,000 lobsters for Capt.
J. W. Stinson.
A steamer from Nova

Capt.*R.

C. Hagerthy lost a
valuable
week, and S. E. Merchant lost
his cow Saturday.
Mrs. Nettie E. Higgins, who has been
with Mrs. R. W. Grant for some time, has
heifer last

gone#to
at

Ellsworth, for

an

indefinite stay

C. H. Wooster’s.

Mrs.

Mary

E.

Haynes,

mentioned in last week’s

whose

American,

Rumney, N. H.,

here from

death

WALTHAM.

sister, Mrs. Hayoes kept house in several
different bouses in this vicinity, and finally purchased the home of her late sister,
Miss Nancy Bragdon, at which place she
lived and died. Mrs. Haynes was tenderly
cared for by kind friends during her last
illness. The fnneral was conducted at the
home by Rev. P. A. A. Killam Saturday
follow ing her death. She was the youngest and last of her family. Interment was
at Riverside cemetery.

May

Sunday, May 3,

gathered

11._W.
CRANBERRY ISLES.

Clarence

Crosby is employed

at

Charles

at

home.
The
able

Sunbeam sewing club held an enjoywith Mrs. Ella Martin

meeting
Thursday.

There will be

dance at town hall Tues20. Good music will be
furnished and supper will be served.
a

day evening, May

Raymond Haslem and wife, Irving Mayhew, wife and son Clyde, of Machias,
•were
guests at Alden Haslem’s Sunday,
coming in Mr. Haslem’s Automobile.
H.
May 11.

iu Vermont for the

was

Mr.
Newman and wife and Miss Clara.
entertained the company
with music on accordeon and guitar. Mrs.
Benson also showed some handsome fancy
work, some of it beir.g new here, as it was
made by Mrs. Benson before she left her
home in Norway to come to the United

May

May

SEAL COVE.

Georgie

Verne

•

at

home.
Jordan Benson and wife visited Mr.
Benson’s sister, Mrs. Harry Seavey, at
Northeast Harbor Sunday.
T. E. D.
May 11.

May

DEER ISLE.

Boston,

who

has

N\

4.
_

Mrs. H. 8. Mitchell, who has spent the
wiuter in Boston, is home.
Mrs. Adelia Mitchell, of Center,
ing her son, H. S. Mitchell.
May XL

Mrs. Martha Alexander, who has been
quite ill, ia improving.

SpofTord,

driving F. W. Lunt’s
Dana Swazey is employed
Northeast Harbor.
is

the bar.

_

Aseneth

season.

Swazey

Weir men are getting busy for the reason's work.
H. 8. Mitchell and VV. S.
Rowe are building a weir near the entrance to Seal Cove. Charles Carver armed from Rockland, and will run the
Reed weira at Hardwood island. Edmund
Reed weira the John L. Stanley weirs at

Rodney Newman, who has been employed in Boston during the winter, is

Mrs.

ife and

Elmer B. Stanley and wife and Mrs.
Hannah Billings are going to Southwest
Harbor for the season.
Mr. Stanley is
manager of the Roger’s estate.

Miss Josephine Lamb, of Seal Harbor,
visited Henry Spurling and w ife Sunday.

few weeks iu

w

Northeast

grocery wagon.

visited

of

Reed have gone to

Harbor for the

4._Spec.

Mrs. Julia Stanley

11._Nihil.

C. M. Reed, John Pervear and
Miss

is ill.

charge
family

a

His

lummer.

will join hint the last of the month.
Mrs. Fred A. Torrcy will leave this week
for Ashburnhani. Mass., where her son
Norman
will graduate
from Cushing
academy.
Mrs. A. A. Frink has received a commission and badge from the grand chapter,
O. E. 8., of Tennessee, to represent that
chapter in Maine and Massachusetts at the
coming grand sessions.

and Mrs. Benson

WEST HANCOCK.

spent

ia home.

is visitN.

V. R. Smith, of Northeast Harbor, made

a

short visit to friends here last week.

purchased a fine
horse to be used in the delivery business.
Mrs. Caleb W. Haskell, who has been !

Miss Sarah Pickering in visiting Mrs.
Charles Scott.

very ill the
the house.

postmaster here.
Mrs. Charles Haskell
from New Jersey.

A

Sunday

school

was

Emery Pickering

organized May

10.

E. Tracy is superintendent; B.
Bridges, assistant; Ruth Bridges, secretary
and treasurer; Miss Idylene M. Shute,
organist.
Mrs.

A.

Harris Taylor and wife and Miss A.
H. Pybas, of New York, and H. F. Butler
Dr.

and

wife, of Boston,

were

in town last

week,

by the sudden death of Wilson of the late W. R.
Ryder,
and Mrs. Luella Butler, which occurred in
Funeral services were
Chicago May 2.
held at the old home here, Rev. P. A. A.
Killam officiating.
Interment in Pine
oldest

son

Tree

cemetery.

May U.

past week, is still confined to

Mothers’ day

May 10, by
Howard

NORTH DEER ISLE.

has

au

was

observed at the

interesting

sermon

church

by

W. Collins.

Burr Mitchell, son of Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Mitchell, is very ill of slow fever and

Mrs.

Mary

May 6,

after

A. Packard died at

were
present,among
grandchildren, Mrs. Fred Plumb,
Litchfield, Conn., and Thomas Saun-

them her
ders.

from Orringtou
Friday to spend the week-end w'ith her
mother, Mrs. Ellen Perkins.
May.
May 9.

May

11T

Cove.
Carmen

Harper

is

at

Charles Bray is at

borne

from North

Haven, visiting his family.
Ansel Stanley and wife have

gone to

summer.

Seal

business

normal school.

session, taught by Miss Sil*
Dennysville.

School is in
ver, of

May 6.
NORTH OELAND.
Henrietta

Billings

is

visiting

in

Surry.
Mrs. Edna Witbam, who has been with
step-father, Albert Atkinsoh, since
her mother’s death,
has taken him to
her

herhome in

May

home.

Mi*s Humphrey, the deaconess, has arrived to supply the pulpit at South Deer
Isle and Sunset in place of Rev. Mr. Barrass, who has gone to Jacksonville.

May

4.

Imp.

B.
EGYPT.

Butler who were
called home by the death of their brother,
Wilson R.,'fiave returned to college.
and Allan

11.

John Farnsworth has returned from
visit at his home.

Mrs. Frances B. Whipple left May 6 for
business trip to Boston.

two weeks’

Miss

bor,

Fannie Jarvis has gone to Bar Harshe has employment for the

where

season.

Mrs. Ella Morrell, who intended to work
Bar Harbor for a few
days, was taken
of measels and
brought back to the
home of her sister, Mrs.
Agnes Phippen

at
Indigestion? Can’t Kat? No Appetite?
A treatment of Electric Bitters increases
your appetite; stops indigestion; you can eat
A real spring tonic for liver,
everything.
kidney and stomach troubles. Cleanses your
whole system and you feel fine.
Electric
Bitters did more for Mr. T. D. Peeble’s stomach troubles than any medicine be ever tried.
Get a bottle to-day. 60c. and $1.00 at your

Druggist.

Backlea’s Arnica Salve for Eczema.

a

Miss Stanley is visiting her
sister, Mrs.
Rena Fernald.

M.

SORRENTO.

Friday

moved into bis

Main street.

ill

last

DON’T GROW BALD
Vue Parisian Sage.
If your hair is getting thin, losing
its natural color, or has that matted,
lifeless and scraggy appearance, the
reason is evident- -dandruff ami failure to keep the hair roots properly

nourished.

daily for a
occasionally is all that

dandruff with
almost immediately
and itching head; invigorates the scalp and makes dull,
It

removes

application;
stops falling hair
stringy hair

soft,

radiant with life.

abundant

anil

for
men, women or children—every one
needs it.
A large bottle of this delightful hair
tonic can be bad from G. A. Parcher
Vou
or any drug counter for 50 cents.
will surely like Parisian Sage. T here
is no other "Just-as-good”
Try it

Equally good

now.

PROTECT THE HEART
FROM RHEUMATISM

they

1SLESFORD.

Chauncey

May

have gone to Winthrop, Mass., where
will be employed for the summer.

Bucksport.

4.

has

home

—

Anna Tracy and daughter Miriam

Mrs.

Mrs.

soon.

MissAngeline Robbins, who has been
caring for Miss Maynard Stinson, has returned

S.

came

one

Wallace Stinson left last Thursday morning to go yachting for the summer.
Oeorge Hamblen is having a poultry
attending Castine house built, aud will go into the poultry

teaching

Cray

been appointed

astimiswuEii.

is needed.

SOUTH DEER ISLE.

came

is

A.
on

week and then

CENTER.

Hodgdon

R.

has

Parisian Sage applied

Rkx.

Marshall's island for the
Marion

Hardy

house

her home

out-ol-town relatives
of

parsonage.
Lyda Perkins

E.

a

children—Frank Packard
and Mrs. Edward Saunders. The funeral
was held at the house
Wednesday. Several

Rev. E. A. Carter and wife were in town
Friday, the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Smith,
Miss

Capt.
new

She leaves two

bronchitis.

at the

Frank

Capt. Charles Haskell left for ProviMrs. Arthur Mussells has moved to
dence, R. 1., this week to take command Little Deer Isle for the summer.
of schooner George H. Ames.
A party catne from Camden Sunday to
Capt. Viual Gray, of schooner Flora A. look at Mrs.
Nancy Whitmore's cottage,
is
a
few
with
his
Kimball, spending
days
with the intention of renting it.
while
his
vessel
is
at
parents
unloading
H.
May 11.
New Bedford.

O. P. D.

Roscoe Perkins, of Addison, visited his
sister, Miss Bertha Perkins, over Sunday.

,

Rev. ;

long illness. Although of a
retiring disposition, she will be much
SOUTH PENOBSCOT.
missed in the community where she was a
Mrs. George O. Littlefield is home from
most excellent neighbor and kind mother.
Boston, wher6 she has spent a month.

a

Rev. H. B. Haskell bas taken

A

served and a birthdaycake made by the bride graced the table.
After supper a Sweedish punch, also made
Those present
by the bride, was served.
were Mrs. Nellie Benson, Jordau Benson,
and w ife, Peter Benson, Harry Seavey,
wife and two children, Arthur and BerE.
turn, from Northeast Harbor, and K.
dainty supper

guest

wharf.

and

son

bride.

Miss Bessie Jordan, who is teaching
Bradford, spent Saturday and Sunday

John H. Pressey, of this place, and Mrs.
Carrie Stinson, of Deer Isle, were married

will ao for you, no matter how stubborn or
It stops a cough
chronic a cough may be.
and stops throat and lung trouble. Relief or
money hack. 60c. and #1.00, at you druggist.
Bucklen’s Arnica Salve for Pimples.

birthday,

son, in honor of her fifty-sixth
and to welcome home the oldest
brother, Jordan Benson and his

is a

Ralph Harrington and Ora Roney have
opened a tin and job shop at the steamboat

Mrs. Nellie Ben-

Mrs. Grace Hadlock,
Islesford,
her brother, Henry Spurling, last week.
William Moore was the week-end guest
of his grandmother, Mrs. M. E. Moore.

Spurling’s.

Coughed for Three Years
“I am a lover of your godsend to humanity
and science. Your medicine, Dr. King’s New
Discovery, cured my cough of three years
standing,” says Jennie Flemming, of New
Dover, Ohio. Have you an annoying cough?
Is it stubborn aud won’t yield to treatment?
(iet a 60c. bottle of Dr. King's New Discovery
to-day. What it did for Jenpie Flemming it

pleasant company

a

at the home of

in

in

by C. H 8. Webb, who will rebuild
foundation that he owns here.

Frank Brown, of Bangor,
at Capt. George Brown’s.

Mrs. Ida Mitchell, of Bernard, is spending a few days at Guy Young’s.

Albert Pettengill, who has employment
Hancock, was home over Sunday.
Austin Giles is in Franklin, employed
overhauling Dr. DeBeck’s automobile.

the

Mrs.

in Aurora.

about twrelve

years ago, to live with her sister, Mrs.
Maria Crabtree. After the death of her

on

SEAWALL.

Mrs. William Kemp is visiting relatives

was
came

owned

States.

called here

exhibition of pictures was shown
at the high school last Thursday, Friday
and Saturday. More than 200 copies of
noted pictures were shown.
Numbered
lists and descriptions in catalogues greatly
assisted in learning about any unfamiliar
picture. The Women’s Study club served
tea Friday afternoon. The proceeds will
be used to purchase pictures for the various

COUNTY NEWS.

bis house.

Fred Colson is sawing hardwood for
trunk strappings.
Mr. Shuman is having general repairs

a

an

(T

varnishing.

Williams is having repairs made

Ezra
on

in the

hospital.

ft

a

ready

men

_

Eva McFaland is

-1-1

Rooney.

Haynes

M.

4.

A

Inez Williams is spending the week in
Ellsworth.

The

day.

repeeented in your locality, write u» for the agency,
LOWELL FERTILIZES CO.. 40 No. Market Street,
BOSTON, MASS.

Williams.

resumed her school.

class

j

GREAT POND.

Jasper

May

Mrs.

jj

Send
If weave not

were served.
The spring work as usual at the Stanley
boat dock is being put through, gettiog

the almost endless member of

..1;

a

"AN AVEKAOK OF 49S BUSHELS PER ACRE."
r harreeted 1S0O barrel! of potato#* on llama. whloh mean# at the rale 0f
the 12, X had an average oX 41*0 buebela
over too buihele per acre. On 4 acres of
**
JLowell Sujienor.
twir acre
™
on tlio
an irrown
per acre, all
grown on
c h. THOMPSON, Penobscot County, Me.
for our free booklet. It will tell you juat how to get the be«t results.

fishing.

HAKBOK.

Mr. and

BB

liberal supply of food during the entire life of the plant.
fertilizer used does not
Too often a crop is a failure because the
supply enough plant food or does not supply it when needed.
Lowell Animal Fertilizers meet these demands perfectly if
used as directed. They are active all the time.
demand

indefinite time.

su

*

C. L. Smith is

a

for

is in town

Drake, of Blaine, has returned and

Miss

1".*9 91 n

ABUNDANT CROPS

Capt. Benjamin Spurling, of Boothbay,

chased the Lewis Shuman

E.

the hostess at

J. Y. Spurting visit od relatives at Sand
Point and Bar Harbor recently.

place,

C.

_

his recent illness.

WEST FRANKLIN.

Ware that Wears

houses, and the latter has bis lumber on
spot.
The library association held its monthly
business meeting with Mrs. A. L. Strout
A
contribution of
Tuesday evening.
books has been received during the month
past from Mrs. George H. Perry, of Brookline, Mass.; subscriptions to magazines
from the Misses Moore, Brooklyn, N. Y.,
and money contributions from Mrs. E.
Storrs and Miss V. K. Cleaves, Jamaica
the

C.
M KINLEY.

ASH VLLLE.
party given at her home Friday evening.
John Tracy and wife, of West Goulds- Bean whist was played. Dainty refreshmeats were served.
boro, were week-end visitors here.
i
W. Z. Richardson made a business trip
Carroll Clark of Northport, was a guest |
! home here last week, leaving Wednesday
at the home of Emerson Preble recently.
for Massachusetts. He has sold his place
Mrs. Moses Bartlett was called to East j
here to the William Underwood Co., which
Dixmont by the illness of George Bartlett.
| will use the land for building purposes.
George Leighton and wife, of Steuben, He was accompanied by >>is daughter
were guests of E. A. Hanna and wife rej Helen.
cently.
| May 11._P. M.
Mrs. Joan Sargent returned to her home
EAST FRANKLIN.
in South Gouldsboro last week to attend
the Christian Endeavor rally.
George W. Madison has gone to PenobMothers’ day was celebrated at the Ash- s<$ot on business.

Sunday, with appropriate songs and readings.
The Wednesday club meetings will be
held w ith Mrs. W. M. Pettee during the

Clarence B. Colwell left Monday morning for Presque Isle, where he hopes the
change of climate will benefit bis health.
W. F. Bruce and A. L. Strout each have
men at work on the cellars of their new

and wife.

_

on

Mitchell arrived from Camden
first of the week, i4ady for her sea-

son’s work.

ing in East Sulliv&b spent Saturday and
Sunday with her parents, W. W. Jeliison
May 11.

•

Rice has begun bis duties for the
yacht Hobo.
Mrs. Wilbert Rice visited her son, L. R.
Bunker, at Sutton last week.
x

Steamer
the

Turner

_

May

Sunday school

Miss Susie L. Moore, of Steubeu, was a
guest at Irving Whitaker’s Monday.
A large three-masted schooner is discharging coal for the E. T. Russell Co. at
the factory wharf.

Friday evening.

C.

4.

school

ville

Mrs. J. S. Coombs is spending the week
in Franklin with her sisters.

from

em-

wishes

season on

for the

Thursday.

club

Mrs. Lena

Mrs. E. J. Colby, who spent the winter
at S. J. Johnston’s, has returned home.
William Gallison,

Portland

Stinson entertained the

W.

John

Mrs.

Unity

Miss

are

have the best

of friends.

ments

season.

Miss Susie E. Over has gone to
to see Dr. E. G. Abbott.

Bar Harbor

All are glad to see P. W. Richardson
a graduate of the Emerabout the shore again.
of oratory. Her readings were j
Mrs. Blanche Dunbar is visiting her sisvery much enjoyed.
ter, Mrs. H. P. RichardsoD.
11.
H.

son

the

C.

MT. DESERT FERRY.

They

^

imuMMii

_

Cal.

Wardwell is painting his house.
Pearl Coombs and wife, of Franklin,
working at S. J. Johnston’s.

here.

host

a

house-

Country,” Rupert Blance; singing,
The Mother’s club members were in“America,” school.
vited to meet with Mrs. Jerome H.
C.
May 5.
Knowles at Northeast Harbor and report
James Gillanders, of Boston, is here for a pleasant afternoon. Delicious refresh-

is

were

keeping

are

our

Alice, little daughter
Eugene Mitchell, who has had pneumonia,

Mrs. WTooster, of North Sullivan, has
been visiting her cousin, Mrs. A. B. Foss.

is

Workman;

Elsie

of

Mr. Dyer, of Brockton, Mass., is visiting his sister, Mrs. Eugene Hodgkins.

Miss Ethel

who bad

charge of Sorosis Thursday evening, for
the social and financial success of the affair.

S. U. Remick.

1. L.

Allen’s for the remainder of this term.

she has

grandfather,

Are.

Harold

Michaels,”

St.

“Chimney Fires of Our State,” Selma
Noonan; reading, “The Little Fireman,”
Waldo Wakefield; “Fire Engines and Extinguishers,” Arthur Cole; “Great Fires of

BAK

0. B. Pettengill is visiting in Eastbrook.

is

H.

them,” Evelyn Wasgatt; reading of communication of State Supt.
Smith, Clarence Cole; reading, “How He
to Prevent

cottage.

at Miss Smith’s.

are

year and

cooking

10.

Springer

SULLIVAN HARBOR.

is

HANCOCK.

Mass.,

May

husband

at

Estella Ham and Lionel Stanley
from Trenton last Sunday to see

credit,

little folks doing their parts so nicely.
The solos by Dr. Bragg were enjoyed very
much. Proceeds |14.

spent the

Mr. aud Mrs. Pressey

Seth

Beulah Gore arranged the following program, which was well carried out
Govon fire-prevention day, April 30:
ernor’s proclamation, Ruth Stewart; composition, “How Fires are Started and How
Miss

Miss

Mrs.

Mary Keith,

where her

Charles Baxter’s

entertainment, under the management

the

who has

University of Maine.
Mr. Colpitts and George Grant, of West
Ellsworth, are digging the cellar for

Mass.,

deserves much

H*

the

The basket supper and entertainment in
the church Friday was a successful affair.
of Mrs.

S.

pa«»t three weeks in Bar Harbor and BanShe is in poor health.
Mrs. Pearl Stratton recently visited in

extended to the

ones.

uncle,

gor, is home.

Franklin

Carroll Dunn, accompanied by his aunt
Mrs. John Coombs, of Prospect Harbor,
went to Franklin Thursday to see Mrs.
Sarah Bunker, who is very ill. Many
friends here will be grieved to learn there
is slight hope of her recovery.

The

Harry Rodick,

Mrs.

I Orono,

daughter, Mrs. George
Sands”, Prospect Har-

Friends here of Mrs. Gladys Bragdon
Hanscom were shocked to learn of her

her

last week with

a

Remick, who is very ill.

few

a

day

few

the strike.
Mrs. J.

Frank Dunbar, of Trenton, spent

Mrs.

Mrs. Lizzie Lowe, of Cherryfleld, visited
relatives here this week.

Mrs. Morse, of Cherryfleld, who has
been visiting her daughter, Mrs. Melvin
Young, has returned to her home.

bis

serious

condition.

last week.

bridge

by

PROSPECT HARBOR.

Saved

NORTH SULLIVAN.

May 1.
of

Mrs.

F I\ Gott arrived borne Irom Washington, D. C., Monday.

NKW>.

COUNTY

beginning with the coming

summer,

KIIKUMA Purifies the Blood and
Throws oft'Complicating Diseases.
Weakening of the blood tissues by continued attacks of Rheumatism affects the
heart and produces complications which
result fatally. RHEUMA puts the blood
in condition to ward off other diseases,
and eradicates Rheumatic conditions from
the whole system.
Recommended for
all forms of Rheumatism. 60 cents at G.
A. Parcher’s.
This letter will convince
you of its great value:
“I was so crippled with Sciatic Rheumatism I could not walk. Doctors could do
After taking three
nothing for me.
bottles of RHEUMA, the Rheumatisni
had entirely left me.n—Guy Torley, 1^
Summit Ave., St. Paul, Minn.

Wednesday.

May 4.
______

s

Advertiaera in THE AMERICAN are

STON1NGTON.
capturing the trade
Capt. Barbour, in his schooner, Ida May,
has brought from OceanvUle
the store

j

in childhood. Mrs. Chase
pawed away at
the home of her
only surviving danghter,
Mrs. A. E. Herrick, in
Bethels the day
after her only son.
Judge E. E. Chase,
finished bis earthly course. The
Isst services for both were hold at the
same time
in the home here.
May 13.
M>
___

news.

COUNTY

bluehill.
pnink Pemberton,

of Hurry, is

in

town

summer.

rtbe
“

offices «t the resiBliss has opened
Mrs. George Abbott.
of
dence
to Burningw. Weaeott has gone

‘d

be has

W here

„

to attend tbe
town, called here
Stevens.
Edgar
funeral
of Bangor, was in town
Edward Orabam,
on tbe location of the
,,gr »1 a hearing
is planlight poles. Mr. Graham
work at once, and eapects to
ning W begin
1.
lights before July
,n

of

.iJtric

furnish
dramatic club will present
Tbe Bluebill
“A Womsn’s Honor,"
play,
lhe four-act

tienefit of some local cause,
of tbe club to present about
ft is the plan
each year for some worthy ob-

Boston

in

is

Frank P. Merrill

Edward Shaw, of Union, is in town on
bis osusl spring trip.
wife are spending
Dr. E. C. Barrett and
few

f

So delightfully satisfying in

the

In the death ot Hon. Guy W. McAllister
May 6, Bucksport loses one of its most
prominent and influential citizens.
Air. McAllister was born in Montville,
Jan. 18,1837. He learned the blacksmith
trade, and came to Bucksport when a
young man and entered the employ of J.
B. Bradley & Co. carriage-makers. His

genial, kindly nature,

week for the

mining property here.
Hervey Parker, of Boston, spent the
week-end in town on business, the guest

May

man

Joker, Capt. Mitchell,
from Eastport last
Farnsworth Packing Co.

load of

cans

11.

Une Femme.
NORTH PENOBSCOT.

and wife.

Highland

Judge Charles J. Dunn and Max Alley,
ofOrono, and Fred 1). Jordan, of Bangor,
were in town May 8 on business.

the lot

on

grange recently purchased
which the hall stands.

integrity

strict

1

of the board of selectmen

man

I

The spring has been so cold and backward that very little farming has been

those in

death, and

member of

a

For

the A.

O. U.

Pipe

w

IV

I

1

I l

and

P. Lori Hard Co.

H

IM
ra

mm

BMi BtV

»

B

Cigarette

"EVER-LASTING-LY

for twelve

of the board of trustees at the time of

his

#%

®

“No String.’’

and

years, and had served as representative
from the Bucksport class and senator
from Hancock county. He was postmaster for nine years, resigning before the
expiration of his last term. He was a
past master of Felicity lodge, F. and A. M.
a past high priest of Hancock Royal Arch
chapter, past warden of Knowlton lodge,
N. E. O. P., a charter member and chair-

Jennie Judkins, of Alton, is visiting her mother, Mrs. Abbie Hutchins.
Mrs.

^^P™

high sense of honor brought to him
He was chairmany positions of trust.

schooner
a

Packages:

on

Mothers’ day was observed at the Baptist church Sunday morning, with appropriate music and services.

brought

Convenient
The Handy Half-size 5Cent Tin, the Full-Size 10-Cent Tin, the
Pound and Half-Pound
Tin Humidors and the Pound Glass Humidor.

OBITUARY.

Mis. Lutie Irfgersoll, who has &{>ent the
winter with her mother, has moved back
to her home.

The

so

many ways.

in

employed.

days.
James B. Bettel is having his shop near
w ill run a
the town wharf repaired, and
public garage.
George II. Holden, of New York, was in
with
town for a short stay in connection

Tyler Hinckley

is

Walter Crockett has moved his family
home from Blue hill, where he has been

weeks in Boston.

is having an addition
Eugene Hinckley
on upper Main street.
built at his home
Marcell us L'oggan, wife and daughter
are in town for a
few
Florence, of Boston,

of 0.

who

Mrs. William Sylvester and little daughter have moved into Henry Nutter’s house.
Mrs. K. F. Wells, who has Bpent the winter at Jacksonville and
Orange City, Fla.
is home.

on

business.

I

Staples,

Fresh—Cool—
Smooth-Mild.
—

seminary orchestra, consisting of
Prof. Everett, first violin, Guy Lermond
employed
Lewiston, visited his family last week.
second violin and Miss Eleanor Bragdon,
Miss Elsie Sherman, who is
teaching at pianist, added much to the enjoyment of
Long Island, spent the w^eek-end at home. the evening.
Frank

,j

Mart.

Fragrant—

taken and reflect great credit on Miss
Bartlett’s ability as a teacher.
Music by

Hollis Stanley, of Bangor, is
visiting hi9
parents, T. C. Stanley and wife.

(or mu

ten plays
ject-

A. Erskine arrived Friday
spend a few weeks with his family.
The many friends of Mrs. Harry I.
SteveDs, of New York, are sorry to hear
of her serious illcess of
diphtheria.
to

Kocklaud.

■

i,

BUCKSPORT.

Richard B. Stover received a cablegram
Monday announcing the arrival of a son
3 to Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Morey, at
Mrs. A. E. Farnsworth returned from May
Colombo, Ceylon. Mrs. Morey was formBoston Friday.
erly Miss Marie Stover.
A. H. Mayo opened his sardine
factory
The five-act drama, “Sonny,” written
at Naskeag Monday.
by Miss Alice Bartlett, teacher of elocuHaskell Powers left Tuesday to
go on a tion at the E. M. C. seminary, and preyacht for the season.
sented by the senior class in Emery hall
Edward Morgan has gone to Brattle- Friday evening, was a great success. A
boro, Vt., to work.
large audience greeted the players, and
Mrs. Augusta Staples is visiting her son was amply repaid by a first-class performance. All the parts were excellently
Charles in Thomaston.

In town

st.ckpole, of Bangor,
business connected with the
recently on
mine.
copper
nougtas*
of Cambridge'
Mr, Minnie Knapp,
1

atibrrtisemnttg.

Capt. George

BROOKUN.
Edward Jones is visiting friends in

employment.
was
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GOOD”

1760^

Est.

r~

MAKES BACKACHE
QUICKLY DISAPPEAR
A Few Doses Relieves All Such

32rgal
Bankrupt’s

Notices.

Petition

In tbe matter of
Walter L. Reynolds,

Bankrupt,

QUARRIES,

FACTORY

for

Discharge.

)

j) In

Bankruptcy.

To the Hou. Clarence Hale, Judge of the District court of the United States for the District of Maine.
"VITALTER L. REYNOLDS, of Lamoine, in
the county of Hancock, and State
>V
of
Maise, iu said district, respectfully represents,
that on ihe 2Hth day of March, last, past,
he was duly adjudged bankrupt under the
Acts of Congress relating co bankruptcy; that
he has duly surrendered all his property,
and rights of property, and has fully complied with all the requirements of said acts
and of the orders of court touching his oankruptcy.
VVberefore he prays that he may be decreed by the court to have a full discharge
from all debts provable against his estate
under said bankruptcy acts, except such debts
as are excepted ny law from such
discharge.
Dated this29th day of April, a.d. 1914.
Walter L. Reynolds.

LOCA-

j Miseries. Bladder Weakness,
Kidney Trouble and Rheu-

TIONS, MILL SITES, FARMS,
and kindly in his judgments,
difficulty found him a prudent,
SITES FOR SUMMER HOTELS
matism Promptly Vanish
safe counselor, the poor
and afflicted
found a generous and sympathetic friend.
(lone.
It is no longer necessary for any
and CAMPS
May.
In politics he was always a steadfast and | one to suffer with
Road Commissioner George Leach spent
backaching, kidGilman Blake, of North Sedgwick, has
loyal
republican.
have disagreeable bladney
trouble,
Located
on the line of the
four
last
week
on
days
to
hauling
gravel
moved hi- family into the K. A. Butler
Mr. McAllister married Miss Ellen Page, der and urinary disorders to contend
the “flats" at the bay. Some nine or ten
position with
bou^e, and has taken a
or
of
be
tortured
Nathaniel
of
with
rheumawith,
daughter
Page,
Bucksport, j
Maine Central R. R.
teams were employed.
It will take about
Charles A. Weacott in bis blacksmith
who survives him.
tism, stiff joints, and its hearttwo days more to finish the job.
The funeral was held Friday afternoon I wrenching pains, for the new discovshop.
give opportunity to those desiring to make
J. W. Snow, of Sedgwick, has spent a at 3
ery, Croxone, quickly and surely rea change in location for a new start in life.
The Ladies’ Social Library held its snnu*
o’clock, Rev. William Forsyth offici- lieves
all such troubles.
week w ith his (laughter, Mrs. Fannie C.
ating. There was a large attendance,
il meeting May 4. The following officers
Croxone
is
the
most wonderful
on his
Bankrupt.
return from Boston,
Undeveloped Water Powers,
many from out of town being present.
were ele.-ted:
President, Mrs. Abbie E. Hutchins,
remedy yet devised for ridding the
where he spent several weeks with his
Order of Notice Thereon.
The floral tributes were beautiful. All
Stover; vi
-president, Fosta M. Hinckley;
of uric acid and driving out
system
Unlimited Raw .Material,
daughters. Miss Helen Snow and Mrs. the stores in tow n were closed from 3 to 4 all the
District of Maine ss.
secret*ry a .1 treasurer, Alice A. Holt; expoisonous impurities which
Belle Dunbar. Mr. Snow is eighty-four o’clock.
On this 9th day of May, a. d, 1914, on
The bearers were Capt. T. M. cause such troubles.
It is entirely
ecutive committee, Alice A. Holt, Eliza L.
and
reading the foregoing petition, it is—
old, and expects to resume his meat Nicholson, E. L.
Ordered by the court, that a hearing be had
Herrick, J««*ie E. Snow; librarian. E. J. years
Beazley, J. R. Emery and different from all other remedies. It
business in Sedgwick the coining season. A. C. Swazey.
upon the same on the 19th day of June a.
Honorary bearers were is not like anything else ever used
McHoai-i: ; assistant librarian, Fannie 11.
Good Farming Land
d. 1914, before said court at Portland, in
W. Abbott, Hon. Parker for the purpose. It acts on the prinGeorge
Capt.
Rev. Mr. Carter and wife will leave for
said district, at ten o’clock in the forenoon;
Siov-r; nu rtainment committee, the exSpofford, Dr. George H. Emerson, H.
of cleaning out the poisons and Await
and that notice thereof be published in the
Aroostook county Rufus Emery, Judge O. P. Cunningham, ciple
ecutive ••mmittee and librarians; reading their new charge in
Ellsworth American, a newspaper printed in
the
cause.
removing
said district, and that all known creditors,
committee, Mrs. l/ma Snow, Mrs. M. K. this week, after visiting friends in Brook- Hon. P. P. Gilmore, A. F\ Page and George
It soaks right in through the walls,
8. Chandler.
and other persons in interest, may appear at
Mayo, Mr- Sirah Morse. The-reports of lin. Mr. Carter has served the people in
membranes and linings, like water in
the said time and place, and show cause, if
Communications
locations
11.
J.
regarding
May
and various committees this pastorate five years, with unflagging
ta- tr-. ur r
any they have, why the prayer of said petia sponge, neutralizes, dissolves, and
are invited and will receive attention tioner should not be granted.
snowed tne itt»rary to be m a prosperous faithfulness, and has won their universal
makes
the
sift
and
filter
out
kidneys
SOUTH SURRY.
And it is further ordered by the court, that
when
addressed
to
any agent of the the clerk shall send by mail to all known
c>ndHiA pleasant surprise was given esteem by his modesty, sincerity, integaway, all the uric acid and poisons
Mrs. Jennie Bonsey was in Ellsworth from the
creditors copies of said petition and this order,
blood, and leaves the kid- Maine Central, or to
ti D.fi.
n the treasurer gave her rerity and ready sympathy; as a preacher
addressed to them at their places cf reside nee
recently.
and
neys
urinary organs clean,
as stated.
-u.iced the receipt of a check much better than the average, as a man
port tod a
Witness the Honorable
Clarence Hale,
Howard Cunningham and wife, of EllsINDUSTRIAL BUREAU,
strong, healthy and well.
for fi.'D > i?i
n the library by
the will of beyond criticism, as a pastor quiet but
of the said court, and the seal thereof,
judge
It
matters
not
how
have
were here to-day.
long you
at Portland, in said district, on the 9th
effective in his ministrations.
His wife, worth,
the late Wi
.mi Paris Tenney, of Boston.
day
how old you are, or what
suffered,
of
a.
d 19.4.
Maine Central K. R„
May
Fred Coggins is helping Henry Bridges
M’. r-nney
Kindly remembrance to the though an invalid, was much improved in
James E. Hewey, Clerk.
[L. S.]
you have used, the very principle of
A true copv of petition and order thereon.
Much appreciated, and it will health dunug her stay here, and won the on his weir for a few days.
library
PORTLAND, MAINE.
Croxone is such, that it is practically
Attest: James E. Hewey, Clerk.
aodmit.t-dlv prove to be a lasting benefit
lasting friendship of all by her affability
The schooner Lawrence Murdock, Capt.
impossible to take it into the human
and her thoughtful and kindly nature.
D the town.
There is
Orcutt, of South Brooksville, is loading' system without results.
HANCOCK COUNTY PROG RES 'IVE
Mr. Carter is succeeded by Rev. Mr. Branothing else on earth like it. It
A plea-1.1
t v wi» given in the town
CONVENTION.
gravel at Hopkins point.
starts to work the minute you take it
renew our “covenant with the people”
deen, of Alton.
hall Tj
in
honor
of
which
weir
at
E.
M.
Curtis’
The
5,
,■••vimi-»g. May
shore,
and to re-affirrn our belief in the esTO
relieves
first
time
and
the
you
you
H.
May 11.
Curtis W
tablished principles and policies
of the
tne architect in charge of
is nearly finished, was damaged by the use it.
great Progressive party of the United States,
the Haskell cottage being erected at Parheavy gale of Thursday night.
If you suffer'with pains in your
and for the purpose of offering organized supWEST B KOOKS VLLLE.
ker's Point.
Fin. party was given by the
Mount Desert and Bluehlll Lines.
port to the Progressive party in the State of
back and sides, or have any signs of
Mrs. Henry Young, w ho has been visitMaine, the Progressives of Hancock county
Harry Tapley has purchased an autofcvrral .?n < t 'r*
To Boston
Round Trip
Mayo and Towmsend,
bladder troubles, or rheumaare hereby invited and notified to meet in
who was seriously ill at
her
kidney,
mother,
ing
mobile.
convention at Hancock H»'l, Ellsworth,
carpenters; Clough and Miitiken, masons;
tism, such as puffy swellings under From Bar Harbor $5.25
Bar Harbor, has returned home.
$9.00
Main* on Tuesday, ill** second day of .June,
Mrs. Foster Strout, of Portland, is visitThomas 1. Hi it *k ley, painter; Andrew M.
the eyes or in the feet and ankles, if
11U4, at 10.30 o’clock a. m., for the purpose
Bluehlll
$4.75
$8.50
Volney Coggins, who has been employed you are nervous, tired, and run down, |
M Mir, -i t-iricnn; I. E.
of nominating two candidates for senator, a
Stanley, plumber. ing here.
the yacht Oneida during her cruise
candidate for sheriff, for county attorney, for
upon
or
bothered
with
disorders,
$4.25
Mu-i,
Sedgwick
$7.50
urinary
ahfurnished
by Monaghan's
clerk of courts, for register of deeds, for
Roy Tapley shipped a cargo of kilnwood among the West Indies, is now’ oiler and Croxone will
quickly relieve you of
orcafftua of foir pieces.
The grand to Rock port Saturday.
Leave liar Harbor 2pm dally except Sun- judge of prob*te, for county commissioner
and for county treasurer, all to be vbted for
launchinan on the steam yacht Christina, your misery. You can secure an orig- j
fn»r-..-n was |.«
t»y Mr. Walton and Miss
was
Mothers’ day
observed Sunday, which will arrive in Boston about Alay 15. inal package of Croxone at trifling day for Seal Harbor, Northeast Harbor, South at the September election, next following;
i. Hi K kl-v. followed
also to elect a county oommittee and transby seventy-five May 10. There was a large attendance at
first-class
from
cost
druggist. west Harbor, Stonlngton, North Haven and act all other business as may properly come
any
Much excitement was caused a few days
ciup'e- Dainty r* fresh men tn were served the church.
before said convention.
All druggists are authorized to per- Rockland;
connecting with steamer for Boston.
The basis of representation will be that
by Misses Florence Morse, Josie Snow,
ago by a grass tire which started at E. Al.
return the purchase price ii
sonally
each city, town and plantation be entitled to
born to Mr. and Mrs. Curtis’ lower field and was driven
The
Leave
Bluehlll
daughter
a
1pm
Sundays
dally
except
Kmtna Mcllowell, Sadie Snow,
by
Ethel
fails in a single case.
oue delegate, or for one delegate, for every
Arthur Fairbrotber has been christened
wind
with
for
Deer
8outh
Bluehlll, Brooklln, Sedgwick,
fifteen votes, or
great speed up
high southerly
Townsend, Beatrice Abram, Grace Littlemajor fraction thereof, cast
for the Progressive Presidential Electors in
Edith Beryl.
the Neck as far as E. C. Young’s place,
field and Mrs. Ethel
Isle, Sargentvllle, South Brooksvllle, Dark 1912.
Clough. Dancing
was
in
low
land
the
James H. Jones, of Brookline, Mass., where it
The county committee will be in session at
by
stopped
continued until early in the morning.
Harbor and Rockland.
Hancock Hull ut 9 30 o’clock. June 2, 1914, to
Mr. Walton, in well-chosen
will spend several months w ith his aunts, a ditch which was opened last fall. No
Returning, steamer leaves Rockland 5.15 a m receive the credentials of delegates.
words, exJ. N. Davidson and wife, of Pittsburgh,
Pa, and Mrs. W. DeC Toplev, of Ottawa,
Can., are at their cottage for a short

W.

Wise

■

Development.

Eastern Steamship

*-

Corporation.

__

■

the Misses

pres,ed his thanks for the honor thus
•hoan him by the men connected with
nun in er<.
ting this cottage, also for the
nontrst work that
they were doing in this
nouw that will stand an a monument f«r
hi* labor in
planning the work.
May 11.
H.
_

IN MKMORIAM.

To-dav

save

Mrs. Annie Green, of Bangor, who has
guest of Mrs. Charles Babbidge
i several weeks, will return to her home tobeen the

morrow.

all

that was mortal of Mrs.
widow of Dipt. Meltiah K.
ohase, wa8 taken from the tomb and
placed h.-side her husband in the
family
*a Seaside
cemetery.
^or nearly
when it was

Odd Fellows’ day
Odd Fellows and
3.

The pastor,

an

appropriate

was

observed

by

the

Rebekahs, .Sunday, May
Atkins, preached

Rev. C. F.
sermon.

Tapley, Mrs. M. B. Bloda
weekly pilgrimage gett and Miss Lucy W. Joues represented
hi* last
resting-place, and she never the Congregational church at the State
to

pOMible,
0

years,

Mrs. Hattie L.

she made

miss and to mourn for him all
conference in Brewer last week.
In their early married life
Tombon.
May 11.
;
accompanied him on several foreign
^
on one of which
NORTH BROOKL1N.
tfccy suffered
and she was lashed to a raft
Mrs. Ruth Roberts, who has been in
0r •
number of days before they were
Bangor ail winter, is home.
cued, during which time her unfailing
Eugene Cole visited bis parents, Benjaaraffe kept up the spirts of the others.
min Cole and wife, last week.
**• *"baae waa a
woman of quick sym1

Of* years.
e

T ®nd of generous
*° do ft

impulses, and was
and neighborly

to-day for Dark
painting.
Sunshiue league, under the

W. T. Hale starts

l>or to do

some

Har-

work

deert****^
able
The
faithful member of the
church for nearly fifty management of Miss Orendie Mason, gave
Ve?8reKalional
i
8nd never loat
successful entertainment in the hall
in its
wa« a

n

Merest

act-

a

and advancement.
Although
for—
*—1 years
word of its services
no

8be hear, she filled her accustomed
the family
pew, and was to all
an attentive listener.
reta*aed her mental and
physical
l° a remarhable
degree, though
‘ng reached the
age of eighty-six
L f8’ten montha and fifteen days. She
*
many friends who will miss her
pi sant
greeting, and will cherish her
0r* with affection.
^
..^daughters, Abbv and Annie, died
p.

<* in

prances

pow*3
^

Dr

nights

was

^®p Bowel

lb* body

(,♦

p?uiplexin».
J lot tnore
Life

y®
r“f
u

.Muvoiumt Regular
Wlls keep stomach,
in

healthy

condition.

aOU8. and waste.

v

r/nfl#^hiug

Pin

ef.?rom

n® r^haa

Bid

Improveyour

the liver and kidneys.
one box of Dr. King’s
any medicine I ever
°f Chlcag0’ Ul-

^■’atyonrDrugiis?*106^’

Saturday evening.

ago

by

some

Young and wife.
May 11.
MARIA V1LLE.

Sunday school will be reorganized Sunday forenoon.
Leona Wilbur and wife, of East brook,
were guests Sunday at the home of George
A. Frost.
A field fire Sunday swept around the
buildings of John Pool and Orburn Frost,
and but for the timely aid of Henry Frost,
the buildings would have been destroyed,
as both houses were unoccupied that day,
nd when he drove alon^ the tire was
14
ithin a few feet of the buildings.
F11.

May

one

entered

a

few

w’ho removed

Intermediate

a

Turbine steel
fast

person probably took in mistake for a case of checkerberry or peppermint which stood on the same shelf. An
empty checkerberry bottle was found on
the counter, and the case of oil was found
short
distance away,
on
the road a

a

those who do advertise.

3Lnjal Retires.

OTIS.
Arden S.

Young

was a

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.

guest at Dr. L. H.

'ITT'HEREAS, Albert C. Wentworth, of EUs-

worth, Hancock county, Maine, by
his mortgage deed, dated the 21st day of
April a. d. 1913. and recorded iu Hancock
county registry of deeds, book 497. page 255,
conveyed to me the undersigned, a certain lot
or parcel of land
with the buildings thereon,
situated in said Ellsworth and boundtd and
described as follows: being lot numbered
224 of
the land formerly belonging to the
State, containing one hundred acres more or
less,^ and being the homestead of the late
John McFarland, and being the same premises conveyed to the said Albert C.
Wentworth by me the
uudersigned, Julia A.
Leonard, by deed dated April 21, 1913; and
whereas the condition of said mortgage has
been broken, now therefore, by
reason
of
the breach of the condition thereof, 1 claim a
foreclosure of said mortgage.
Julia A. Leonard,
by D. E. Hurley, her attorney.
May 6, 1914.

Ford’s Sunday.
Emery Willey and wife visited friends
in Lamoine for the week-end.

Willey,

visiting her son,

Cherry field,
Emery Willey,

of

has
the

been

past

week.

T. Warren, of Eddington, a successBeech Hill last Sunday,
a guest at Abram M. Warren’s.

W.

ful fisherman at
was

front door and other improveMiss Nancy Jordan’s house in
the village have added to its appearance.
new

ments

on

Ralph Lally,

stopping for
sister, Mrs. George

who has been

weeks with his

Graves’ of Lamoine, has returned home.
Willis Salisbury and daughter Persia
w'ere visitors last Sunday at the home of
his brother, Herbert Salisbury, of Ellsworth Falls.

who come to Beech
the big trout and salmon
were glad to know that the embargo of
ice lifted May 2.

Many

Del.

for

Salisbury,

Brewer,

came

home

11.

xfc

is

in

employed
Sunday for a few
accompanied by Mr.

who

hours’ visit. He was
Chadwick, of Brewer.

May

WHITCOMB, HAYNE8 ft CO.
C. W. GKIMDAL.

fishermen

Hill lake

The merchant who does not advertise in
dull season makes it more profitable for

Tramp.

10.

Mrs.

steamships Camden and Bel(Boston and Bangor line) connect with

the Bar Harbor and Bluehlll boats at Rockland
for Boston.
E. L. Smith, Agent, Bar Harbor.
A. M. IIkkkick. Agent, Bluehlll.

evidently having been found of uo use as
All the silver ebauge was
a
beverage.
removed and left in a box on the show
case, bo not much damage w’Bs done.

May

Mondays for Bar Harbor and
landings.

Leaves Rockland 5.15 a m dally exjeept
Monday for Bluehlll and Intermediate landings.

which the

some

Sub.

dally except

was

large pane of glass from the front door.
Very little was taken excepting a small
case
containing bottles of machine oil,

A

Etta Young, nurse in the Eastern
Maine general hospital, and Mrs Jennie
Fdrd are visiting their parents, C. H.
Miss

done.

Harden’s store

F. H.

__

|reek

e*

damage

serious

were

|

bllz» A .,

thirty

Jones.

Forty-three cows in this vicinity
tested last week by Dr. Flagg. All
one were found perfectly healthy.

Davis.

You want

Good Mustard.

Ask for

Stickney & Poor’s Mustard
AND GET IT

In the District Court of the United Statesfor
the Hancock District of Maine.
In the matter of
)r
John L Thom,
No. 10,477.

Bankrupt,

!1
1

To the creditors
of John L. Thom,
of
Mount Desert, in the county of Hancock
and district aforesaid, a bankrupt:
is hereby given that on the 11th
day of April a. d. 1914, the said John
L. Thom was duly adjudicated bankrupt;
and that the first meeting of his creditors will
be held at
office, Ellsworth, Maine,
my
May 21, a. d. 1914, at two o’clock in the
afternoon, at which time the said creditors may attend, prove their claims, appoint a
trustee, examine the bankrupt, and transact
such other business as may properly come before said meeting.
William E. Whiting,
Referee in Bankruptcy.

XOTICE

j

In iss .ing this call for our county convention. the county committee extends a cordial
invitation for all those in sympathy with the
Progressive principles to be in attendance,
and especially to meet and lis’en toourcandidate for governor, the Hon Halbert P. Gardner, of Patten, and our candidate for Cougress
from this Third Maine district, the Hon. E.
M. Thompson, of Augusta.
The gallery will
be open to ladies, who are especially invited.
By order of the Hancock County' Progressive Commi'.tee.
Attest:
Charles B. Pinko, Secretary.
E. F. Rohinson, jr.. Chairman,
April 29, 1914.
subscriber hereby gives notice that
A
she has been duly appointed executrix
of the last will and testament of
EDWARD E. CHASE, late of BLUEHILL
in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds
being required by the terms of said will. All
persons having demands against the estate of
said deceased are desired to present the
same
for settlement,
and all
indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imEdith M. Chase,
mediately.
Executrix.
Biuehill, April 21,1014.

r|^HE

subscriber hereby gives notice that
has been duly appointed adminisof the estate of
MARTIN
ALLEY, late of ELLSWORTH,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
All pergiven bonds as the law directs.
sons
having demands against the estate
of said deceased
are
desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imLynwood F. Giies.
mediate!^.
Ellsworth, April 28, 1914.

rpHE
A he

tor

subscriber

he has been
THE
of the last will and

hereby gives notice that
duly appointed executor

of
WATSON GILBERT, late of TRENTON,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds
being required by the terms of said will All
persons having demands against the estate
of said deceased are desired to present the
same for settlement, and ah indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediHows Roues.
ately.
Trenton, April 20,1914.
subscliber

testament

hereby gives notice that
appointed adminis-

he has been duly
THE
trator of the estate of

BUSAN A. SMITH, late of ELL8WORTH,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
All pergiven bonds as the law directs.
sons
having demands against the estate
deceased
are desired to
of said
present
the same for settlement, aud all indebted
thereto are requested to
m-

mediately.
March 10,1914.

I'neful Hints from the Department of

Ex-Secretary of State* Knox Against

Exemption Repeal

Agriculture.

I

No Substitutes
sent you

employed

XEWs.

the

I

I
1
1

returned with his wife

Sunday.

va-

Charles Young
for a few days.

from

Mrs. A. L. Holt is visiting her sister,
Mrs. H. E. Smith.

J. Sherman Douglass is having

summer.

Elizabeth Moody, of Boston, and
Stebbins, of Springfield, have
arrived at their cottage for the summer.
Mrs.

Miss Grace

Messrs. Hamlin and

Peters, of Ellsworth,

house built

a new

Younfc

Etta

is

over

the

min-

is

The water

size with water.

same

poured carefully into tbe sand until it
reaches tbe point of overflowing. The vol-

from the:

home

may
vessel with a

ume

of water removed

from

second

the

general hospital for a vaca- |
vessel represents approximately the prosister, Mrs. H. O. Ford, of j
portion of clay needed.
Brewer, is here, and will remain through
Tbe proper proportion of sand and clay
the summer.
can best be determined, however, as tbe
J.
Mrs.
S.
has
I. 8. Candage
purchased
work progresses, as some clay will contain
Closson’s house. Mrs. Closson will make more sand than others. In
fact, clays are
F.
in
:
her home w ith her daughter
Burry.
very frequently found wnich already conW. Allen will move into Mr. Candage’s ;
tain about the right proportion of sand.
newly acquired rent, as soon as vacated.
If the road to be treated is sandy, the
Mary, wife of Fred H. Bridges, died surface is first leveled off and crowned with
Tuesday morning, after a few days’ illness a road machine, the crown being about
of pneumouia. Besides her husband, she one-half inch to the foot from the center
leaves four small children, also a mother, to tbe sides. The clay is then dumped on
Mrs. the surface and carefully
Mrs. 8. J. Closson, and one sister
spread, so that it
Her

tion.

Harry Higgins and wife are receiving
congratulations on the birth of a son.
Bloomfield Smith, who has 6pent the
winter in Florida, has opened his bunga-

have had

the

their store last week. E. J. Byard
Stedman did the work.

and Mr.

Miss

be deter-

clay

and

—

spring, which makes

eral

a

great improve-

Austin

ment.

felt

Gray,

for the

of

Much

Surry.

Salem, Mass., i pecially the little ones,
purchased Capt. i to realize their loss.
Capt. Pierce will | May 11.

Frank Murch is here from
for

a

short visit.

12.

H.

Wasgatt

Harbor.

at

the center

too youug

in

depth

in

Boston for

Brown

is

Quarry.
Manning has

Lewis

few weeks.

depth

gradually decreasing
A layer of
clean sand is then usually added, which is

H.

tbe sides.

thoroughly mixed with the clay, either by
traffic

by

or

at Bar

plows

of

means

tooth harrow

employment

inches in

and

towards

and

disk

or

The best results have been

TO THE VICTIM OF DRINK

oi

obtained by

FREEDOM IS AT HAND

the United States to exempt American

coastwise shipping from the payment of
Panama canal tolls, in Washington this
week issued a public statement arguing
against the exemption repeal bill now
under

consideration in the Senate.

Primarily, Mr. Knox asserted that toll
exemption for American coastwise ships
is not in violation of the Hay-Pauncefote
treaty

forth

set

as

protest of Sir
British secretary of

in

the

Edward Grey, the
He confined his discusforeign affairs.

subject

sion of the

to the conclusion

by

President Wilson that it does violate the
treaty. In any discussion of the President's statement t jat the tolls act violates
the treaty, or of Sir Edward Grey’s more

specific

claim that

“our

freedom of

ac-

tion” in respect to the canal is limited by
the
Hay-Pauncefote treaty, Mr. Knox
said: “It is important to carry in mind
that such limitation must either be found
in the words of the treaty or arise by
irresistible
necessary and
implication
from the facts defining the relation of the

parties to the treaty and to its subject.”
Pointing out that the United States
building the Panama canal at an exfurther de-

is

pense of f400,000,000, Mr. Knox
clared in his
preliminary

“We alone

argument:

We know that the demon is too much
for you and so do you know it. You have
free
often honestly and earnestly tried to
and alyourself, but have always fad'd
longer be
ways will, without help. Don’t
allured by false hopes, and add to the
damage already done to your system,
freedom in
when you can gain perfect
three days by taking the Neal Treatment.
Think of yourself as sober, and restored

yourself, your home and society within
three days.
Every patient after taking
to

Neal Treatment has recommended it
It is taken in •Uhoiuuj
to friends.
or used in
secrecy, no names ever given,
advertising in any way. The N*al Treatment thoroughly eliminates all the alcohol
the

the system, destroying
liqqor. Satisfying and con-

from

poisoning

the desire for

vincing facts as to the permanency of the
treatment can be furnished to anyone.
If you are contemplating taking a treatment of any kind, beware of the hypodermic injections, where it is necessary to
have the needle “jabbed” into your arm
from four to six limes a day for from 28
to 48

days. This the old-fashioned
With

ment.

the

Neal

treat-

Treatment,

no

expending the untold milhypodermic injection is given.
lions necessary to fortify and protect the
The medicine is a harmless vegetable
caual so that some belligerent eager to secompound, which is taken through the
cure the resulting
advantage, may not mouth. Even at its best, the old hypodestroy it; we alone are bearing the risk dermic treatment is nothing more or less
of losing all of this investment as the rethan a sobering-up process. The alcohol
sult of natural cataclysm, as an earthpoisoning is not eliminated from the sysquake, against which no human agency
tem, therefore the appetite or craving for
can secure
we alone
are

have stood for
criticism has come from

us;
whatever of the

the

of

tuauner

acquiring

the canal

criticism encouraged and fostered by
the very class which now seeks to turn
over to Europe, as a gratuity, the fruits of
our

action;

we

alone have

put the lives of

flower of our army engineers and of
thousands of Americans through all the
hazards and dangers
of
fatal tropic
the

maladies;

and

finally,

no

penny of this

one

other

than

returns,

soon

as

bad, if not

worse

ever.

Another

thing

to

be

considered

is

the

time, which is valuable to you. The Neal
Treatment usually requires but three days
in a beautiful home, amongst the moat
pleasant surroundings. Although if the

patients'

condition

demands

it

we

keep

Mvmt> at

dlv*.

the

institute

All tin

longer »ban tb
comforts of private iiub
service.

expenditure

Mot tiers, wives, sisters, snd
friends, vo,
know of someone in whom you
Bre
is
«
who
t’risbd.
victim of the
halol

drink
happiness and com.
.brim? to him, and the
satisfaction to yourself,
by mdoc.
Think of the

fort that you

cen

vrreat
in* him to

conic to our Institute
and be
freed forever from tbe terrible
appetite

for

liquor.

and »e will le
very glad t0
you lull particulars regarding tlw
Treatment or call us op on the
telephone
We should be very much pleased to
V rue us

send

have
let
equipped lor
the
overcoming
liquor habit. Remember
you rail at the Institute in person, and
us show you
how we are
there is

absolutely

no

publicity.

The greatest trouble with the
drin'hng
man is his inability to make
up bis mind
to quit, it is during his hours of
suffering and remorse, when the effeetsoltbe
alcohol arc wearing away, that he Is in
the
proper mood to be approached on the sub1
of
a
cure.
ject
Many of them are afraid that the liquor
will be withdrawn, and tnat they will
suffer tor a long while for this resson.
W'e do not withdraw the liquor from the
patients until they are ready to gne it ap
themselves. There is no suffering conneeted with our Treatment. It is mild in
; every wny and the patient leaves the Institute practically a new man, s» tree from
the alcohol habit as though be hsd never
used it, and ready to return to his business with renewed strength and energy.
Our institute ia located at U7 PLEASANT

AVENUE, PORTLAND. MAINE,

WOODFORUB STATION, TELEPHONE
We are open night and day the year
1218.
around. —Advertisement.

s{jpre

or

any

phase of any risk connected with our
working at Hall terials when wet. For this reason, it is stupendous undertaking.
desirable that the mixing be done in wet
“Surely upon these facts there arises no
moved his family weather. The mixing can be left to the necessary implication that Great Britain is
or

puddling .the

ma-

traffic after the materials have been prop- entitled to the benefits of this colossal
George Nickers0*1 bouse.
Melvin Sellers, of West Brooklin, is
erly placed, but this involves a whole work on the same terms as we, the ownhave
and
moved
Claude
family
Murphy
working for Smith Bros.
w inter and spring of bad road, and even
ers, the builders, the operators, the prointo their bungalow for the summer.
Steamer Catherine made her first Sunday
then the mixing is not always satisfactory. tectors and the insurers of the canal, or
Vivienne Havey is employed
by Jirs.
In all cases, it is advisable to dress the that she shall dictate how we shall treat
trip for the season yesterday.
Fred Phillips, of Northeast Harbor.
road with a road machine or split-log drag matters of purely local, national trade and
Miss Florence Morgan, who has been
Mrs. Edgar Springer, of Lamoine, is after the materials have been thoroughly commerce, or that we shall be denied the
keeping house for her father, Norton H. mixed, and to give it a crown of not more very rights in respect to our domestic
aoucrtiscmnus
Tinker.
than one inch or less than three-quarters •ommeroe which she herself claims and
into the

'Bud.

May 11.

1

COKEA.

Henry Bryant,
rheumatic

who has

inch to the

exercises and which

sides.

the world

foot from the center to tbe
light coating of sand may then

A

be added.
been

ill

with

or

fever, iB better.

The

use

of the road

drag should be continued at frequent
until the surface is smoofcfc and

GRAND MASONIC BODIES.

intervals

George Hodgkins, of Steuben, has moved firm.
ir tne road to be treated is composed of
family here for the summer.
be
brought to a
Lobster fishing is rather dull this spring clay, it should first
a
road
machine.
on account of bad weather and scarsity of
j rough grade with
The surface should then be plowed and
bait.
thoroughly pulverized by barrowing to a
Capt. Griffin, of the schooner Margaret, j
of about four inches, after which it
of Mitbridge, arrived Saturday to take off depth
is given a crown or slope of about onethe cargo of lumber from the sahoouer
m
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KeeP A Bottle Handy!
You
never

need

know hnw soon you’ll

rcl,M‘

a

L. F.

Family

Medi ine

Atwood’s Medicine

V
fl
B

to years, has been

the

on

reef

half inch to the

a

BLUEtflLL FALLS.

fl

■
H

; sides,

H

^fl.
fl
fl
fl
fl
H

beth,
days.
of

Sewickley, Pa., willioocupy

cottage.
May 11.

pack

the

#

Cbumbs.

Worth Crowing About
Comparison of
and after using

results and

profits before

pram Son

Pkga. £5c, 50c. 60c, #2.00; £5 lb. pail $2.50
the great tonic and conditioner—is sure to make
permanent friend of all Pratts Products.

Satisfaction Guaranteed

2

or

you a

Mu—., Back

Pratts Lice Killer. Powder-25c and 60c. Also a
Spring necessity. Sure death to all dangerous vermin.
Kef use substitutes; insist on Pratts.
Get Pratts 160 page Poultry Book

Merrill &

Hinckley, Bluehill,

Me.
Whitcomb, Haynes & Co., Ellsworth

Falls,

G. A. I’archer, Ellsworth, Me.
Dunbar Bros. Sullivan, Me.

Me

Stick a Pin in This;_
attach

i

it to

Otllcers Elected at Meeting

Publishers

Me.:

The Ellsworth

American,

to be sent

subscription to
to the following

address:
0

Name
I

...........

Address

.»...

|

Archie Barbour
| have gone to New York, where they have
Stinson

at end of time

paid

for unless cash for renewal is sent.

(This

condition will be

printed

on

your

receipt)

and

employment.
Ed Colby and wife are spending a
weeks in Belfast, where Mr. Colby is
ing a laoncb built.

few
hav-

Lillian Knowlton arrived last week
to stay with her grandfather,
H. W. Knowlton.

| ..Miss

Boston,

Hazel Carmen and

Mrs. Charles

stopped

Edwin F. Claphara, of West Sullivan,
appointed district deputy for the
twenty-first district.
was

GRAND CHAPTER.

MOTOCYCLES
FOR 1914

high priest, Wallace N. Price,
Richmond; deputy grand high priest,
James A. Ricban, Rockland; grand king,
Enoch O. Greenleaf, Portland; grand
scribe, James H. Witherill,Oakland; grand
treasurer, Leander VV. Fobes, Portland;
grand secretary, Stephen Berry, Portland;
Committee of finance, Framdin R. Redlon,
Portland; William N. Howe, Portland;
Herbert W. Robinson, Portland.
Grand

|

COMMANDERY.

GRAND

The new Indian models for 1914
retain the many mechanical and
comfort features which have given
the Indian the supremacy it enjoys
In addition they cmtoday.
body many new points of excellence.

Chief among the 38 Betterment*
for 1914 is a complete practical
electric equipment consisting of
electric head light, electric tail
light, electric signal, storage batteries and rear-drive speedometer,
fitted to all standard Indian model*

Wherever you ride Indian Dealer Service is always at your call.

commander, Ralph W. Crockett,
Lewiston;
deputy grand commander,
Arthur S.
Littlefield, Rockland; grand
generalissimo*, Edmund B. Mullet, Freeport; grand captain general, Franklin R.
Rediin, Portland; grand senior warden
J.
Frederick Hill, Waterville; grand
junior warden, Wilmer J. Dorman, Belfast; grand prelate, Rev. James F. Albion,
Portland; grand treasurer, Leander W.
ForbeB, Portland; grand recorder, Stephen
Grand

A. E.

Crabtree, Agent,Hancock, Me.

QUARTERED OAK d*AO AQ
Dlfling Suit, freight prepaid

Berry, Portland.

Benjamin
w as

L.

tjadley,

elected steward of the

SEAL
F.

H.

Bar Harbor,
grand council.

of

HAKBOK.

Macomber

is

having

bis

store

painted.

Stebbins for the
in

Sterling

Mrs.

to be

for three years, Charles I. Collamore, BanElmer P. Spofford, Deer Isle.

gor;

ington.

from

Subscription

LODGE.

was

in town

over

from I. E. Small's house to Ston-

moved

Enclosed find §1 for eight months’

GRAND

Grand master, Thomas H. Bodge, Augusta; deputy grand master, Waldo Pet"teugili, Ruin ford; senior grand warden
Issac A. Clough, Portland; junior grand
warden, Clifford S. Pattee, Belfast; grand
treasurer, Albro E. Chase, Portland; grand
secretary, Stephen Berry, Portland; committee of finance, Hugh it. Chaplin, Bangor; Edmund B. Mallett, Freeport; Frank
J. Cole, Bangor; trustees charity fund fo/

Sunday.
Arthur Powers left last week for Boston.
George L. Stebbins and family arrived
Charles Haskell left Monday for Boston Friday at their cottage.
to join a yacht.
Miss Georgia Hodgdon, of Bear Island,
Mr. Dane, the school teacher, is a stu- is visiting her sister, Mrs. Fred Driscoll.
dent at Colby college.
Miss Annie Moran, of Bar Harbor, is
Willard Mathews and family have employed as stenographer for George L.

$1 bill,

American, ETlsworth,

When you own an Indian you possess your own
railroad or trolley line. You are independent of schedules. You can make your own time-tables—start when
you please—ride as far and as fast as you like.
Mounted on an Indian you have the assurance of
ample power, perfect brake control, absolute ease over
the roughest roads and trustworthiness of every mechanical part.
The Indian Twin Motor has a reserve power that
is equal to any demand that can be made upon it. “A
twist of the wrist” gives you instantly any speed from
4 to 60 miles per hour. The smooth-acting CradleSpring Frame, the greatest comfort feature ever devised, absorbs all road shocks and vibrations. All
models are equipped with footboards.

Port-

in

land Last Week.

Edward Reed, of Boston,

SUNSET.

after coupon is filled out, and
mail it to The Ellsworth American.
a

ia

the road bcomes sticky, more sand should
be added.
The road is then shaped, crowned and
ditched in the usual manner with a road
machine. This should be done when the
surface is soft, yet stiff enough to
well under the roller or the traffic. Wide
but shallow ditches Bhould be provided on
both sides or the road, and culverts or
cros6drains should
be placed wherever
water flows across the road, for it is exceedingly important that the “sand on
clay” roads be well drained.
After clay on sand, or the sand on clay
road is completed, it should be oarefully
maintained until the surface becomes firm
and smooth.
The construction of this
type of road is by no means a quick operation. If soft, sticky places appear, more
clay is needed. It is just as important to
attend to t hese small details as to any part
of the work, for if they are neglected, the
road is liable to fail.
It requires approximately one cubic yard
of clay to surface one and one-half running yards of road twelve feet in width,
or about 1,175 cubic yards to the mile.
From three-fourth to one cubic yard will
make a load for two horses on a dry clay
road. The cost of the road will therefore
depend largely upon the distance the
material is hauled, the average being from
$500 to $1,000 per mile. A road built under
the direction of the office of public roads
at Gainesville, Florida, one mile long,
fourteen feet wide, and having nine inches
of sand-clay surface, cost $881 per mile, or
ten cents i>er square yard. Another sandclay road built by the office at Tallahassee,
Florida, sixteen feet wide, seven inches
thick, cost $470 per mile, or about five
cents per square yard.

Conary and daughter ElizaMillinocket, are here for a few

of

eight

which

with plows and barrows while they are
comparatively dry. after which they are
tinally puddled with a narrow during wet
weather. If clay works to the surface and

Austin Cbatto will care for the grounds
“Airly Beacon” this season. The Smith

family,

sharp sand,

clean,

spread thicker in the center than at the
sides. The material should then be mixed

Mrs. Hazel
of

foot from the center to the

it is then covered with six to

inches of

S.

The Davidsons hare arrived and opened
their cottage.
Miss Mae Friend, of Brockton,
Mass.,
will spend her vacation with relatives here.

111

wouldn't be without it.
Was very sick, I
got a
bottle for him and it helped him at once
I signed | Mbs. Flora Smith
Be prepared. Get a bottle TO-DAY
and kteP »t handy. 35c at all
stores.
FREE write us.
Sample
^
F." Medicine Co..
**L.
Portland, Me.

stranded

He will take the lumber

I

B

>ear*' a,ld
«m,1V
''«n mv father

was

May 11.

fl
R

the old
“l‘w Engla:'.'!
standby—for colds
dyspepsia, O- nstipati' n and other
complaints. .Mrs. Smith writes:
Bradford, Mass.
Vour b.._ F. Atwood’s Medicine is fine
It is certainly all
right. I have taken it

which

few weeks ago.
to Boston.

Rapid Transit via
Indian Motocycles

machine

his

j Oriole,

every other nation in

possesses.”

week in

Beck, spent

a

her
few

mother,
days last

Rockland.

Mrs. Charles

Thompson

and

son

Percy

North Deer Isle, after
months with
Prescott

spite

leaves

a

whose

11.

Sadie.

few'

came

WEST SURRY.

and two

May

a

Alfred Condon died at West Surry May
9, at the age of seventy-seven years. Mr.
Condon was born in Brooks ville, but had
resided for a number of years in Dedham.
He was an old soldier, having served four
He
years in the 19th Maine regiment.

have returned to

Eaton and wife.

rain, quite

from Northeast Harbor and Bar Harbor to
attend the ball given at Neighborhood
hall Fridsy evening by Miss
Emilie
Young, of Ellsworth.
p.
May 12.

spending

nine

summer.

of the

wife,

adopted daughter, at
passed away. Two sisters

and

an

home he
brothers also survive him. The
funeral was held Tuesday, Rev. T. 8. Ross,

of

Ellsworth, officiating.

Suit Is tlie
of value, beauty anil deJil,m,ll“ni80,!'e ***"1“* Room
»>“de of
aaa«abiHty'
ch>.“
sturdy oak stock anil Is designed for tine
htt9
45 *» top of beautifully tlaked wood; graced by
fi
hei b,u,,<‘1*
has swelled front top drawers anil contains usual
bi.ftil IfJ?™!* beve*cd mirror;
** *“• table extends to « ft. and has heavy pedestal
le»«Pe! dV,le“iU' ,rbe****.
Slx Chairs made of quartered oak; well braced
roifdad'J1.*!!* ’1 cl“?
a'rich lastlng'gofden8 u|,bolstere<1 •“ genuine leather. All pieces finished in
ehown in
newly Issued BIG HOUSKFURNISH!N?®
NISIIING ?Vrs
CATALOGLK. 1 his large book pictures furniture for each
acme

“

K

and

and

our

ranges, curtains, etc. Upholstering materials of all
“
Mg book brings our store directly into your
9,<‘"9e“ this
W°Ud®
MONEY SAVING BARGAIN CATALOGUE.

Hnr!, 'i*7u.T,i’ stoves,
*"
h*oma Send1/,.V a!

A

^ttal8b?ings

•

it

Bradford, Conant & Co., LESNt

Warehouses, Bates Street.

I

first-class hotel ate at your

country
to

propose

drink

zone—

a

has shared and does not

s.

thoroughly mixing

Reuben

SEDGWICK.
are

has

eight

will be from six to

SOUND.
Warren

C. N. Rhodes and wife
a

are

is

es-

_

house.

May

who

and

He has

George Pierce’s place.
remain here during the summer, but will
later move to Seal Harbor, where he owns
a

sympathy

husband,

bereaved

Hill.

Philander C. Knox, secretary of state of
President Taft’s cabinet, who rejected

Great Britain’s protest against the right
35,000 miles

mined by filling a
sample of
the sand to be used, and another vessel of

floor

hardwood

a

Eastern Maine

Otis Googins, who has spent the winter
in Cambridge, Mass., is home.

low for the

laid in

had

Bros,

Smith

piazza

a

bungalow.

his

on

j

about

present

mixture of sand

to

is home

at

country.
The sand-clay roaci is made by mixing
the sand and clay in such a way that tbe
grains of sand touch each other, the spaces
between the grains being filled with clay
which acts as a binder. The approximate

Needham, Maes., is home for

J. H. Hooper and wife go to Haven soon
for
j get the “Castle View’* cottages ready
Bangor the summer occupants,
j

cation.

built

1

summer.

week,

short

a

are

clay roads in the United States,
mainly in the Southern states, according
to the office of public roads, U. S. departThe time to work
ment of agriculture.
the roads is in the spring, when the soil is
damp. If the working of the roads is deferred until late in summer, when they
are dry, they are not only much more
difficult to put in proper shape, but the
cost of repair is greater than if they were
worked early in the spring.
Previous to 1894 comparatively little, if
any, of these roads existed. The popularity of this type of road is due to the facts
that it is cheap, comparatively ttrlti and
durable, easy to construct and repair, and
that the materials out of which it is built
are
plentiful in many sections of the

F. S. Holmes, who went to Boston last

EAST LAMOINE.
Helen Greenan is home for

in

Agriculture.]

of sand

|

“

COUNTY

There

Dept,

Informatioa, U. 8.

of

of

if

the grocer all subfor Royal Bakstitutes
ing Powder. There is no substitute for ROYAL. Royal is a pure,
cream of tartar baking powder, and
healthful. Powders offered as substitutes are made from alum.
to

RETURN

[From the Office

at)brtti«rtiunt§.

CANAL TOLLS.

ROADS.

TIMK TO WORK

abbtrtismunts.

_Retail

Store, 100-203 Lisbon Street
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